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CHAPTER 
Introduction to Vectorizable and Parallehzable 
Preconditioners for the Conjugate Gradient Method 
Victor Eijkhout 
1 Introduction 
This thesis treats various aspects of vectonzable and parallehzable precondition-
ers for the conjugate gradient method All preconditioners considered here are 
based on some sort of incomplete factorization of the coefficient matrix In order 
to provide the uninitiated reader in this field with some background material, this 
first chapter will present some theory of incomplete factorizations in section 2 
Section 3 will then contain some remarks about vectorizabihty and parallelism, 
indicating why certain methods that on traditional computers would be consid-
ered indistinguishable from, or even inferior to, existing methods, may be more 
desirable on vector computers and parallel architectures Finally, section 4 will in-
dicate what place the research in the chapters of this thesis has in the field of 
parallehzable preconditioners 
2 Incomplete factorizations 
In this section some results about incomplete factorizations will be presented, in 
a general framework of blockwise factorizations The general formulation for in-
complete factorizations in section 2 4 was taken from (161 
2.1 General block factorizations 
As a preamble to the treatment of incomplete factorizations, consider Gaussian 
elimination formulated for block matrices 
A block factorization of a matrix, in the sense that is considered here, is 
a Gaussian factorization that is based on a block partitioning of the matrix, such 
that the elimination process can be formulated as involving submatrices instead 
of scalar elements of the matrix The only restriction on the partitioning will be 
that the diagonal blocks are square 
In practice the matrix often stems from a discretized partial differential 
equation, and the block partitioning is induced by the structure of the physical 
domain each block can for instance correspond to a horizontal grid line. 
Let a matrix 
'AiU 
A'lì = 
A\u· 
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where Λ'^ 1 = Л^'-Л^'Л',1,' ' Л^'. In the next step Л^' can then be used to eliminate 
the second row. The matrix blocks A{£¿ are called thepz'uois от pivot blocks. 
Gaussian elimination, by blocks or by scalars, can be formulated as a de­
composition 
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2.1.1 Block tridiagonal matrices 
Gaussian elimination by blocks takes a particularly simple form when applied to a 
block tridiagonal matrix, i.e., a matrix where all blocks A4 are zero if | i - j | · 1. The 
reason for this is that in such a matrix the elimination process only alters the diago­
nal blocks. 
This is readily seen: if Л is a block tridiagonal matrix 
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the first step of the factorization gives 
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gives a number of equivalent formulations for the block factorization: 
A = (I - LAX-
= (I -LAX-
= X + LAX-
1){X -UA) = (X 
ΊΧ(Ι 
]UA-
и
л
) 
UA-
•LA)(I Х-1иА) 
(X - LA)X-[(X UA 
The fírst two forms are suitable for computer implementation, the second being 
easier to implement for non-tridiagonal matrices. The third and fourth form, how-
ever, do more justice to the symmetry of the process: if the origmal matrix was 
symmetric, a decomposition with upper and lower triangular matrices is possible, 
where the triangular factors are each others transpose. The third form can be used 
to form Neumann series or Kuler product expansions of the factors, see [3], [24|. 
From the fifth form, finally, we can derive 
DA =X+LAX-'UA, 
which, written out in individual blocks, gives again the recurrence relation for the 
pivots. 
Note that in all these forms solving a system Ax = b entails either solving 
systems with X or multiplying with X '. Substituting Y = X" 1 gives 'inverse 
free' forms for the factorization where the latter possibility (which is an explicit 
operation, whereas the former is recursive) is more apparent. 
2.2 M-matrix theory 
Most incomplete factorizations are based on Ai-matrices. This presentation of in-
complete factorizations therefore starts with a short exposition of some basic re-
sults in A/-matrix theory. 
The subject of A/-matrix theory is intimately connected to the theory of 
positive (non-negative) matrices, i.e., those matrices В that have only positive 
(non-negative) entries. The notation for this is В 2 0 (В > 0). A partial ordering is 
induced by this: if A and В are any two matrices, we say that A2Bi{A-B>0. 
The notion of positiveness (non-negativeness) will also be applied to vectors. 
4 
The basic theorem of the theory of positive matrices is the Perron-Frobe-
nius theorem (see for instance [23]). 
Theorem 1 If A > 0 is an irreducible square matrix, then 
A has a positive real eigenvalue equal to its spectral radius, 
to the spectral radius p(A) there corresponds an eigenvector χ "-· 0, 
p(A) increases when any entry of A increases, and 
p(A) is a simple eigenvalue of A. 
This theorem - the condition of irreducibility can be relaxed, at the cost of hav­
ing χ > 0 and only non-decreasing p(A) - is needed to prove the equivalence of 
various definitions of an M-matrix. 
Definition. A square matrix A is an M-matrix if it satisfies the following, equiva­
lent, conditions: 
1. There exist a scalar τ > 0 and a matrix В > 0 such that 
A = τΐ - В and p(B) = max|A(B)| < τ; 
2. All off-diagonal elements are non-positive, and the matrix is invertible with 
its inverse satisfying A~] > 0; 
3. All off-diagonal elements are non-positive, and there exists a positive vector 
t> such that 
Av > 0. 
Proof of the equivalence of the conditions goes cyclically. Suppose that A = τ I - В 
with В > 0 and r > p(B), then the power series 
I + т-^В + (т- 1 В) 2 -і- · · · 
is convergent, so 
σο 
Α-
χ
 =т-
х
^(т-1В)к > 0 . 
fc = 0 
Next suppose that А~х > 0, and define 
χι - A 'p where e = I '• I , 
then ti > 0 and Av > 0. 
As the off-diagonal entries of A are non-positive, the existence of а ν · 0 
for which Av >^ 0 implies that the diagonal entries are positive. From this the 
Gershgorin circle theorem gives ReA(jl) ^ 0. 
Now suppose that A = τΐ - В (as the off-diagonal elements of A are non-
positive such τ and В exist), but p(B) - r. By the Perron-Frobenius theorem we 
have the existence of a positive vector и for which Bu = p(B)u. For this vector, 
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however, we would have u' An 0, which contradicts the positiveness of the real 
parts of the eigenvalues This completes the proof. 
The following lemma holds 
Lemma 2 If 
*-(BcEn) 
is nu AI-matrix, then both В ami D arc M-matrices, and with 
S\=D-CB XE and S¿ = В ED^C 
both S] and S¿ are M-matnces. 
Proof Let ν 0 be such that Av -> 0, then Bv\ - —Ev¿ and Dv2 > С14 As both 
В and D have non-positive off-diagonal entries they are AZ-matnces. From the fact 
that 
1 = / S,
1
 -Β ' ^ r ' N 
V D ' C S , ' S" 1 / 
is non-negative we get non-negativeness of S,-1 and S.^. By the second criterion 
above, both are then M-matnces. Qed 
As a corollary we get from this the fact that for AZ-matrices the block Gaussian 
factorization is always defined, and all pivots are themselves M-matnces. 
2.3 Incomplete factorizations of M-matrices 
We can now apply the M-matnx theory to incomplete factorizations. The following 
theorem is the basis for incomplete factorizations of M-matnces It says that an M-
matrix can be perturbed by increasing its elements, and still remain an M-matrix. 
This theorem, but with a proof based on regular splittings, appears in |4 | . 
Theorem 3 Let A be an M-matnx, and let À be such that it has non-
positwe off-diagonal elements and such that À "> A, then A is an M-matnx. 
Proof. Choose τ ^ max{â,,} such that 
A = τΐ - В and À = τΐ - В 
for some non-negative matrices В and B. From Ä > A we get 0 s В < В, and 
with the Perron-Frobenius theorem this tells us that 
p(B) -_ p(B). 
Now use the first criterion for A/-matrices. Qed 
Correspondingly we have a perturbation theorem for the Schur complement of an 
AZ-matrix (see |9|)· 
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Theorem 4 Let 
be an M-matrix, and let 0 < F < Β ', then 
S = D- CEE 
is an M-matrix. 
Proof. The Schur complement S = D — CB~lE is an M-matnx; 5 j 5 and the 
off-diagonal elements of S are non-positive. Now use the previous theorem. Qed 
As a result of this we find that an incomplete factorisation of an A/-matrix, where 
the incompleteness consists in replacing the pivots A[^ by 
0 <. BL < A*k)~] 
is well-defined and gives pivots that are A/-matrices. 
2.3.1 Application to block tridiagonal matrices 
For matrices that are of block tridiagonal form, we had a simple recurrence for the 
pivots: 
Χ,.ι = A,-r\t,+ ] — A, + i<lXt -Α,,, + ι · 
An incomplete factorization is arrived at by using approximations to the inverses of 
the pivots: 
- i^ + i = ·<4ι+i,i+i - A, t ι,,Υ',.Α,., 11, 0 il Yl -- Χι . 
One can prove various relations between the pivots in the exact recurrence and the 
approximate one (see | 9 | and 17]), for example, ΊΐΧ^',Χ,, and Λ",'"" are the pivots m 
respectively the exact, the incomplete, and the modified incomplete factorization, 
then 
x;01 ' -x,-' -; xim) '. 
2.4 A general formulation for incomplete 
block factorizations 
The main result of the previous section was the fact that an incomplete factor­
ization is well-defined as long as the approximations to the inverses of pivots are 
in between the zero matrix and the inverse. This leaves a lot of freedom for the 
actual choice of the approximation. There are two essentially different ways of 
approximating inverses; both choices have different mathematical and computa­
tional ramifications. This presentation is largely taken from | Ш | . 
Let a symmetric A/-matrix be given on a 2 χ 2 block form, and consider 
the elimination of the (1.1 (-block: 
A = ( X B'\ = ( X 0 \ (I X-'B1) 
\B D) \B D-BX-^1 ) \0 I ) 
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This factorization leaves us in essence with two opportunities for approximat­
ing X~ ' an approximate factorization С of Л might be defined as 
Ζ ' 0 \ ( Ι ΖΒ'\ 
В D BYB' ) \0 I ) 
where Y is the approximation to X " 1 that is used to 'keep the factorization go­
ing', and Ζ is the approximation to X'i that will be used later on when sys­
tems C r = y have to be solved. 
In some cases further approximations of the approximate Schur comple­
ment E - BYB' may be needed in three-dimensional problems one will want to 
omit most of the 'block fill-in', ι е., the filling of blocks that are null in E but not 
so in E BYB' Also, if the coefficient matrix was derived from a finite clement 
problem, BYB' may have a greater bandwidth than Y, so a further reduction of 
bandwidth may be necessary 
Assuming Y is chosen such that D - BYB' is an M-matrix, we see im­
mediately the necessary and sufficient requirement that Ζ be positive definite, 
in order for С to be positive definite. 
Analyzing the various approximations, we are interested in the following 
points 
how easy are the approximations calculated, 
how accurate are they, and 
are they suitable for vector processors. 
In case one uses a stationary iterative method instead of the conjugate gradient 
method, it is also desirable that the preconditioner define a regular splitting, ι e , 
both C - 1 2 0 and R = С - A > 0 
2.4.1 Version 1 incomplete factorizations 
An incomplete factorization in the above context could be defined by taking 
ζ = χ-\ 0^Y<X~1 
The error that is made m this case is 
R = C
~
A =
 \0 Β{Χ-1-Υ)Β')· 
For this type of factorization it not hard to see that C - 1 > 0 and R > 0, so this 
gives a regular splitting. The positive definiteness of С follows trivially from the 
fact that all X are M-matrices. 
For the solution of a system Cx = y, one needs to solve systems with the 
pivots X The simplest way to implement this, is to store (exact) factorizations 
of the pivots Thus the solution of systems with this type of preconditioner is 
hard to vectorize or parallelize. 
Note that the preconditioning matrix C, written out explicitly, has (almost) 
full diagonal block, and hence can not be considered as deriving from a difference 
С = 
8 
stencil. This implies that it is not amenable to the kind of analysis that is normally 
used for incomplete point factorizations. 
Introduction of two Hadamard products 
Ζ
 ,
= α « Χ ; Y = J ® s p a r s e l a 1 ) 
gives the block-OBV formalism of Beauwens | 1 1 | . 
2.4.2 Version 2 incomplete factorization 
Another type of incomplete factorization is arrived at by taking 
Z = Y, О і У Х- 1 . 
This gives a preconditioner and corresponding error 
/ У " 1 0 \ (Ι ΥΒ*\
 T}= (Y-] - X 0 \ 
\ В D-BYB' ) \0 I Г \ 0 0 / ' 
First of all we see that this is not a regular splitting. Secondly, the positive 
definiteness of С is no longer guaranteed by the simple requirement that 
O^Y s Л""1; 
it is now equivalent to the positive definiteness of Y. 
This method, however, is much better suited for vector computers and 
parallel architectures than the previous: solving a system Cr = ι/ now involves 
only matrix-times-vector multiplications. The only recurrence in this process is 
between the blocks, not inside them. 
2.5 Approximation of inverses 
From the previous section it becomes apparent thai the crucial issue in incomplete 
block factorizations is the approximation of the inverses of the pivots. Such approx­
imations need to be amenable to fast solution of systems, sometimes there is the 
theoretical restriction of positive definiteness, and of course they must be relatively 
easy to compute, although the cost of this will be spread out over all iterations. 
Let us consider a number of possibilities. 
Diagonal An extremely simple approximation to X~' is 
Y = diagía·;,1); 
this approximation is easy to compute, it is positive definite, and solving 
systems with it is as parallel as any method can get. Unfortunately this ap-
proximation throws away quite a lot of information about X ', so the itera-
tive method will take more iterations than with less trivial approximations. 
Banded The approximation 
Y = \X ' Г ' 
1 Inlroduction 9 
ι о, 
'^  \ 0 otherwise 
is a generalisation of the previous one The special case ρ = 1 was consid­
ered in 1121 and |6 | , however, the approach taken in [ 12) (derived from |2|) 
leads to numerical instability when used for ρ ^ 1, see [13| A practical al­
gorithm for the derivation of У in the general case can be found in |22| (see 
also |3 |). 
It tunii) out that \X ' Г'" can be computed from a factorization of X in 
n¡r operations if the halfbandwidth of X itself was at most p. This ap-
proximation is trivially bounded by Λ" ', but it is in general not positive 
definite, see |9 | , although it is for the Poisson equation This choice of ap­
proximation makes solving a system with the preconditioner vcctonzable 
or parallehzable on the level ol matrix blocks 
By minimization A number of authors have come up with the idea of computing Y 
by minimization of I YX | in some norm. This approach is treated exten­
sively in 1201, |25 | . For certain norms such an approximation can be com­
puted in parallel, the preconditioner solve is parallel in any case. Although 
for a certain norm this approximation is the same as the previous, in gen­
eral the theory is different from that for the previous type of approxima­
tion 
Indirect In |10| an approximation to the inverse is considered that is based on 
preserving the action of the inverse on some selected set of vectors, i.e., 
Yv, = X '«·, 
for some vectors i\ For the choice ¡'J = ( 1 , . . . , 1), v¿ = (1,2,...) it can be 
proved that this approximation gives a well-defined factorization 
Although this approximation can not be used to make a fully vectonzable 
preconditioner, it does lead to low numbers of iterations, particularly when 
applied in a domain-decomposition approach Parallehty can be gained by 
using this approximation in an odd-even reduction method (see |10|) 
Expansion Let I he pivot X be factored as 
X = (ƒ L)D(I-L'), 
then one choice for an approximation to Х~] would be 
У = ¿ ( L Y Z ) ' ¿ L \ 
The powers of L are easy to compute: if X is tndiagonal, computing Lk 
out ol Lk ~ ' takes one parallel step of η - к operations. Furthermore this 
approximation is trivially positive definite 
It is even possible to improve on the efficiency of multiplying by Y, by tak­
ing the identity 
(ƒ + LH I + L¿HI + X,4) (ƒ + /,-' ') 
= I + L + L¿ + L:i + •·· + L2"-1 
into account. An attractive method then uses 
2' 1 •2'1 - I 
У = (Z + L ' n r ' ( ƒ + £) and Ζ = ^ ( L ' ) ^ - ' ^ L' 
where the sums are evaluated using the product expansion (see also 13]). 
3 The influence of vector processors 
and parallel architectures on 
incomplete factorizations 
Traditionally, the model of the workings of a computer is the so-called 'von Neu­
mann model': there is one processor which fetches its instructions and data from 
memory, and writes results back. Increasingly, however, state of the art comput­
ers of the last two decades do not adhere to this paradigm. In some sense they 
introduce parallelism: they either fetch several pieces of data at the same time 
from memory to have some instruction operate on each of them independently, or 
they even execute different instructions at the same time. Such computers can, 
very broadly, be divided into two classes: 
1. the vector computers, and 
2. the parallel computers. 
Vector computers have a 'segmented processor'. What looks from the outside as 
one instruction, say a multiplication of two numbers, is split into distinct smaller 
instructions, ranging in number from 3 to 15, depending on the architecture. In 
vector processors these smaller instructions are executed by independent pieces 
of hardware. Using 'vector instructions', such a processor can then execute a se­
quence of multiplications on the principle of the assembly line; the next operation 
is started before the first is completed. The speed-up of η consecutive identical 
operations over η times the execution time of the operation by itself is then pro­
portional to the number of segments in the assembly line. Note, however, that 
this is an asymptotic speed-up, as - among others - a certain amount of time is 
needed to fill all of the segments. 
A prerequisite for the efficient use of vector computers is thus the availabil­
ity of algorithms that involve large numbers of simultaneous, uncoupled, identical 
operations. 
A parallel computer is any architecture that has more than one (arithmetic) pro­
cessor. Such processors may be synchronized by a common clock - indeed, they 
may even be limited to executing the same operation, albeit on different data or 
they may be completely independent. The number of processors in architectures 
currently on the market ranges from 2 to 2"'. 
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For parallel architectures the same holds as for vector machines: the algo­
rithm to be executed must have uncoupled operations. In particular for architec­
tures with large numbers of processors this may be a real problem. 
Let me now give an example of parallelity in incomplete factorization algorithms. 
Consider the solution of a lower triangular system of equations Lx = y: 
for ? from 1 to TV 
Applied to a doubly indexed block matrix of dimension TV = n2 on bidiagonal form 
with lower bidiagonal diagonal blocks and diagonal lower diagonal blocks, this 
looks like 
for i from 1 to η 
for j from 1 to η 
An easy rearrangement of instructions makes this 
for г from 1 to η 
for j from 1 to η 
У*3 * Уі) M J , ! — I j ^ i — l j 
for j from 1 to η 
in which case the first subloop over j involves no dependencies, so it may be exe­
cuted by a vector machine, or in one step by η parallel computers. Note, however, 
that the second subloop is still sequential, so the total time for the algorithm is 
reduced only by about one third. 
Λ rather more parallel algorithm arises if one divides the equations into 
levels, i.e., in a sequence of subsets such that equations inside one subset are un­
coupled, and each subset is only connected to ones with a lower number. In this 
particular case subsets can be chosen such that each, except for the first, is only 
connected to the previous. Let there be n' levels, let 7і(г) be the number of equa­
tions on level г', and let ί(·, •), j( ·, ·) be the mapping from transformed coordinates, 
i.e., in the levels, to the original numbering. The algorithm is then 
for i' from 1 to n' 
for j ' from 1 to n(i') 
i = Hi',j'); j = j ( i ' , j ' ) 
Р-Я 
connected to 
•J 
Now the inner loop involves only independent variables, so, given enough proces­
sors, the total time for the algorithm is proportional to n', the number of levels. 
The idea of levels has arisen several times in the literature - not necessarily 
in connection with parallelity - for instance in SOR theory [26| and frontal meth­
ods 1191. 
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This example shows how a sequential algorithm can be adapted to parallel 
architectures, purely by rearrangement of the operations Lots of times, however, it 
is not sufficient to rewrite old algorithms for parallel computers, or it may simply 
be undesirable In the above example, for instance, the system of equations had 
a simple structure, but programming the level-variant of the algorithm is rather 
tedious Λ block-oriented algorithm would in this case preserve the structure of 
the problem, with possibly a similar amount of parallelism 
Also, algorithms may exist that would be more expensive on von-Neumann 
architectures, but would be faster on parallel architectures From various tests in 
this thesis it can be seen that the class of so-called 'version 2' factorizations is 
subject to such considerations 
4 The rest of this thesis 
The remaining eight chapters of this thesis can be split up into the chapters 2-5, 
and 6-9, where the first four chapters are about various aspects of block incomplete 
factorization preconditioners, which is geared more towards a vector computer ap­
proach, while the last four are specifically about parallel methods, chapter 6 about 
reordering for point factorizations, and chapters 7-9 about multilevel methods 
Chapter 2 treats a detail problem in incomplete block factorizations If X is some 
sufficiently diagonally dominant A/-matrix, then it is known (|14|) that 
(X-'i)lJ ъ CA1'"-'1 
for some с ^ 0 and 0 λ ^ 1 Consequently, an approximation of X ' by a banded 
part around the main diagonal is more or less accurate depending on the speed of 
the decay. 
This chapter gives a further characterization of the decaying behaviour It 
is shown that, if X has a halfbandwidth p, the decay can be described as the sum 
of ρ geometrical series, and estimates for various quantities are given 
The requirement that a preconditioner be positive definite imposes restrictions on 
the way inverses of pivot blocks are approximated (see section 2 4 2 above) Chap­
ter 3 gives a new algorithm that guarantees positive defmiteness, and it discusses 
the merits of modified incomplete factorizations 
In particular block odd-even reduction methods are discussed for these 
subsequent pivot blocks are increasingly ill-conditioned, which, by the results of 
the previous chapter, implies less accurate approximations of inverses This is sub­
stantiated by numerical tests 
Using spectral equivalence techniques, incomplete factorizations can be applied as 
preconditioners to other matrices than the one they dem e from In chapter 4 this is 
done for spline finite element matrices The resulting convergence behaviour does 
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not display - within a certain range - the monotomcity usually found for increas­
ingly fines meshes 
An explanation of this is given by considering the application of an incom­
plete facton/alion to the spline system as the product of two preconditioned opera­
tors first the ьрііпе system preconditioned by the finite element or finite difference 
matrix (which is a spectrally equivalent preconditioning), and secondly the incom­
plete factorization preconditioning the difference matrix 
For problems in three space dimensions there is ample opportunity for block meth­
ods, they can be based on points, lines, and planes in the domain Chapter 5 anal­
yses methods of all three kinds, and with various degrees of parallelity This chap­
ter includes an error analysis of incomplete factorization methods on anisotropic 
model problems. 
It is shown that the condition number of the preconditioned system can 
be bounded in terms of a quantity ω and the norm of the error matrix These two 
quantities are then analyzed for various kinds of preconditioners. 
Chapter 6 analyses reordering strategies intended to increase the parallelism of 
incomplete point factorizations It is analyzed how a certain type of ordering strat­
egy, giving so-called 'generalized natural ordenngs', will give a low error irrespec­
tive of the differential equation These ordenngs are then characterized, and the 
parallelism inherent is estimated 
Furthermore, the connection of these ordenngs with SSOR theory is dis­
cussed, and numerical tests are given, showing that there exist borderline cases 
of factorizations that at the same time have a high error, but still converge as fast 
as a method based on a generalized natural ordering. 
Chapters 7-9 are connected, with chapter 8 as the core. There a multi-level met­
hod is described which, by recursive application of red/black ordenngs, achieves 
almost complete parallelism The accompanying chapter 7 then gives the theory 
for such multi-level methods based on splitting the finite element space, and chap­
ter 9 discusses the implementation of the multi-level method on a particular par­
allel architecture· the hypercube. 
The multi-level method of chapter 8 uses red/black structures with 5-point 
stencils in the red, and 9-point stencils in the black points. By approximating 9-
point stencils by 5-point stencils - the accuracy of this is analyzed - such a structure 
is seen to arise on axiparallel levels with meshwidth h, 2h, Ah,..., and on skew 
levels with diameter \ 2h, 2v/2/i, 4v'2/i, .. The condition number of the resulting 
preconditioner is then the fixed point of some associated recursive process. 
Chapters 2-5 are based on published, or to appear, articles. Section 2 of this in­
troduction contains the material from |16|, and material to be published as an 
introductory article in the proceedings of the Nijmegen 1989 conference on con­
jugate gradient methods These proceedings will also include part of chapter 8. 
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Chapters 6, 7, and 9 have, at this moment, only appeared as reports of the Math­
ematisch Instituut of the university at Nijmegen 
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CHAPTER 
Decay rates of inverses of banded M-matrices 
that are near to Toeplitz matrices 
Linear Algebra and its Applications 109(1988) 247-277 . 
Victor Eijkhout and Ben Polman 
Abatini I 
The decaving behavior of imerses of positive defunte band matutes іэ anahsed foi \/-matι к es that 
are in some sense close to Toeplitz matrices Estimates based on the factouzation are doiived that are 
better than existing ones, m particular foi nonsvmmetnc matrices Some examples aie given 
1 Introduction 
It is a well-known fact that inverses of positive definite (from here on abbreviated 
as 'pd' ) band matrices exhibit an exponential decay of their elements away from the 
main diagonal. More precisely, if Λ is a pd band matrix (i.e., А
ч
 = 0 for j •> ι + ρ, 
and j i ρ where ρ ,p~ _; 0 ) there exist constants c, λ > 0 such that for all i, j 
These constants are determined by the bandwidth and the spectrum of A (in par­
ticular, if the spectral condition number of A is large the decay factor Л may be so 
near to one as to make the decay indiscernible), but are independent of its order. 
This formula, however, fails to account for two facts: 
1. in many cases the sequences j >-> A" 1 have an oscillatory character, sug­
gesting an expression like 
fc-1 
for some integer I; 
2. if the matrix is nonsyminetnc (in particular ifp_ ^ p t ) decay rates are not 
equal in the lower and upper triangular part of the inverse. 
In this paper we consider the decay of inverses of banded M-matrices satisfying 
some additional constraint (such matrices appear as the pivot blocks during incom­
plete block factorizations |2 |) . It will be proved that under this constraint (which 
is satisfied by diagonally dominant Toeplitz M-matrices) to a given matrix X there 
exists a Toeplitz matrix Ζ - (;,_7) such that 
1. Ζ _· Х~] ^ 0 (by >, > etc. we mean entrywise comparison throughout 
this paper); in some sense this Ζ is the best approximating Toeplitz matrix 
(see section 3.1). In the case that X is a Toeplitz-matrix we give a theo­
rem proving the accuracy of this approximation. We thus expect the theory 
developed here to be of value for matrices close enough to being Toeplitz-
matrices; 
2. there exist c\+\ ...,c^\ c',"',... .cj,-', \\+\ . . . , Aj.t', Л ' " ' , . . . , λ^ 1 (generally 
complex) such that 
ρ 
Σ
( + ) xl + l J - ' 
Ck Xk 
fc-1 
p 
cfc к 
fc-1 
In section 2 we show how this approximation is generated, and we give estimates 
for the coefficients involved; in section 3 we will discuss how well Ζ approximates 
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Χ ' by giving some limit theorems and showing a couple of numerical illustrations. 
2 Approximation of inverses 
In this section we start offby giving a precise definition of the intended class of ma­
trices in terms of a set of coefficients deriving from Gaussian factorization (section 
2.1); these constants are estimated for Toeplitz-matrices in 2.2. In 2.3 we generate 
from them the approximation to the inverse; its decay is considered in sections 2.4, 
2.5 and 2.6. 
2.1 Factorization 
We define the class of factored Toeplitz-bou tided M-matnces (or "FTBM-matrices") 
as those M-matrices the factors of which are bounded by diagonally dominant 
Toeplitz-forms. 
Definition. A banded M -matrix X {х
г] = 0 for j > i + р^ and j < i - p_ where 
Ρ-,Ρ) > 0) is called an FTBM-matnx if, when factored 
X = (D-GW-UD-H) 
with D diagonal, G strictly lower and H strictly upper triangular non-negative 
matrices, there exist constants do, gi,..., gp , h\,...,hp such that 
0 < do-b A : V,, (la) 
j = l...p_ : g} >G,+}ti V„ (lb) 
j = I...p. : h-, > Hl¡1+J V,, ( Ir) 
satisfying 
Ρ p. 
do-Y^g, >0, d0-Yht>0. ( Id) 
i = l . - 1 
If we consider the family {X,n)} of η χ η banded Toeplitz matrices with a given 
(fixed) set of coefficients, their factorizations are increasingly "Toephtz-liko" in an 
obvious sense. This suggests taking for do,gi,...,hp the limit values along the 
bands of the factors. We will prove that if the X,n' are diagonally dominant, this 
choice (which is the sharpest one independent of r?) satisfies ( la,b,c,d), and we show 
a relation between the diagonal dominance of X1"' and the set do, gi,..., hp . 
Lemma 1 The class of'FTBM-matnces contains the diagonally dominant Toep­
litz matrices that are M-matnces; if 
X = toeplitz{-T-p , . . . , - ! _ ! , г о , - x i , . . . , - X p ) 
= (D-G)D UD-H), 
then there is a choice of do, д\,...,д
р
 , h\,.. .,hp satisfying (la,b,c,di such that 
X0 - ¿^r. = (¿0 - 2_,0·) ^7' (<*<> ~/Лч 
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Proof. Gaussian elimination gives the following recurrences for the elements of D, 
G, and H: 
i n m l p ,p ) 
D,, = X„ - 2_^ Gitl-kDi_ki_kHl-)c,i· (2a) 
k=\ 
For к = ρ , . . . ,max(p ,ρ ) we have G.+jt,, = Xi+k,i\ for A; = 1,.. .,p - 1 
ρ -k 
G,+k,i = Xi+к,· + 2^, ^'•+*,·-Ά-ί,1-/^'-',·· '26) 
( = 1 
For к = ρ , . . .
 1max(p ,ρ. ) we have Я1і!+<. = Χ,,, + ζϋ for к = 1,.. . ,ρ . —1 
ρ -fc 
Η,,ι + k = ^i,t + fc + ¿ ^ Gl¡l-iDi_l^¡Η,-ι^+ι,. (2c) 
;=ι 
As Χ is an Aí-matrix the pivots in its factorization are positive, i.e., 
D,, > 0 V,. 
Induction then yields 
A , < A-1 . . - I , 
G. + fe,, ^  G.-i+fc,,.! > a;_t, Hhl+k > Я.-і,, i+t > Xk-
Boundedness of the sequences г >-> С1+к,, and г ι-* Η^,+k for fc = 1,... ,min(p ,p. ) 
uniformly in the dimension η of X follows from the fact that 
nim(p ,p. ) 
Xnn — D
nn
 + 2_^ G
ntn-kDn_kn_kHn-k,n 
immp ,p , I mm(p _ ,ρ^ ) 
=> 2 ^ G
n<n-kHn-k,n < ¿^, G'n,n-kDn_kin_kDn-p,n-pHn-ic,n 
~ Dn-ptn-p{Xnn — Dnn) < A n n = XQ, 
where ρ = min(p ,p ). Boundedness of the D,, away from zero then follows from 
(2a): 
minlp ,ρ. ) 
D„ > 0 => x(, > 5Z
 С
.,.-*А
_
Л,.-*
Я
.-*,* 
fc = l 
=> Ю > G,,, ιΰ, ΐ '^, , ,Η,-ι , , >ι_ι£),-_ 1 1 ι 1 _ 1 ι 1 
=> Α-ι, ,- ι > · 
io 
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We get DJJ I do, G,+j,j Τ g„ HjtJi, 1 h, where do, j „ h, satisfy the limit equations 
lllllllp ,p ) 
do = io - ¿^, ~Ц—' ( ^ α ' 
k=\ 0 
Ρ
 " ' U 
s, = χ-, + ¿^ —ι- - (3Í)) 
k = \ 0 
ft, = ζ, + У 3 4 — · Oc) 
Now let ρ = max(p , ρ ), let pi = 0 for ρ < i < ρ and h, = 0 for ρ < ι < p. Then 
( Ρ ρ 
zo - 2jz-t - 2J x i 
i = l ι = 1 
m m l p , ρ . ι ρ p p i ρ ρ ρ - ι 
k=l i = l
 t = l fc=l i = l i - l k-\ 
ρ Ρ
 p
 k-\ ρ PP 
=
 d
o
 +
 Y^9khk -do ^ 5 , + ΣΣ9^' -do^2h· + Σ Σ ^ Λ ' 
< ! = ! 1=1 *; = 1 i = l i - l k=\ i--*:t 1 
Ρ î> P P / Ρ \ / Ρ 
^р. - ¿ ο Σ 
= 1 i - l 
Ρ \ / ρ 
gives that 
= do - do ¿J ρ,  do  ^ + Σ Σ 9*Λ* = \dt) ~ Σ 9' Ι ( d" Σ '^ 
t  l 1-1 fc-1 i - l \ 1-1 / 
= ( ¿ ο - Σ и ( ¿Ο - Σ Λ . ) 
t 
( Ό - Σ ' - ' - Σ * · ) = ^ ρ - Σ » · ] (*> - Σ Α · ) 
/do-y.-^-\(^-T h' I- (4) ^ναο-Σ^^-Σ^, 
If το is increased by a small amount, the Ihs (which is positive) increases. 
From the recursion formulae it follows that do will also increase, whereas all g, 
and /ι, will decrease. Hence both factors of the rhs will increase; as their product 
increases and they are of equal sign they must both be positive. Qed 
2.2 Some elementary estimates for Toeplitz matrices 
In the case X = (χ,-j) the coefficients introduced in (la,b,c) are readily esti­
mated. From (3a) we estimate do: 
do = To- } — — > .го з— ^ J-o - do 
¿-^ do do 
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=> rf« _
 2 . 
On the other hand, the same equality gives 
, -Γ 1·Γ| 
rf„ .Г() -
In the symmetric case (τ, = τ_, for all i, so h, - g, for all г ) and provided g, > p1+_, 
(all j 0), 
= .r , + s , I 1 ( ¿ ) j [from (4)1 
whereí = T()-2^.r f c . In the general (non-symmetric) case (but assumep. = p ),if 
0. _ .9. + J. 
P ~ ' L Ρ I. 
, ^ 9<+кПк , ^ Skftfc 
,, = ,_, + Σ - ^ - - * ^ Σ ^ ^ 
/ I r - I " fc-1 " 
= x-, + To - do < τ , + -g". 
Likewise, if /г, ^ Λ,+j, 
Л, L x, + y 
2.3 Approximate inverse 
Given the factorization of a matrix an approximation to its inverse can be gener­
ated using the limit form of an algorithm to compute the inverse exactly [6|. 
Lemma 2 Let X be an FTBM-matnx and let do,gi,...,gp , h\,...,hp be as in 
définition 2.1. Then: 
(lì The system 
ρ 
=» = τ .
+
Έ ^ < 5 a > 
9k 
rfii ΓΓί ^" 
; . , = Σ ~ - . + * - ρ г'=1...р , (56) 
fc-l 
do 
hk 
-, = Σ
:
' - * J - ' г = Ι.,.ρ , (5с) 
^ ^ an 
/ms π unique solution. 
(2) If(5b) and (5c) are extended to generate z-,fori > ρ andztfori>p weget 
zo > ζ
τ
 > 0 V, jt 0, (6) 
(3) and the matrix Ζ = toeplitz(... ,z-2,z-\, zo, z\,Z2, • • •) satisfies 
Z>X-l>0. (7) 
Proof. (1): Consider the system 
/ do -gi • • • -gp 
do -gi 
-hi do 
\ 
-9P 
— h\ dg I 
(--v \ 
/ 0 \ 
1 (8) 
V --„. / 
The Ihs matrix is a strictly diagonally dominant M-matrix, whence its in­
verse is positive, so 2, > 0 for г = -p ... ρ . 
(2) Now suppose ztn = max, z, for some io > 0, then from (5c) it follows that 
p p 
do = 2_s ~z—^k - Z ^ ^'ο 
k = l " ' " * = 1 
which contradicts the assumptions on do and h,. Therefore 
zo >z, V, > 1. 
In a similar manner equation (5b) leads to 
zo>:. V, < - l . 
(3): The inverse of X = (D-G)D ' ( £ > - # ) can be computed using the recurrences 
nimfp , π - ι ) 
(9«) х
ч - fr+ тг Σ ^.,.^С'+*.' 
miiUp ,п — t + j l 
• ^ ι , ι - j _ η Z ^ - ^ t . i - j + A i ^ ' - J + fc.'-J 
" fc = l 
miiKp , n - i ) 
•^M+J = TT ^ ^ I ' + fc-^i + fc.i+j' 
(96) 
(9c) 
From the first line it follows that 
X'n = VD
nn
 < l/do S ίο. 
Induction on i and j (where the order is determined by the fact that X
r
~
s
]
 can be 
computed if all X(~ ' have been computed for т ^ t ъ η and s ^ и _ η with 
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the exception of X^J itself) then leads to 
for all ι and j . Qed 
2.4 Decay rates 
The same set of coefficients that was used to generate the approximation to the 
inverse can be employed in two polynomials the roots of which describe the de­
caying behaviour of the approximation 
Let X be an FTBM-matnx, let do,31, ..,^ρ , / и , . . ,hp be as in the def­
inition, let .. , c-i, co, c i , . . . be defined by (5a,b,c) and let the polynomials ƒ_, Д 
(of degree ρ ,p respectively) be defined by 
ρ 
/_(.τ) = d»xp -Y^g,xp " ' , (10a) 
1 = 1 
ρ 
/+(.r) = rfoxp - ^ Л 1 . г р '. (106) 
The decay of X ' can now be characterized in terms of zeros of ƒ_, ƒ+ : 
Theorem 3 Suppose ƒ_, ƒ+ have no zeros with multiplicity greater than 
one. Then: 
(1 ) There exists a set of coefficients с\~ ' , . . . , Cp~ ', c l1+ ' , . . . , с{* ' sz/c/г that 
Ρ ρ 
= -j = Σ 0 * Vlk 'J and ~J = Σ ( + ) l + lJ 
for j > 1, where μ^ ', μ^ ' ore zeros o/" ƒ _ , ƒ+. 
α;; Α// \μ[ 'I ·. 1 onrf | ^ + l | < 1 
(in ) Let μ\~\ μι1+ ' be the roots of f , ƒ+ with largest modulus. Then 
μ\~\μ\+' and their associated coefficients c\'\c\+> are pos­
itive real; 
μ1'' > l/í'fc-'l /òr Jk = 2 . . . ρ and μ\+) > | ^ + l | /or A; = 
2 . . . p ; 
/t'.-' <. 1 - / - ( D Z / J D a f t r f ^ 1 / 1 < 1-ƒ+( ! )/ƒ+( 1). 
Proof As all assertions regarding ƒ _ , / 4 are independent and completely analo­
gous, we will only prove one of each pair. 
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(ι) The sequence г ι- * ζ
τ
 was generated from the linear recurrence with con­
stant coefficients 
ρ 
*. = ! 
If ƒ+ has no zeros with multiplicity greater than one, z, can be written as 
*; = ! 
where the c(fc
+
' are chosen to accomodate ro, . . , zp \ 
in) From do > J2Pk=ihk it follows that 
χ > 1 => f+(x) > 0 
, , . ƒ > 0 if pi 
f+(x){<0 i f p , 
i Í / w - - - F> e v e n 
χ < -1 => / (2!) < „ ,. , , 
' odd. 
Hence all roots have modulus less than one 
(in) As Zj > 0 (all j > 0) the root with maximal modulus μ'1+' and the asso­
ciated coefficient c'^1 must be positive real, and no other roots with the 
same modulus exist All derivatives of ƒ
 t are positive in the interval μ',* ' 
χ ν 1 so ƒ+ is convex and 
Qod 
Remark The condition that the zeros of ƒ , ƒ+ have multiplicity one imposes no 
restrictions on the theory developed here In the case of a zero with higher multi­
plicity there is a component that decreases like г > ι μ' instead of г ι > μ' However, 
this is never the dominant component, as the zero of largest modulus is simple 
2.5 Estimation of decay rates 
In the symmetric case it is possible, provided the matrix is near enough to being a 
Toeplitz matrix, to give a bound on μι that can be derived from the coefficients of 
the matrix 
Let 
io = minX,, 
1 
Xj = max -X,+j,t, J = 1,· ,P, 
1 
and suppose 0 <. d = in - 2 ^
= 1 TJ Let d(),g} (j = 1, ,p) be derived (using 
equation (3)) by factorizing the matrix 
X = toephtzt-Zp, ,-τ\,Χ{\,-χ\, , -xp) 
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and let /"Í| be the zero with largest modulus of fix) = d^xr ^ p
 igJxp~J. Then 
/¿ι · //]. Now (see equation (4)) 
1 / \ ' 
so wit h α = л d do and using the rather crude estimate £ £, 1' J^ij/p)^ we obtain 
Σ 
9} (/о 
rf() = ( 1 Q )(ƒ() 
Hence 
¿о - Σ 9J a 
-
 1 _ /
( 1 2
 = 1 ^ Egj 
μί
 / ' ( i ) pdo-Elp-JÏ9} 
If the dimension of Jf is sufficiently large α can be estimated in terms of the 
eigenvalues of X: 
d ~ Α
η ΐ
ι
η
( Λ ), 
(do) - (TO) * (l + . 2xo — d « A
m
,
n
(X) \¿ ( ) / \ ту / \ 1 + λ,
η
,
ίχ
/λ
ιηιη 
A slightly sharper estimate is obtained by taking do < xo - x^/xo or even do < xo -
Estimates involving the condition of the matrix in a similar manner have 
been derived before (see | 4 | and references cited therein), but these decay rates are 
(although admittedly sharper than the one developed in this section) considerably 
less accurate than those derived from the factorization. It remains an open ques­
tion whether the latter decay rates have a similar dependence on the condition. 
In the asymmetric case of (say) ¿o - Effj > ^o - Σ ^j the estimate 
(¿ο Σ g, ) ^ (do - Σ 9j ) (do - Σ 'hJ ) 
= dod 
gives, again 
5^Sj '-i ( 1 _ a)do 
so an estimate of the fastest decaying half of the inverse is obtained. It is a matter 
of regret that our approach does not lead to an estimate of the slower decaying 
half that can be derived directly from the matrix. 
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2.6 Estimation of coefficients 
Apart from asymptotic decay rates one would like to know (asymptotic) absolute 
magnitudes of elements of the inverse. Thus if ; ; = J^îUi ckßi and μι is the root 
with largest modulus, one would like an estimate of c\ (which is real, see theo­
rem 3(iii)). As co = Z)]fc
 =
 [Cfc w e would have ci < -o if all ot could be proved to 
have a positive real part. The authors conjecture that this is indeed the case (and 
their opinion is strengthened by an extensive computer search that failed to de­
liver counter examples) if in addition д
г
 > gl + \ for all г = l , . . . , p - 1. So far 
we have not been able to prove this. 
In section 2.6.1 we will restrict ourselves to giving exact expressions for all 
cjt; we estimate one of the terms involved if g, > д, + \ is satisfied in 2.6.2. 
2.6.1 General formulae 
If the formula Zj — ^ ¡ ¡ ! = 1 ci,ßJk is extended to generate z} for j < 0 then, with 
~ - l - 0 
В = 
V.-,- , 
4
 Ml 
-1 
~-\ =0 
1 \ 
. . - 1 
С = diag(ci,...,Cp), 
D = 
I - P / 
1 μι 
1 ßp 
p - l 
^ 1 
мГ' 
the equation Τ - BCD holds, so for each 1 < к < ρ we have 
ρ 
Cfc = iBCehh = (TD-'c*), = ΣΤι'{Σ> ' ^ 
1=1 
1 μι μ'~2 μ\ 
1 = 1 
where 
cofacfcjd)) = 
p - l 
/'1 I 
/ifc+1 
1 - 2 
Mfc- l 
r - 2 
Mfc+l 
M f c - l 
Mfc+l 
Denoting Vandermonde determinants by 
ι xi 1 
p - l 
Pk-y 
ρ - 1 
*, ' 
Δ ( ΐ ι , . . . , χ
η
) = 
- n - l 
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we have ( |5 | ) 
= ( 1 ) ^ - - Д {μ
τ
 μ.) 
1 ' г *. s "• ρ 
and 
cofacfc,<£»=<- 1)L 'P uMsk.p-,ißu...,ßk-i^k + i,-..,ßp) 
χ Δ ( μ ι , . . . , μ
Λ
_ ι . μ ^ + ι , . ..,μρ), 
where 
•Sfc.p ι ' μ ΐ , · · •,/** Ь / ' f c t li · · ·> Д р ' = ¿ ^ ß j i - ' - ß j p г 
1 < J < < J , < f c < J I l < < J P . < p 
is the coefficient of .г' ' in 
( - D ' - ' í \)p xf(x) 
D' > Π <μ,-.Γ> = 
gaix-ßk) 
1 - J L P 
Furthermore 
• , / i f c -
Д ( / і | , . . . . , / í p ) 
• • , M p > 
ΓΙ (μ,-μ. ) 
l < 7 - < S < . p 
7-,S 7 ífc 
Пі<.г<*<р(м- -μ»» 
1 
Π ^ ι , ί μ Γ - μ ι . ί Ι Ι , ^ ί μ * -
( - l ) " - 1 
Iljjífc^fc μ^ ' 
-μ») 
and the coefficients α ; of 
α(χ) = > α,a·-' = 
^ d ( , ( i - A t f c ) j - O 
^K i*?* 
-с Uk \ 7-^ rfo 
satisfy 
α
·ι
 =
 Τ к ι "p- i = ! an 
and 
0 ; = μ Λ -
,
^ _
ι
 + ^ ) , j = l , . . . , p - l , 
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which implies 0 < αο < ... < ap-\ = 1 if μ», is positive real. Thus 
ck =Yiz,-'l(-l),+ki-lpf'2h-l)^-l,/2H-l)k-i 
1 = ] 
Í! ^ P - l a ' - l ( - l ) , - 1 ( - l ) p - 1 
p - i 
,a,. 
1 1 
2.6.2 Coefficients to positive roots 
In cases where μ*, is positive the sum ΣΓΓο -ιαι c a n be made slightly more explicit 
under the additional assumption g\ > g-z > ... > gp. 
Let i} = Zjdj for j = 0,... ,p — 1. Then 
^ W f ^ + ^ V J=0,...,p-1, 
where <_i/c_i denotes zero. Define T; = doSj=()~^ : j I Í / - J )<J · Then 
p - l p - l 
do 
Σ.-,α, =£*, = -£. 
P - I - ; 
1 = 0 
The Γ, satisfy 
( p - 1 - í _ p - 1 - 1 \ 
d o
 Σ r^ -^»
 +
 Σ
 ZJ+I9P-J 
j=o " J - ' j - 0 / 
- μ - , ( Τ ,
 + ι + 5 ; ) , ί = 0 , . . . , ρ - 1 , 
where 5, = E j l ò " ' - J + ' ^ P - J satisfy 
p - l ( / - 1 ) P - 1 - I / - 1 I 
Si = 2_, - j + U - l l S p - j + l ^ ¿ ^ =7 + (/-liffp j = 5 ; ι Ci_l9p. 
j = l j = l 
By induction it now follows that 
I l j-2 
Using 5o = 
Ρ ι 
Σ«, 
j = 0 
V P - 1 
To 
do 
J = l 
=J»P-
— -Ρ 
-з 
й 
= 
(p + 
Pk 
]=-¿ 
Zpdo, we 
' - 1 
ιη = 0 
find 
„
 p
-
2 
„ï-1- 1 - μ* 
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Thus we arrive at an estimate for c/, 
, p - l - i p + l i - 1 ρ I 
- i p + l i - ι 
,. . /Ч -lui. 
- " Ρ .. ι ι 
3 The appropriateness of the factorization 
For each matrix X there exists in a trivial sense a "best" approximation to its in­
verse by a Toeplitz-form, namely Ζ = (;,_,),;,
 } = maxk X~
l
J+te k There exist 
applications, however, (such as the numerical solution of partial differential equa­
tions) where X is a member of an infinite family of matrices stemming from the 
same problem, all members being related but of different dimension Thus it makes 
sense to ask for a set , ; - i , :о,-ь such that Ζ — (;,__,) is both an upper bound 
for all members, and optimal in the limit of the dimension to infinity 
We will prove optimality for two classes {X1"'} of FTBM-matnces (that 
allow dimension independent formulation) in the sense that the difference between 
the inverses and the generated approximation is per element a vanishing function 
of the matrix dimension, ι e , lim,,^^ X'",\ = Zj Convergence of decay rates of 
Xtn' to those of Ζ (again, pointwise) then follows as a corollary The latter of 
these two classes contains the FTBM-matnces that are Toephtz-matrices 
Some numerical examples will show that even for fairly small matrix di­
mensions accurate estimates of decay rates can be obtained 
3.1 Limit theorems 
We first consider those FTBM-matnces the factors of which are Toephtz-forms 
Lemma 4 Let D, G, Η be Toeplifz matrices with dimension independent coeffi­
cients 
Gi + k,, ^ 9κ, H^^L^fiL, Dtt Ξ do 
wtirfvnig (Id), and let X{n] = (D - G)D [(D - H), which makes X ( n ) an FTBM-
matnx Let, furthermore, Ζ = toeplitzi ,Z-I,ZQ,Z\, ) be generated by equation 
(5) Then 
(1) the sequence η ι -> X\n,\ is monotomcally increasing for all i,j, 
(2) for given ι we have h m ^ o o X,'"!^ — ~j uniformly in j 
Proof (1) Monotonicity and boundedness are proved by induction using equa­
tion (9) 
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(2): As the limit values lim,,-.,» -X,'"!^  satisfy the system (5) (which has a 
unique solution) they must be equal to the z}. Uniformity follows from the fact that 
the quantities 
c l n ) γ [ni v * l n ) , · ^ Λ 
satisfy the same recurrences as Jf,1"^ if j Φ 0, from which one can derive 
in a manner analogous to the proof that -o > ~
:
 for j ' ψ 0. Qed 
Pointwise convergence can also be proved (though in a more restricted sense) for 
a broader class of FTBM-matrices; this class contains the FTBM-matrices that are 
Toeplitz-matrices. 
Lemma 5 Let η *-* D
nn
, η <-* G
n + j . ) n (for к — 1, . . . , p ) and η ι—> ƒƒ„_„ + ;. (for 
к = 1,... ,ρ_) be sequences such that D
nn
 J. d», G
n + ».in Τ gk, Нп,п + к Τ hk and <ƒ„, g t. 
/ц sail's^- r7f/;,· furthermore let Din\ G ( n l , Я ' " ' be η χ η matrices such that 
D{n) = diag(A,) I = 1, ,„ 
G'7" = loweríG.+j,,)^,, ,„ , „ , , ,n j 
Я " " = upper(F l i l + J ) J = U ,ρ.,,^ι, ,„-j 
andletX^' = {D<n>-G"'))D<n)~\D*'"-Hinì). Ifthez, are generated using d», gk, hk 
then 
Vf>o,n„ 3n , Vn>ni)fc<„„ : Х Д > Zj - e 
uniformly in j . 
Proof. Let n¿ be such that z^ generated by (5) from the Toeplitz factors with d,, ~ 
Ρη,,π,, 9,+к,г = G
n
,
 + k<ni, and /i l i l + f c Ξ Hn,iJlllk satisfy 
=\ >·~,- e/2, 
and let У,1"!, be a class of matrices generated by (9) using d,t -— D„, i r,,, д,-к,і " 
G
n
,+k,n>, and /i,il + fc = Hn,¡n, + k. For these У,'"^ we have 
lim У"1' = ~' 
1 1 1 1 1
 ^ 1,1+1 " J ' 
and from monotonicity of η ι—» £>„„, π ι-» Gn + j.,,,, and n ι—> H
n
,
n + k it follows that 
γ-(η) 1 ^ y t r t ) 
','+J — >ι· ' J ' 
Now for arbitrary no there exists тц such that 
п>П, ,fc<nn ^fcjt+j ^ "J - €/2. 
We find that for π > ni and к < Щ) 
у
1
"
1
 ' > •кІПІ > - _ f 
Л
к,к+} — •'fc.fcfj — ~] е · 
Note that the various quantities can be chosen uniformly in j as only a finite num­
ber of j ' s needs to be considered, due to the fact that liin, ^ p ^ Cj = 0. Qed 
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Remark The monotonicity conditions of the previous lemma can easily be re-
laxed to 
limZ),, = do, D,, rf„ (V,), 
etc. 
For decay rates we get the same convergence results, only this time not uniformly 
in j . 
Lemma 6 Define 
' 7 X"" ' 
¿(nl _ . ¿ ' . . M l _ _ i . J * J 
' .J 1 7 y l n i ' 
Then for all i,j the δ'"' converge to 0 under the conditions of lemmas (3.1) and (3.2). 
3.2 Numerical il lustrations 
To illustrate the theory developed above we have computed the inverses and decay 
matrices, XD = (¿υ> with ¿,,,.* = Λ"",1,k X^J+k-t аndδ, + kt, = Х,~і\,г/х7~к-і., f o r 
к - 0, of some 15 < 15 band matrices. The matrices used were 
1. X = toeplitz( 1,5, 1), 
2. X = toeplitz( -.9,5, 1.1), 
3. X = toeplitz<-.5,-1,5,-1, - .5), 
4. X = toeplitz(-.5, -1 ,5, - 1 , -.5) + . lx | random penta-diagonal 0(1)]. 
The results are shown in table 1. Of these matrices decay rates were predicted: 
By inspection of the factorization: μf is the largest root of fix) = doxp — 
Y7,-\ ''' ' ' 'p ' where rf«, Ль . . . , h
v
 satisfy the conditions of Definition 2.1. 
Using the α prion estimate (see section 2.5) μ™ = 1 - - where α = [2/( 1 + 
<V,M\/A
mm
)|? and eigenvalues are estimated by the Gershgorin circle theo­
rem. 
Using the main theorem of [4]: let |a, b\ contain the spectrum of A* A; let 
q = (v'Th- 1)/і ''Щ+ Dana μη =í1/inaxip ,Р >; then lil"11 < c ^ " 7 ' . 
The bounds on the spectrum were derived by Gershgorin estimates. 
Observations 
Matrix ( 1 ): For symmetric tridiagonal Toeplitz-matrices we know that both μ f and 
μη are asymptotically exact; this example shows that they are accurate even for 
fairly small matrix dimensions. This is the only case for which μη can be proved to 
be exact. As was to be expected from the discussion in section 2.5 /¿m is slightly off. 
Matrix (2): For both halves of the inverse of this unsymmetric matrix μ/ is ex­
tremely accurate (note that for tridiagonal Toeplitz-matrices X the sequences к >-> 
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X~Jk, and Â; >-» Х~,1_
к
 are geometric progressions); the a priori estimate /<„, is 
not too far off the actual (fastest; see the end of section 2.5) decay rate of the 
lower triangle; the estimate μο is rather crude due to the inadequacy of Gersh-
gorin estimates of the spectrum of A'A. 
Matrix (3): For matrices with ρ *·· 1 the oscillatory behaviour of the inverse and 
decay matrices becomes apparent. Thus we can only remark that μ f is in overall 
accordance with the actual results; μρ is considerably off, and μ„ is even more so. 
Matrix (4): Similar remarks as for matrix (3) apply here, but now μƒ is also some­
what inaccurate. This is due to the fact that the estimates do,... determining the 
approximation to the inverse can be based on (i.e., are attained at) elements in 
radically different places of the triangular factors of the matrix. These extreme el­
ements, however, have (only in an informal sense) a 'localized' effect on the actual 
inverse. 
Table 1: Decay rates 
Matrix 
Ü) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(a) 
.2087 
.1877(1) 
.2295 (r) 
.4678 
.4956 
(b) 
.2094 
.2096 
.6772 
.6967 
(c) 
.2087 
.5143 
.5773 
.5888 
Some conclusions based on table 1 and the matrices shown are: 
1. In the symmetric case the Demko estimates are systematically better than 
those based on section 2.5; they can be exact for ρ = 1, for larger ρ they are 
pessimistic. 
2. In the asymmetric case the Demko estimates are very pessimistic and po­
tentially difficult to derive as A'A need not be diagonally dominant, which 
inhibits application of Gershgorin circle theorems. 
3. The estimates based on the factorizations are accurate, even for ρ ^ 1 
and asymmetric matrices. 
3.3 Other approaches to exponential decay 
Our results concerning the decaying behaviour of the inverse of a banded matrix 
are closely related to a theorem of Barrett | 3 | , who proved that if Τ = (ƒ,
 } ) then 
T " 1 is upper p-banded (i.e., T,"!,. = 0 for j ~> p) if the tk can be described as 
certain sums of powers of roots of a polynomial; the sum of the multiplicities of 
the roots equals p. This same behaviour could have been derived (for general pd 
banded matrices) in at least two other ways, that we sketch here (rather roughly) 
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1. Any banded matrix can be partitioned to block tridiagonal form; if the ma­
trix is /j-banded the blocks are square and have dimension p. Factorizing 
this block matrix and computing its inverse by a block form of (9) gives a de­
cay proportional to thepth root of a constant related to the condition of the 
matrix. Compare this to the estimate μ \-a,p % ( 1 - α ) 1 " 1 in section 2.5; 
the (1 - a ) ' p was derived in a different manner by Demko et al. |4). 
2. Λη early result of Asplund [ 11 (used by Barrett |3]) states that a matrix is 
upper p-handed if the upper p-minors (i.e., the determinants of those ma­
trices having a main diagonal up or above the main diagonal of the matrix) 
of its inverse are zero. If the inverse was a Toeplitz form this can be used 
to give p-term characteristic recurrences. 
4 Conclusions 
We have developed a way to approximate the inverses of certain pd band matri­
ces by Toeplitz matrices the decaying behaviour of which closely resembles that of 
the actual inverses. If the factorization of the band matrices is known the expo­
nential decay can be estimated far more accurately than with the currently best 
available results |4 | . This is particularly interesting when applied to incomplete 
blockwise factorizations, where it is desirable to have an accurate estimate of the 
error made in approximating the inverse of a banded matrix by a banded part of 
that inverse | 2 | . As one algorithm to compute banded parts of inverses ([6|) uses 
the factorization, one can dynamically obtain good estimates of the error. 
| 1 | E. Asplund, Inverses of matrices {α,_,} which satisfy α
ι ; = 0 for j > i + 
ρ, Math. Scand., 7(1959), 57-60. 
[21 О. Axelsson and B. Polman, On approximate factorization methods for 
block-matrices suitable for vector and parallel processors, Lin. Alg. Appi. 
77(1986), 3 26. 
13| W. W. Barrett, Toeplitz matrices with banded inverses, Lin. Alg. Appi. 57 
(1984), 131-145. 
| 4 | S. Demko, W. F. Moss and Ρ W. Smith, Decay rates for inverses of band 
matrices, Math. Comp. 43(1984), 491-499. 
| 5 | F. Neiss, Determinanten und matrizen, Springer, Berlin 1967. 
|61 K. Takahishi, J. Fagan, and M. S. Chen, Formation of a sparse bus impe­
dance matrix and its application to short circuit study, in 8th PICA Con­
ference Proceedings, Minneapolis, 1973, 63-69 
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CHAPTER 
Positive Definiteness Aspects of Vectorizable 
Preconditioners 
Parallel Computing, 10(1989), 93-100 
Victor Eijkhout and Panayot Vassileuski 
Ahstracl 
The requirement that a preconditioning matrix for an accelerated iterative method be positive 
dehmte (pd) imposes some restrictions on the way inverses of the pivot matrices m an incomplete 
block factorization aie approximated Several possibilities of meeting this requirement will be 
discussed, and it will be shown why the generalized rowsum criterion (giving rise to ьо-c.illed modified 
factori7ations) reduces the performance of preconditioners based on cyclic reduction 
1 Vectorizable preconditioners 
In recent investigations | 1 | , | 3 | , |6| , |9 | of preconditioners for iterative methods 
for sjmmetric matrix problems (in particular the conjugate gradient method) the 
following two classes» of preconditioners based on incomplete block-factorizations 
appear (throughout this paper we will consider the coefficient matrix A to be a 
discretization of a self-adjoint elliptic differential operator in two space dimen-
sions, h denotes the mesh size) 
Cj = (ƒ LCX~[HX L'c) = A R, (1) 
where X is a block-diagonal matrix containing the pivot blocks of the factorization 
in factored form, and 
Ci, = ( / - ¿ Г У Н У " 1 - 1*
с
) = A- R
n
 (2) 
where F is a block-diagonal matrix containing approximations to the inverses of 
the pivotblocks Class I includes among others the INV preconditioners |6]; class 
II includes the related INWj preconditioners | 9 | The differences between the two 
classes are both practical and theoretical To solve a system C¡a = b one has to 
solve a series of subproblems Χ,ά, = b, for some a,, b, If (as we shall assume) 
X, is not diagonal, the simplest solution is to have it available in factored form, 
thus making the solution of the subproblem highly recursive To solve Cua - b, 
however, the subproblems take the form Y~ 'à, = b,, i.e a, = УД, which is explicit. 
Thus preconditioners of class II have the obvious advantage of vectorizability They 
have, however, the theoretical disadvantage that, whereas for class I pd-ness is 
easily ensured (|2|), for an important subclass of the pd matrices (namely the M-
matrices), this not the case (for any but model problems) for class II Numerical 
tests indicating this can be found in |9 | . 
We will discuss how the requirement of pd-ness affects the choice of the 
method for approximating the inverses of the pivot blocks. In particular, we will 
show why modifying the preconditioner by making it satisfy a generalised rowsum 
criterion |41 
Av = Сц (3) 
for some positive vector e, is not the best solution if the preconditioner is derived 
by blockwise cyclic reduction. 
2 The positive definiteness requirement 
Writing a general vectorizable preconditioner as 
С = ( ƒ - LY)Y-\l -YÜ) (4) 
(where Y is an explicitly given symmetric block diagonal matrix, and L is strictly 
lower triangular), it is easy to see that С is pd if and only if У is pd Thus pd-ness 
can be ensured if we have a method of, given a pd banded matrix X, (the г-th pivot 
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block in the incomplete factorization), constructing a pd banded approximation Y, 
to its inverse. In order to have a well-defined factorization it suffices to have Y, 
satisfy in addition λ,,,,,,^ν,Χ,) < 1. This last point will be elaborated in section 4. 
At this point we introduce a distinction between approximations that are given 
fully explicitly, and those that are given in a factored form. Examples of the first 
kind: 
У, = [jr, 'J"" (5) 
i.e., Y, consists of the innermost 2p+ 1 diagonals of X~] (this is called ABI in |11 and 
1NV (only presented for p= 1) in |6|), or, writing X, = D - B, let Y, be a polynomial 
expansion 
Y, = D 1/2(снІ + clD-ll2BD-]/2 + ... +ck(D-1 2BD-l'2)kiD-* ¿ (6) 
(called POL in [6|). Examples of the second kind: 
Y,= [L-^^D-1 [L-1]"" (7) 
(denoted CHOL in |6|) or, writing Х~[ = LDL* let У, consist of a product of 
banded parts of these factors: 
У. = (£)""£> [ і ' ] ' р ' (8) 
An algorithm to efficiently compute this latter block preconditioning ( which the au­
thors have not encountered in the literature) if X, is a p-banded matrix is given as 
an appendix. 
It is immediately clear that, whereas the factored approximations are pd 
if X, was pd, this is not automatically true for the explicit approximations. To 
remedy this one can modify the preconditioner by having it satisfy 
Av = Cv (9) 
for some positive vector ν (the choice ν = (1, ...,1) gives the MINV precondi-
tioners when applied to class I). Apart from the theoretical justification that pd-
ness is thus guaranteed |4 | , this has the additional benefit of sometimes reduc­
ing the condition number of С ' Л from 0(/i" 2) to CX/i-1) (experimental results 
indicating this can be found in e.g. | 11 | ; in the case of pointwise factorizations 
proofs of this reduction exist). 
On the level of the pivot blocks this modification can be realized by replac­
ing Y, by У, = У, + D where D is a diagonal matrix such that 
(У, + D) 'c = X,v (10) 
i.e., 
DX,v = v-YlXlv (11) 
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3 The ill-conditioned behaviour of 
odd-even reduction 
When the preconditioner is constructed by a blockwise incomplete odd-even re­
duction (for definition see 11|) applying this modification seems to reduce the ef­
fectiveness of the preconditioner greatly This is due to the fact that the modifi­
cation makes the smallest eigenvalue of the pivot blocks behave similarly to the 
way it would have done in a full factorization. In particular, the last block will 
have a condition number of Oih'1) , a well-known fact in the field of domain 
decomposition techniques | 5 | . 
An illustration of this is provided by the model problem 
-Au = ƒ on Ω = (0,1)2 (12) 
discretized by linear finite elements. It is easily shown that the diagonal blocks Л" 1 
and off-diagonal blocks Bu' in subsequent stages of a full cyclic reduction satisfy 
A,u = tridiag(-1,4,-1) 
B'u = -I 
All,u = A," + 2B" + ,) 
As the corresponding scalar recurrence 
a"*
1
' = a") + 2 b I H " 
with initial values a '" = 2, 6"' = - 1 satisfies a , , + 1 ' 
λ,,,,,,Μ'"» = 2 + Oih2) that 
λ ( / l l , + " ) ~~ -\ M u l ) 
2 
Specifically, 
a"" + 2&"" = e => a " ^ " -1- гб"·* 1 ' = 2e - e2/aln'. 
For the continuous case one can prove, using techniques similar to those used 
in |12 | 
2 - ' + 1 < λ,η,,,Μ"') < 2 - ^ ( 1 + π 2 ) .,-. 
A l n.,4U
l !
') =0(1) 
but for the model recursion we find the stronger bound 
.n + l.
 + g j t n + l . = ( e . n . + 2^"',? ^J. 
a
{n
' 
- 2(α(τ" +20"") . 
If the incomplete factorization of A satisfies the generalized rowsum crite­
rion with с the eigenvector to the smallest eigenvalue of A, the diagonal blocks have 
smallest eigenvalues equal to the λ,,,,,,Μ'"). Thus the diagonal blocks are increas­
ingly ill-conditioned: whereas the first block has a condition number к = 3, the last 
(14) 
= a
( ! l/2, we conclude from 
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has ь. = Oih' ' ). Work by Demko et al | 7 | and Eykhout and Polman | 8 | then tells 
us that the decay rates of their inverses will tye increasingly nearer to 1, whence 
banded approximations to the inverses of these matrices become less and less accu­
rate 
This problem does not occur in blockwise incomplete factorization based on 
a natural ordering of the unknowns, where all pivot blocks have a condition num­
ber of 0(1). 
4 The well-definedness of the factorization 
A typical step in an incomplete factorization can be represented as 
" ( i £МЛ!)( ¡)(ίγη 
where 5 is the Schur-complement 
S = M -V'YV (17) 
The factorization is by induction properly defined if S is again (symmetric and) pd 
If Л is an M-matnx it can be shown | 2 | that it suffices to have Y satisfy 
0<Υ<χ-[ (18) 
The generalized rowsum criterion can bo enforced by taking any Y ^ 0 satisfying 
Y lv = Xv for a certain positive vector ν HA is not an M-matnx (or if, as in cyclic 
reduction, this modification is unwanted) we turn to factored approximations The 
following lemma can be used to ensure pd-ness of 5 
Lemma 1 5 is pd if 
Υ = τ~
]
ΒΟΒ
ι
 (19) 
where D is a positive diagonal matrix, В is any non-singular matrix, and τ satisfies 
τ > Χ,
η
^(ΟίηΒ'ΧΒΌί/ζ) 
Proof. 5 is pd if for any vector w 
uSX lw > νυΎυι = T'^B'WÌ'DB'W 
(B'wVDB'w (В'Х1/2и)10(В'Х]/ги) 
w'X ' l i ' и1 и 
where и = Х~ 1 / 2 ш Hence it suffices to have τ satisfy 
r > \
тл
^Х
ІІІ
В0ІІ1Ох'гВ*ХХІІ) = \
тп
{0111В*ХВО*'*) 
Qed 
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5 Numerical tests 
In order to assess the relative merits of the various preconditioners we have per­
formed some tests Comparisons have been made of both preconditioners using 
explicit ('e') and factored (T) approximations (based on (5) and (8) respectively) to 
the inverses of the pivot blocks, and of modified versions of both (denoted 'em'/fm' 
respectively) 
The iterative method used was the method of conjugate gradients with 
start vector C' ]vhs and halting criterion y/r[Cri, < 10~H\rhs\, where r^ is the 
residual in the λ'-th step The test problems were second-order elliptic problems on 
the unit square, discretized by central differences The boundary conditions were of 
the Dinchlet type 
5.1 Description of the problems 
(1) The model problem 
Δι« = 0, и = 1 (20) 
with a preconditioner based on ordinary blockwise Gaussian elimination 
The modified versions used 
1' = d ' i j » ! J 1 η 
t'jj = i(n + I — г) 
as a modification vector 
(2) The model problem 
- Δ ( / = 2 ( . r ( l - x) + y(l - у)); и = x(l - xiyil - y) (21) 
with a preconditioner based on blockwise Gaussian elimination The mod­
ified methods used t> = (1, ,1) 
(3) The same as ( 1), but with a preconditioner based on incomplete blockwise 
cyclic reduction 
(4) The same as (2), but with a preconditioner based on incomplete blockwise 
cyclic reduction 
(5) An anisotropic problem 
-<1/а)и« - uyy = 0, u = l (22) 
with a preconditioner based on Gaussian elimination; matrix blocks corre­
spond to vertical grid lines, and are thus ill-conditioned if α is large 
(6) As (5) could have been solved efficiently by letting matrix blocks corre­
spond to vertical grid lines (indeed, in that case increasing α makes the 
pivots better conditioned), we have tested a problem for which no such 
simple solution exists 
- (aix, y)u.
x
)I — (b(x, y)Uy)y = 0 и = 1 (23) 
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5.2 
where 
a(x,y) = е - 1 * ; Ых,у) = 1 - e " 1 " 
In this case matrix blocks corresponded to horizontal grid lines. 
Numerical results 
Numbers of iterations for the four types of preconditioners on the six problems 
above are listed in tables 1-6. 
problem 1. 
1/A 
method 
P=l 
2 
4 
8 
65 
e f em fm 
45 53 38 44 
26 32 23 26 
15 18 14 16 
9 10 9 9 
129 
e f em fm 
82 90 57 64 
51 56 33 38 
28 34 21 23 
16 18 13 14 
Ι/Λ 
method 
P=l 
2 
4 
8 
problem 2 
65 
e f em fm 
43 51 47 53 
129 
e f em fm 
79 90 73 81 
26 31 28 32 ' 49 59 44 51 
15 18 17 19 ! 29 34 27 30 
9 11 10 12 ! 16 19 17 19 
problem 3. 
1/Λ 
method 
p=l 
2 
4 
8 
65 
e f em 
40 50 45 
25 32 37 
16 20 30 
12 15 26 
129 
e f em 
77 95 79 
47 59 61 
27 36 47 
16 23 40 
problem 4. 
1/A 
method 
p=l 
2 
4 
8 
65 
e f em 
37 48 90 
23 31 76 
15 20 64 
11 15 52 
129 
e f em 
72 92 177 
46 59 129 
26 35 114 
15 24 100 
In general we see that, modified and (provided the e-method does not break 
down) also unmodified, the e-method performs (slightly) better than the f-method. 
Problems (1) and (2) indicate that using a modified method for well-behaved prob­
lems with a natural ordering of the unknowns may enhance performance, but need 
not. 
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[method 
| p = l 
I 2 
4 
8 
problem 5, 1 /ι = 65 
a = 4 
_ e f em fm 
82 64 84 
43 51 36 45 
23 28 20 24 
13 14 12 13 
α = 50 
f em fm 
131 176 281 
87 168 244 
51 109 165 
27 63 92 
jjrobU 
method 
p = l 
2 
4 
8 
ЧТ1 6, 1/Λ = 65 
e f em fm 
129 189 239 
85 177 214 
48 154 185 
24 124 144 
= breakdown of conjugate gradient method due to 
non-pd preconditioner 
Then comparing these problems to those using cyclic reduction we see that, 
whereas the unmodified methods need roughly the same number of iterations as 
they did in the previous case, applying a modification in this case may seriously 
degrade performance Thus, in order to ensure pd-ness in preconditioners based 
on cyclic reduction the use of f-methods is recommended Merely increasing the 
halfbandwidth may be insufficient for ill-behaved problems, besides, it may not be 
decidable in advance what bandwidth will suffice. 
The ill-conditioned problems (5) and (6) are examples of the conjugate gra­
dient method breaking down because of a non-pd preconditioner If the problem is 
only moderately ill-behaved the e-methods can still be rescued by taking a larger 
approximating bandwidth (problem (5), α = 4), but in general it is better to use a 
method that is guaranteed to give a pd preconditioner The results then indicate 
that unmodified f-methods can compete with modified e-methods, even if these 
have a larger bandwidth (compare problem (6) f-method, ρ =1 and modified e-
method, ρ = 8) 
6 Conclusion 
We have investigated some of the implications of the requirement that a precon­
ditioner for an accelerated iterative method be positive definite for the case where 
the preconditioner is based on an incomplete blockwise factorization It was al­
ready known that this requirement imposes more restrictions on preconditioners 
of the form (2) ('inverse-free' or 'vectonzable' preconditioners) than on those of 
the form ( 1 ) regarding the method used for approximating the inverses of the piv-
otblocks For not particularly well-behaved problems, for instance, it is not enough 
to take (sufficiently wide) banded parts of the inverses; we have shown that meth­
ods that give an approximation in factored form constitute an alternative. Tests 
indicate that this solution can be preferable to using so-called modified precondi­
tioners In the case of block-factorizations based on cyclic reduction we have given 
an argument predicting the poor behaviour of such preconditioners. 
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8 Appendix 
Let Л be a symmetric pd matrix such that a
u
 = 0 if |?' - j \ -- p, let 
A'1 = U'DU 
where D - diagWi,.. .,d
n
) and U is unit upper triangular; let 
"', = (ü.,i + i , · · · , «ι,τΛ a\ = ( а . , і + ь - - . , а г , п > 
and 
U, = ( í i r J . ^ = r , . < = n , -Αι = ( a r » ) . < = r , . < = n , A = diag(<í, , . . , ( / „ ) 
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From 
Ч ' 0' \ /ι
 и
; \ /
а і 1 α; W i о' \ 
О Di+\J \0 U, + i) \ai A,tJ U . U^J 
it follows that 
a, + А,ци, =0, dl = a„+a[u„ and Ul+lAlt iU^i = Di+\ 
whence 
M, = (U'l + ìD,nU, + ì)a,. 
Now let Jp be the projection on the first ρ coordinate directions, i.e., 
" ν о о j ' 
then with 
't','" = ( u , , , + i , . . , i t , , , + p , 0 , . . , 0 ) 
and U'I1\ the p-banded part of {/..ц we obtain 
«','" = Jp«, = -JpU'l + ìD, + ìU,+ lJpa, = -JpV,+ iat 
where 
v l f , = [/;P '1 'D,+ 1[ /;C I 1 . 
The complete algorithm: 
imtiulize: 
d„ = о J , и'/' = (1), £>„ = (d
n
) , V„ = D„. 
/oop for ι from n-l down to 1 
и'Г = -JpV,
 + \a„ d, = (a,, + a¡u' Ip ' )~1 
v = ( <{· rf'u'.'" 
\ a, tt, ν, + ι + rf,u, tí, 
In the end Vj is the desired approximation to A - 1 . The computational complex-
ity of this algorithm is 2p¿n multiplications and additions and η divisions. If A 
- V, is an M-matnx then 0  i ·· A" 1 
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CHAPTER 
Preconditioned Iterative Solution Of Spline 
Finite Element Systems 
to appear in: Mathematica Balkánica, 4(1990). 
Victor Eijkhout and Suetozar Margenov 
Abb/mi I 
In this paper we analyse the convergence behaviour of the preconditioned ronjugdtp gradient 
method applied to a linite element system of equations where spline element-» are used, and where 
the preconditioner is derived by incomplete factorization of the stiffness matrix obtained from 
piecewise linear basis functions As the spline stiffness matrix can be proved to be spectrally 
equivalent to the linear elements one, such an iterative method will have the чате asymptotic 
convergence speed as the iterative solution of the linear elements system using the same 
preconditioner We present expenmental results indicating that a very favourable proportionality 
constant is involved, and we give a Fourier analysis of the preconditioned system 
1 Introduction 
Let us consider the numerical solution of an elliptic partial differential equation 
£ = V (kVu) + qu = f, (х,у)€П 
и = 0, (x, у) e Г = díl 
where к _ к{) ^ 0, q > 0, к and q <F C(Ü), and where Ω = |α, 6] χ le, d| is a rectangu­
lar domain 
We are interested in the efficient iterative solution of the linear algebraic 
systems that arise from application of the finite element method to the problem (1). 
In particular, we pay attention to methods that are suitable for vector and parallel 
computers Many papers in recent times have considered the problem of obtaining 
such methods several powerful theoretical results are obtained about variants of 
the domain decomposition method ([71, |10|), in the field of incomplete factoriza­
tion methods (|2|, |4 | , |8 |), and for a number of other similar methods (|5|) These 
results are supported by promising numerical tests Most of these methods are 
well studied when linear or bilinear elements are used, and often they are based 
on special properties of the matrices involved (for example M-matnx properties) 
From another angle, the quadratic splines from Cl{Q) are very suitable 
for approximating the solution of (1) Their main advantage is the high order of 
accuracy, combined with the relatively small number of unknowns involved We 
recall the fact that quadratic splines from C1 (Í2) do not belong to the class of nodal 
finite element basis functions Nevertheless, we can apply standard finite element 
techniques using the local basis of B-splines 
It seems an attractive idea to apply the iterative methods mentioned above 
in the context of quadratic splines for solving (1) In this paper, we show how to 
realise this idea using spectral equivalence of the stiffness matrices of quadratic 
splines and (bi-)linear elements 
Remark The use of spectral equivalence in the case of Lagrangian nodal finite 
elements was proposed in | 1 | . 
Remark The results presented in this paper have additional meaning in con-
nection with the application of spline macro elements when Ω is a rectangular 
polygon or a more complicated domain | 9 | 
2 Quadratic splines from Cl(Q) and their 
application in Finite Element Methods 
Let Δ
π
 = {,/•») = a •• J-\ • ч x
n
 = b} be a mesh on the interval |a,b] We 
denote by 52(Δ„) the space of quadratic splines, where 
S>(A
n
) = {sir) six) € Pila·,, χ,* il, г = 0, .. ,η - 1; six) € Ο'ΐα,οΙ} 
The dimension of 52(Δ„) is η + 2. 
We will denote by £2,* the quadratic B-splines, where 
it+.4 
•ß2,fc(a;) = 3 22, t"Xr ~ •г' + / и , м ' а ; ' · ' (2) 
7· = * + ! 
where 
and 
(x. - x) { xr - X 0 when χ < xr when χ > x. 
Wfc^U) = (1 - ХкЖх - xk + \)(x - xk+2)(x - Xk+:0 
Now let Δ
η
 э Δ
η
 be an extension of the mesh Δ
η
 into the form Δ
η
 = {x--> ^ 
x-i < xo = a < x\ < ··· < Xn = b < x
n
^\ <. x„+2}· Under the above assumptions 
it is known that {В2,Пя) : λ· = - 2,. . . , π - 1} is a basis for 52(Δ
η
 ). 
к
 л
 k+1 
A quadratic B-spline determined 
by nodes xk,xkJr\,xk+2,Tk+.i 
k+2 k+3 
We let 52(Δ
η
) = {s(x) e 52(Δ
η
) : s(a) = s(b) = 0} and let {a,(x) : i = Ι , .- . ,π} be 
the local basis for ^(Δ, , ) defined by the formulas 
a i d ) = B-\(x) B-¿(x) 
α,(χ) = β,_·2(ι) ¿ = 2, . . . , η - 1 (3) 
a
n
(x) = Б,1_2(х) - Bn.\(x) 
In a similar manner we define the mesh Δ,,, in the interval |r, rf|, its extension 
A
m
 э A
m
 and the space of B-splines ^¡(Am). equipped with a local basis de-
noted by {ßj(y) : j = l , . . . , m } . 
We now apply the FEM to the solution of problem (1) with the element 
space §-¿ = §¿{An χ A m ) = 52(Δπ) χ §2(Amì. Let us denote the numerical solution 
of (1) by uh(x,y) e §2- It follows that uh can be written in the form 
u
h(x,y) = V Υ^ξ,,,αΑχ)!}^). 
1 j = l 
(4) 
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The vector of unknowns ξ is the solution of the system 
Λ'ί = F (5) 
where A' is the stiffness matrix of the problem. 
We emphasize the following error estimate: 
II и- uh У, :, ch2\\ и \\
л
 (6) 
where и(т,у) is the exact solution of (1) and ,| · | |
д
 stands for the usual Sobolev 
norm. The corresponding estimate using linear or bilinear finite elements would 
be CH/i). This means that we can obtain a more accurate solution using splines 
from С'Ш), while at the same time needing practically the same number of un­
knowns. An approximation based on piecewise quadratic finite elements, which 
is also of order /r, would have either a double mesh width, or, when using the 
same Л, four times as many points. 
We concentrate on methods for the solution of the system (5). The matrix 
A' is symmetric positive definite, and has a pentadiagonal block structure, 
A' = pentadiag(J4,,,_2, Λ,,,-ι,Λ,,,,Λ,,,+ ,,Λ,,,^), (7) 
where A,,},j = ? - 2 , j' + 2 are pentadiagonal submatrices of order m. It follows 
that К is a band matrix, but note that the band is relatively wide and contains a 
great many zeros. Taking this into account, direct methods for the solution of (5) 
should be avoided. In the next section we propose an approach to the iterative 
solution of (5) using the preconditioned conjugate gradient method. 
3 Spectral Equivalence of Stiffness 
Matrices 
In this section we will prove the spectral equivalence of finite element matrices 
based on splines and based on linear or bilinear elements. From this we conclude 
that preconditioners for the latter type of matrices can also be used for the former, 
and we derive an upper bound for the ratio of the numbers of iterations for both 
kinds of coefficient matrices when using a conjugate gradient method precondi­
tioned by an incomplete factorisation on the linear elements matrix. 
For simplicity of presentation we consider from now on the Poisson model 
problem, i.e., 
-и
ІІ
-и
чу
 = ƒ, (.г,у) с Ω = (0,1) χ (0,1)
 8 ) 
u = 0 , ( і , у ) е Г = дП 
Moreover, let Δ = Δ
η
 χ Δ„, where Δ
π
 is a uniform mesh in 10,11, i.e., 
Δη = {.г, = /ft : i = 0, . . . , π; Л = l/n}. 
We also assume that Δ
π
 is a uniform extension of Δ
η
. It follows that in this case 
we can write the matrix A' as a sum of tensor products. To this purpose we need the 
matrices 
c
 = {/o at(x)a](x)dx : ij = 1, ...,n} 
В = {J'y alixia'jd) dx : г, j = 1,..., n} 
The system of linear algebraic equations corresponding to (8) is then 
Kt = F, К = C®B + B®C, (10) 
where the sign ® stands for the tensor product of matrices defined by the relation 
/ P n Q PuQX 
P®Q= : : 
VpniQ · · · Pn^Q/ 
Note that the matrices С and В are symmetric positive definite and pentadiagonal. 
We denote by К the stiffness matrix corresponding to (8) when bilinear finite ele­
ments based on Δ
η + ι ) Γ Ι + 1 = Δ η + ι χ Δ π + 1 are used. The uniform mesh Δ,,+ ι is de­
fined as above 
Δ,, + ι = {χ, = ih : i = 0, . . . , η + l;h = λ/(η + 1)}. 
The basic result in this section is the following theorem. 
Theorem 1 There exist positive constants 0 < d\ < d^ such that 
άχχ
ι
Κχ < x'Kx < а2Х1Кх (11) 
2 
for every vector χ e Щп . Moreover, d — d2¡d\ is independent of h. 
Proof. We will use an auxiliary mesh А
П)71, defined by 
Δ„)„ = Δ η χ Δ π 
Δη = {^ o = 0, жі = 3/г/'2, χ, — х\ + h, i = 2, . . . , η — 1, 
χ
η
 = l;ft = 1/(η + 1)}. 
Let us denote by I the set of the indices of the finite elements e, corresponding to 
the mesh Δ
η ι π
, and let the set I be split up in the following way: 
I = IlUl2Ul
a
, 4,¥ji,nij=b 
Λ = {г : e, Π Γ = 0} 
І2 = {i : e, η Γ is exactly one of the sides of e,}. 
We denote by kj the element stiffness matrices corresponding to the elements of 
Δ
η ι Τ Ι
 and to the basis {α,/37 : г, j = 1,..., η}. It is easy to see that, if we use a suit­
able local ordering of unknowns, all element stiffness matrices corresponding to el­
ements from the same subset /, are identical. The dimensions of these matrices are 
respectively 
dim(k\ ) = 9 χ 9 
аг77г(&2) = 6 χ 6 
diTn(k;i) = 4 χ 4. 
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Lot now к j be the element stiffness matrices corresponding to the elements of An,,, 
and to the bilinear basis defined on Δ,,^ι,, + ι. We assume that the same splitting 
of ƒ and the same local ordering of the unknowns are used as above. Then dinü kj ) = 
dinükj) for Î = 1,2,3 and the following equalities hold 
χ, 
(12) 
where .г, are the corresponding subvoctors of x. It suffices to prove that fc, and £_, 
are spectrally equivalent, as (11) then follows immediately from (12). 
As we want to obtain explicit values for the spectral equivalence bounds di 
and d2, we consider the stiffness element matrices kj and kj in their respective rep­
resentations. By way of illustration we show k\, k\, kj, and kj, with 71 = 1/(360/Ϊ 4 ), 
y, = 1 48. 
k\ = 71 
/ 12 
10 
2 
10 
-13 
-7 
2 
-7 
\ -1 
10 
60 
10 
13 
-14 
13 
- 7 
-26 
-7 
2 
10 
12 
-7 
-13 
10 
-1 
-7 
-2 
10 
-13 
-7 
60 
-14 
26 
10 
13 
-7 
-13 
-14 
13 
- 14 
108 
-14 
-13 
14 
-13 
-7 
-13 
10 
26 
-14 
60 
-7 
13 
10 
-2 
-7 
-1 
10 
-13 
-7 
12 
10 
-2 
-7 
-26 
-7 
-13 
-14 
- 13 
10 
60 
10 
-1 \ 
-7 
2 
-7 
-13 
10 
-2 
10 
12 / 
A'ι = Ί> 
( 2 
1 
0 
1 
-4 
V 
1 
16 
1 
-4 
10 
- 4 
0 
1 
2 
0 
-4 
1 
1 
4 
0 
16 
-10 
0 
1 
-4 
-4 
-10 
-4 
-10 
56 
-10 
4 
10 
-4 
-4 
1 
0 
-10 
16 
0 
-4 
1 
1 
4 
0 
2 
1 
0 
-4 
-10 
4 
1 
16 
1 
\ 
-4 
1 
0 
1 
2 / 
k\ = 71 
/204 36 36 0 
36 52 0 12 
36 0 52 12 
V 0 12 12 12-
k.i = 72 
54 - 3 - 3 -4^ 
-3 12 - 4 1 
3 - 4 12 1 
- 4 1 1 2 
The matrices k\ and k¡ are symmetric and positive semi-definite. Moreover 
Іце = Іце = 0 e' = (1,...,1) 
ι 4 · ι 3 ! > 0 ί
 v
 .
 C I R 9 (13) 
«f л ( Va; * e fc IK 
х'к]Х > 0 J 
Because of the boundary conditions, the matrices b¿, к>, к я and к я are symmetric 
and positive definite. 
Let us now consider the generalized eigenvalue problems 
yzkjT = Xj'yikjX, j = 1,2,3 (14) 
The eigenvalues \{k' are independent offe. They are real and can be ordered as fol­
lows 
j = ι => о < A;21 < • 
j = 2 => 0 < A!/1 < · 
j = 3 => O < A ; Í 1 ' < · 
with bounds as in table 1. 
Af = 0.4724 A','": 
A!," =0.8140 A!f': 
Al,1'= 1.272 A^': 
Table 1 
• ^ A 1 / " 
• • < A f 
• • < A.!,4' 
=8.2093 
= 12.05 
= 11.84 
Note that, as the unit vector is mapped onto zero by both k\ and k\, the eigen-
value A',11 can be chosen arbitrarily. We denote the minimal and maximal eigen-
values by Amin = ιηίηίλ'^',λ.ν',λ^ ') and Ain,,N = maxfA','", λ!,'1', A'j1') respectively. 
It follows from (12), (13) and (14) that 
:) 
Amin7ia;'Ä'.r = ^ ^(Ат.п'м.г '^.г, ) 
(15) 
.4 
< Σ Σ (72·Γ!^· ί '· ) = l-ix'Kx 
and 
я 
.4 
> Σ ^hi^.kjX.) = y,x'Kx 
Thus we obtain 
Am.n(7i/72)ir'Ä'.r < J - ' A > -ч А7, ! О Г(7І/'У2)І , 'А'Л; 
(16) 
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ι e , wo have ( 11) with d — (λ,
ηαχ
 \
mi„ ), which is independent of the mesh parame­
ter h 
The extreme eigenvalues of the generalised eigenproblems (14) are given 
in table 1 We conclude that d % 25 508 Qed 
We can take another step in finding spectrally equivalent matrices Let us de­
note by К the stiffness matrix corresponding to a linear approximation on the 
mesh Δ,, и,п + і· 
T h e o r e m 2 The inequalities 
x'kx <• x'Kx <- Άι-'Κχ (17) 
hold for every vector χ e IR" . 
Proof The proof is straightforward, and can be performed using the techniques 
found in | 1 | Qed 
In conclusion of this section we will comment briefly on the above results There 
exist several preconditioners for the solution of the linear systems arising from the 
approximate solution of (8) by linear or bilinear finite elements Let С be such a 
proconditioner, and let ñ(e) and ñ(e) be the respective numbers of iterations needed 
for the solution of these linear systems by a thus preconditioned conjugate gradient 
method to some relative accuracy e It follows from theorems 1 and 2 that, if we 
use the same preconditioner for the solution of the system (10), the number of 
iterations nie) needed can be estimated by 
n(f ) <. 5 1п(б) 
nU) . 8 8п(б) 
The results in section 5 show that the constants involved are more favourable than 
this We conclude that we can use preconditioners for linear and bilinear element 
for the efficient solution of the spline system (10) 
R e m a r k The results given in this section can be generalized to non-equally spa­
ced domain In that case one must use so-called normalized B-sphnes, defined by 
the formula 
7V2l(.p) = (l/3ft)(a-fc4 ) xk)B¿k(x), h= l/(n+ I), (18) 
then the first relation of (13) holds and the proof follows along the same lines 
4 The Spectrum of the preconditioned 
system 
We have used a number of preconditioners to solve systems with spline finite el-
ement matrices In this section we will define the preconditioners (this is largely 
the presentation in |2|), and give a model Fourier analysis of the spectrum of the 
resulting preconditioned system 
All preconditioners used were incomplete block factorizations; they can be de­
scribed as follows. Let 
A = ( X Β'\ = (Χ 0 U 7 X , ß < i 
\B E J \B Е-ВХ-]В* ) \0 I ) 
be a typical step in a block factorization, where X is the current block pivot, then 
the incomplete factorization can be written as 
=
 (z-x 0 \ (Ι гв*\ 
\ Β E-BY В1 ) \0 I ) 
where Y and Ζ are two approximations to Λ""1. As the efficiency of the precon-
ditioner mamly depends on the choice for Z, we only varied this, we have chosen 
Y = \X~l\,v, i.e., the inner tridiagonal part of X ', throughout. The precondi­
tioners now correspond to various choices for Ζ 
C
r
 is the recursive preconditioner obtained by letting Ζ = X " ' This is 
realized by storing a factorization of A". Note that solution of systems with 
С involves solving systems with X, which is not a vectonzable operation 
C
e
 is an explicit - and therefore vectonzable - preconditioner, obtained by 
letting Ζ = Y, as is shown in [4| this preconditioner is positive definite 
for the Poisson problem, but not necessarily so in general, so if we were 
to use it for other than Poisson problems it may lead to a divergent met­
hod Two ways of mending this (while retaining easy vectonzability) are 
given in the last two preconditioners 
CT is a so-called 'product-expansion' preconditioner, if X is factored X = 
(I-L)D 1 ( / - L ' ) , w e l e t Z = (ƒ + £')£>(ƒ + £) Thisis the smallest instance 
of the general product expansion approximation (see |2|) 
к η ι о 
It is easy to see that this preconditioning matrix is positive definite 
CTm, finally, is the 'modified' recursive factorization, ι e , it is a recursive 
factorization like CT, but modified by adding a positive diagonal to Y, in 
order to satisfy a generalised rowsum criterion Cr = Ac, where ν is a pos­
itive vector (in the numerical tests we have taken v* = (1, ,1)) It is 
readily proved that this preconditioner is positive definite (see |4 | , |2 |) For 
modified point factorizations an asymptotically faster rate of convergence 
can be proved (see |1 |), and for block factorizations this seems to be true 
under certain conditions too, see |6] and lor model type problems [2| The 
tests presented in the next section indicate that, at least for the Poisson 
problem, an order reduction occurs 
We will now analyse the spectrum of the preconditioned spline system with a C
r 
preconditioner (from now on denoted just C) for the Laplace problem In this anal­
ysis we consider the eigenvalue spectrum of C _ l A' as the product of С '( Δ-,) 
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and (- Δ.-,) 'A", where we use the limit form of the preconditioner, i.e, we con­
sider the preconditioner to be built solely from the limit blocks appearing in the 
factorisation of a constant-coefficient matrix. Also we neglect the boundary of the 
domain in the construction of the spline matrix. 
Symmetric block Toeplitz matrices with Toeplitz blocks, for instance de­
riving from constant coefficient problems, all have eigenvectors 
"τιτιΗ-ΐΊ^' = sin ηπ,τ simnny. 
As Δ-,, the spline matrix, and the limit form of the preconditioncr are all of this 
type, we have, denoting 
A,, = 4 sin" тгл/) 2 
3„ = 4λ
η
 + 2λ2„ 
η„ = 120 -26Α71 - λ 2 η , 
the following eigenvalues corresponding to the eigenvectors u
n m
 : 
for -Δ.-,: 6,im = X„ + λ„ 
for the spline system: a
nm
 = i)„a
m
 + β
τη
α
η 
for the preconditioner С = C
r
: ^nm = ξπ + ζη' + A
m
 - 2 
where 
ί
η
 =ί/(//λ„ +α-μ)2) 
is an eigenvalue of the limit pivot block; the quantities d and μ (the limit pivot 
and decay rate of the pivot block) can be determined numerically for any given 
(constant coefficient» difTerential equation. 
We need a measure of the 'smoothness' of the eigenvectors; for this we use 
a scaled Lz-norm of the gradient of the vector. Thus eigenvector u
nm
 has smooth­
ness n
2
 + 7»Г. 
With this we can analyse the spectra of C~4-Ar,), (-Δ.-,Γ'Κ', and C~lK. 
In particular we will be interested in how smooth and fast oscillating eigenvectors 
are treated. The easiest way to investigate this is graphically - note that we have 
full knowledge of eigensystcms, so any qualitative result can be backed up com­
putationally, however, such calculations are tedious, and probably less insightful 
than graphs. Thus we will plot (for n,m = 1,..., ft-1 - 1) eigenvalues against η 
and m, and we will plot the smoothness n2 + m2 against the eigenvalues. 
We start by plotting the eigenvalues δ^σ„,
η
 of (-ΔΓ,) 'AT for h = 1/40 in 
figure 1. It is seen that such a preconditioned system has fairly uniform eigenvalues 
for fast to medium fast oscillating eigenvectors, but that it has large eigenvalues for 
the smoothest eigenvectors. This behaviour is born out by figure 2 where we plot 
the smoothness against the eigenvalue. Note that we know the large eigenvalues 
to be bounded uniformly in h from the spectral equivalence shown above. 
Consider next the system С ' ( -Δ-,). It can be found in the literature that 
the eigenvalues satisfy 
T J A , , , , С (fi, ι + (•>), 
60 
Figure 4.1: X
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Figure 4.6: Lpnorm of eigenvectors of С,, 1К 
versus eigenvalues, 80 points per line 
where f¿ is a small number, and e\ = Oih2), with a clustering of eigenvalues 
around 1, see | 3 | ; from figure 3 we see that the eigenvalues tending to zero cor-
respond to the smooth eigenvectors 
Now combining these two preconditioned systems, we find essentiallj the 
same behaviour as for the preconditioned spline system for any but the smooth 
eigenvectors For these we see the product of big, but bounded, eigenvalues from 
( Δ-,Γ'Α', and eigenvalues tending to zero from С ' ( - Δ-,). The resulting plot is 
figure 4 If we now plot the smoothness against the eigenvalue (in figure 3 for h = 
1 40 and in figure 6 for Λ = 1/80), we obtain the same shape as in figure 2, but the 
smooth eigenvectors do not have increasing eigenvalues this time Instead the\ can 
be seen to 'travel to the left' through the spectrum for subsequently smaller mosh-
sizes 
The resulting behaviour of these multiplied preconditioned systems, then, 
is that of a spectrum that stays essentially bounded for all mesh sizes up till a cer­
tain limit, for smaller values of h the smoothest eigenvectors will make the lower 
bound on the spectrum decrease From well-known bounds for the convergence of 
preconditioned conjugate gradient methods (see 11]) we now expect for these pre­
conditioned spline systems a number of iterations that increases slowly for mesh-
sizes coarse enough, until the eigenvalues corresponding to smooth eigenvectors 
start protruding at the left end of the spectrum (for the Poisson equation this can 
be calculated to happen at Λ - 1 = 58) For finer mesh si/es the number of iterations 
will increase in the same way as for linear element systems. 
Finally we note that for C
r
 and other vectonzable preconditioners the clus­
tering of eigenvalues of С ' ( - Δ-,) is less pronounced, so we expect any levelling 
effects in the numbers of iterations to be less strong. 
5 Numerical tests 
We have performed some numerical tests using the above approach of employ­
ing a preconditioner for a linear element system on the regular mesh Δ„ м „ ц 
(see above) in order to solve the quadratic splines equations This was done by 
using the conjugate gradient method with a coefficient matrix arising from dis­
cretisation of (8) by sphne elements and various preconditioners based on linear 
finite elements The method used as initial vector C~ ' rhs and as halting criterion 
g'C~lg <- I0~]i)\rhs\', where С is the preconditioning matrix, and g is the residual 
At first we tested the actual spectral equivalence of the spline system and 
the matrix arising from linear finite elements This was done by preconditioning 
the CG by the full factorization of the Δ-, linear elements matrix Table 2 shows 
that for mesh sizes of 1 /20 or less the number of iterations remains essentially con­
stant. 
Next we used some preconditioners based on the linear finite elements ma­
trix to precondition the solution of the spline equations For purposes of compar­
ison we furthermore included the numbers of iterations needed to solve the lin­
ear finite element system using C,. 
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h ' 5 10 20 40 56 80 
6 15 28 30 31 30 
Table 2 
Numbers of iterations for a CG method 
on (8) preconditioned with Δ-, 
h ' = 
C
r 
c
e 
c
x 
c
rm 
С,, on Δ-, 
5 10 
15 21 
14 26 
19 28 
15 24 
2 4 
20 40 
30 31 
34 36 
33 37 
36 43 
7 12 
56 80 
31 35 " 
42 46 
40 49 
48 55 
16 22 
113 16 
41 52 
55 75 
59 80 
64 75 
27 35 
Table 3 numbers of iterations for the spline system 
Looking at the numbers of iterations for the splines system, first of all we 
see a levelling off (most noticeable for the C
r
 preconditioner) for mesh sizes in the 
order of Λ = 1 20, 1 40, 1 56 This was predicted on the basis of the spectrum of 
the preconditioned system in the previous section. 
For finer meshes the number of iterations increases proportionally to that 
of the preconditioned solution of Δ-, systems It is important to note that the pro­
portionality constant involved is rather lower than what would have been expected 
from the theoretical estimates in the previous section. In fact, we see that the it­
erative solution of the linear system arising from a quadratic splines approxima­
tion takes about twice the number of iterations it takes to solve a linear finite ele­
ments system, which is much less than what would have been obtained if we would 
have preconditioned by an iterative solution of (-ΔΓ,) itself Taking into account 
the higher accuracy oí the splines approximation this makes it a very attractive 
scheme for the solution of elliptic equations. 
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CHAPTER 
Vectorizable Preconditioners for Elliptic Difference 
Equations in Three Space Dimensions 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics, 27(1989), 299-321. 
Owe Axelsson and Victor Eijkhout 
Abslrui I 
Until now. research in vectorizable pi-ecoiiditionei-ь has mainly focused on problem^ in two space 
dimensions Employing all degrees of freedom, we here present preconditioners for .tD-matnce.s 
based on point, line and plane factouzations. both in vecton?able and (for reasons of comparison ι 
m recursive versions By a limit matrix analysis and accompanjing numerical tests of elliptic 
difference equations with anisotrop\ we hnd that methods based on line-block factorizations aie to be 
prefered in general, among the vectorizable methods a line method where Eulei рчрліыоп of the 
factors of the pivot blocks is used, is the most robust with lespeet to the problem paiameters 
Furthermore, this method turns out to approach the best of the recursne methods m elficienc\ 
in terms of operation counts, it has the added bonus of almost maximal vectoi length 
1 Introduction 
Preconditioned conjugate gradient methods to solve large sparse systems, Ax - b, 
of equations are known to be efficient on a sequential computer The precondi-
tioner С to transform this system to the (hopefully better conditioned) equation 
C~' Ax = С 'ft is frequently computed as a sparse factorization of A in the form 
С = LD~]U, where L, U are lower and upper (block-) triangular matrices and D 
is (block-) diagonal The cost of solving linear systems with С should be small, ι e , 
L,U and D should be sparse matrices The eigenvalues of C~lA should be such 
that we get a fast convergence, ι e , they should be clustered and the condition 
number of С 'Л should be small 
We shall consider the case where A is partitioned in block form, A - (А,3 ), 
г,j = 1,2, ,N, where the matrices Al] have consistent orders, in particular the 
diagonal blocks A,, are square In the applications that we shall consider, .4^ are 
very sparse, typically they are band matrices with small bandwidth, or even diag­
onal matrices Such matrices arise in particular for finite difference or finite ele­
ment approximations of elliptic partial differential equations on a domain Ω € IRd, 
(1 = 2 or 3 For a simply connected domain we may order the node points of the 
corresponding mesh such that A becomes block tndiagonal For d = 3 the diago-
nal blocks (called 'plane blocks' here) then have the same non-zero structure as 
such a matrix for d = 2 Allei natively, we may partition A into blocks such that A 
itself has the same structure as a difference matrix in Hi", but where the entries 
are blocks of the order of line blocks Finally, a difference matrix in IK^  can be par-
titioned with all entries scalars, for a regular mesh and a problem with constant 
coefficients A then has seven non-zero subdiagonals 
We shall compare various preconditioning methods for these partitionings 
for a difference matrix arising from 
- V « , " = ƒ in a unit cube Ω = [0,11 ί (1) 
where a, are positive but potentially very small, ι e , we can have amsotropy How­
ever, we impose the normalization condition that max,{a,} = 1 
Furthermore, we are interested in methods for which a computer with 
vector-pipe functional units (such as Cyber 205, Cray-1 or Fujitsu VP-200) can be 
utilized efficiently. As is well-known, the iterative method as such vectorises well 
but we need to use a preconditioner with little recursion during the solution pro­
cess 
In section 2 we will describe for expository purposes such preconditioners for ma­
trices partitioned into block tndiagonal form. We also devote some attention to 
so-called 'modified' faclon/ations, and we introduce a new kind of modification 
For a three-dimensional problem we may construct block preconditioners 
using blocks based on points, lines, or planes of the physical domain In section 3 we 
anuhse the condition number for various point and line preconditioners by means 
of the limit pivot of the recursion arising from the factorization. Section 4 will be 
devoted to factorizations based on plane blocks. In section 5 we make numerical 
comparisons of the robustness of the preconditioners for various forms of aniso-
tropy when solving difference equations in IR'\ Finally, in section 6 we comment 
on vectorizability of the algorithms and make some conclusions and recommenda­
tions. 
Earlier results on the topic of vectorizabie preconditioners can be found in 
Axelsson [3|, [4|, [5|, [7|, Axelsson and Polman |10|, Eijkhout |16|, Eijkhout and 
Vassilevski |18|, Meurant [21| and van der Vorst [25|, |26|. 
2 Factorization of matrices partitioned 
in block tridiagonal form 
Given a block tridiagonal matrix A, split as A = D - L - U into its block diago­
nal and (negative) block triangular parts respectively, we consider the following 
types of exact factorization of A. 
Algorithm 1: Let 
A = (X - LUI - X-lU) 
whereX = diag(Xi, ...,X
n
) must be determined. We get A = X-L-U + LX~4J, so 
X = D-LX-lU 
or 
^ 1 = ^ , , ; X, = A„ - A,_iX ',Λ,-ι,, i = 2,..,π (2) 
Algorithm 2: Let 
A = (Y-] L)(I-YU) 
where for this form we get 
У ' = D-LYU 
or 
Го = 0; У, ={All-Al,.lY,.ìAl , , Γ 1 ι = 1,..,π (3) 
It is easy to prove that such factorizations exist for a non-singular M-matrix and for 
a symmetric positive definite matrix (see for instance 110|). The relation between 
the diagonal blocks in algorithms 1 and 2 is clearly Yt = X, '. 
Note that when using the factorization of algorithm 1 to solve a linear system we 
must solve linear systems with matrices X,, whereas in algorithm 2 we perform ma­
trix times vector multiplications with the У
г
. Hence algorithm 1 is not vectorizabie 
(nor parallelizable) on the block level as is algorithm 2. For both algorithms, how­
ever, we have a recursion of length η between the blocks. For algorithm 2 we then 
solve 
Ax = (У" 1 L)(I-YU)x = b 
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in two steps, 
(У" 1 - L)w = b (4) 
i.e., 
ti'i = У]ft], w, = y,(i>i + Α,,-ιΐϋ,-ι) г = 2, ..,τι 
and 
il -YU)r = w (5) 
which amounts to 
т
п
 = u'T,, x, = w, + У,^,,*] Wt+i г = τι - Ι,τι — 2,.., 1. 
For band matrices (or matrices with few non-zero subdiagonals) the matrix-vector 
multiplications are best done on a vector computer as Ax = J ^
=
 „AkX where 
A = ^ A^ and each Αι, contains just one non-zero subdiagonal (the к-th, where AQ 
contains the main diagonal ). For a non-zero matrix Ak the product Akx is computed 
as a Iladamard 'outer'-product of the non-zero subdiagonal and the appropriately 
shifted vector χ (this is essentially the algorithm of Madsen et al |20|). 
Note that the matrices X„Y, are in general full matrices. Hence we would 
need to store 77 full matrices which would make a too large demand of storage in 
practice. For a difference equation in |0,11' we would need computer storage =s τι', 
i.e., for 7i = 128 (say) about 32G words of storage. This is too much in practice 
since we would need to store the matrix in auxiliary storage, and the frequent 
I/O (i.e., disc read/write) costs may dominate the computational costs. Hence we 
must consider approximate factorizations of Л (where the Χ,,Υ, are sparse) to get 
a preconditioner С with sparse factors and to use an iterative method (such as 
PCG) to solve Ax = b. In the most common approximation the inverses appearing 
in (2), (3) are approximated by banded matrices, e.g. 
n = 0, X, = Α,,-Α,, ,Υ, ,Α,. ι, 7 = 1,.., η (6) 
where 
(Ул.-к'ГЛ^.'Ч' *-ι\<ρ 
L J*,1 LO otherwise 
and where the halfbandwidth ρ is small, frequently ρ = I suffices. This works 
well in the context of 21) dilTerence matrices, and has been used in several papers, 
such as 121, | 3 | , |14|, 1161. The computation of the band part of the inverse can be 
done efficiently and stable by means of the ABI-algorithm (see |3|) if ρ is at least 
the halfbandwidth of X,. The accuracy is best when the condition number of X, is 
small (for results on this see Dem ко et al 115| and Eijkhout and Polman 117|). 
The recursion (6) can be used to generate approximate versions of both 
algorithms 1 and 2. In the latter case, however, the resulting preconditioner may 
not be positive definite anymore (see | 3 | , |10|, |15] and 117|). We will discuss various 
solutions to this further on in this section, and also in the next. 
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We can get a fully parallel solution algorithm from version 2 by rewriting С 
as 
С = (I -LY)Y-](I-YU). 
To solve Cx = b we write 
χ = (I - y t / r ' y i i - L y r ' ò 
and ν = (I - Z / W ' ò is for instance computed as the Euler product expansion 
j - l 
v =
 Π I1 + ( L y ) 2 1 ь (7) 
r=0 
where s = [ log 2n]. 
The recursion in (7) has length 0(log.2n) compared to length π in (4), (5). 
The multiplication by (ƒ - Υί/Γ 1 is performed similarly. For an analysis of the 
effects of truncating these expansions to less than s factors see |7 | . In this paper 
product expansion is only used for line blocks. 
Modified Line Factorizations 
In order to obtain positive definite preconditioners one can modify the factoriza­
tion. A convenient way of viewing this, is to consider the modification as forcing 
the rest matrix R = A - С to have zero (generalized) rowsums. Thus consider 
an incomplete factorization С = (Y 1 - DU - YL') with Y an explicitly given 
block diagonal matrix of approximations to the inverses of the pivots appearing 
in the factorization. This makes the rest matrix 
R = D-(Y-1 + LYL1) 
where D denotes the block diagonal of A. Now we want for some positive vec­
tor t> = ({>{,...,tij,)' the equation 
(Y'1 + LYL^v = Dv (8) 
to be satisfied. One way to achieve this, is to force the approximations Y, to the 
inverses of the pivot blocks X, = D, - Lt-\Y,_\L\_X of the factorization to satisfy 
y.-'f', = Jr,iv (9) 
This is a modification the way it has been suggested in 1101. 
However, this will clearly propagate any unwanted effects of the modifi­
cation (such as a possible loss of diagonal dominance) throughout the factoriza­
tion. Therefore it may be advisable to correct the approximated inverses after the 
factorization, using the same requirement. One hopes that in this way at first ap­
proximations to the inverses are generated having sufficiently fast decay of the 
subdiagonals, while the modification will then ensure convergence (or maybe even 
accelerate it for problems where it would not strictly be necessary). 
We will present this a posteriori modification in the framework of 2D-fac-
tonzations. Extension to line factorizations of 3D-matrices is straightforward, but 
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somewhat cumbersome due to the necessity of taking block fill-in into account. 
Furthermore we will assume throughout this section that the coefficient matrix is 
an M-matrix. 
Thus let us start off by considering an ordinary version 2 incomplete factor­
ization С = ( F _ l -LH I -YL'), where the diagonal blocks У, of У are generated by 
the recursion 
X,
 + i =Dl + ] -L,Y,L[ (10) 
starting with X\ = D\ and choosing the Yl to satisfy 0 < У, < Х^. If the ex­
act factorization was defined by 
< " = Д ; A:;«', = A 4 1 - L , X ;
0
' 'LI (11) 
then the incomplete factorization is related to this by 
Lemma 1 For all i we have the element-by-element comparison (which is a partial 
ordering) 
X, · X,""; X,"" ' ^X,-1 
Proof. Inductively assuming Л", ^ Л","" we use the fact that Л-,"" ' > 0, X; ' ^ 0 
if A is an M-matrix (see |6|) to find 
X,"" ' - Χ,"1 = X,"" '(X, - χ,'^χ,-' ^ 0. 
From the choice 0 _ У, < X," ' ь X,"" ' it follows that X,
 u
 > X)"',. Qed 
We now introduce the corrected factorization 
С
,
 = (У-1 Dd-YL*) (12) 
wherein the У, are derived from the У, previously computed in a manner to be 
described below. If we define corrected pivots by 
X, t , = Д и -L,y,L! (13) 
where Xi = D\, then the corrected approximations У, are required to satisfy 
У, 'f-, =Х1Г'1. (14) 
for some positive vector ν = ( Γ',..., f·,', )'. Note that this is equal to the condition (9) 
above; however, this a posteriori modification does not propagate: it only alters 
already existing approximated inverses. Thus we expect this kind of modification 
to be less sensitive to strong amsotropy. 
There are several ways to attain the a posteriori modification. If У is explicitly 
given we can modify by adding a (positive) diagonal matrix to it. Condition (11) 
then translates into 
ί/,Χ,Γ, = ι", У, Χ, f-, (15) 
(this is formula (3.9) in 110|; note, however, that there it only appears in the context 
of modifications being applied concurrently with the factorization). It is an impor­
tant computational property of ( 15) that d, can be computed from it without solving 
linear systems. 
If, on the other hand, Y, is given in factored form У, = (I - L)D ' (I - L' ) 
we modify by replacing D by a suitable diagonal matrix D. Computation of D is 
straightforward. Of course, any factored Y with £> > 0 was already positive defi­
nite, and modifying D does not alter this. As we shall see in the section on numer­
ical results, in this case performance may be slightly improved by modification. 
Suppose now that the condition (14) on the Ϋ, was realised by adding a 
diagonal modification d, to a previously found approximated inverse У,. We start 
off by noting that in this case non-negativeness of d, implies 
Xt-X, = £,_!<£,_,£,;_, > 0 (16) 
so 
This enables us to prove that the Y, are positive definite by the following two lem­
mas. 
Lemma 2 Suppose ν can be chosen such that X, [\ ^ 0 holds for all i. If Y, de­
rives from an ordinary incomplete factorization where 0 < У, < X, ' was chosen 
for all i, and Y, = Y¡ + d, (with d, a diagonal matrix) is constructed to satisfy (14), 
then d, has a positive main diagonal. 
Proof. By induction we assume that d,-1 is non-negative (which is trivialy satisfied 
for do = 0). This implies the element-by-element comparison X~ ' > Xl ' a s noted 
above. For Y, this gives Y, < X~ ' . From the defining relation ( 15 ) of the d, we thus 
find 
d.X.f', = {X-] -Yt)X,vt 
It follows that d, can be taken as a diagonal matrix, the main diagonal of which is 
the componentwise quotient of two positive vectors. Qed 
Lemma 3 If Y, = Y, + d, satisfies (14) where v, is such that w, = Y,~]î', j 0, 
then У, is the sum of a positive definite matrix and a (possibly singular) M-matnx 
and therefore positive definite. 
Proof. Writing 
γ = jf,-1 +dt-(X;x - y.) 
we see that Ϋ is the sum of a positive definite matrix X~ ' and a matrix with nega­
tive off-diagonal elements. That the latter is an M-matrix (or at least a semidefinite 
singular M-matrix) then follows from the fact that its product with the positive 
vector tli, is a non-negative vector (use (14) and (16)): 
{d, - (X;{ - γ,)) ii>, = (Ϋ, - xr1'"'. = *Γ 1 ( *. - ^.)í' ,. ^ 0 
Qed 
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3 Limit matrix analysis of preconditioning 
matrices 
To estimate the condition number and assess robustness of various methods with 
respect to anisotropy we shall employ the limit matrices which arise in the recur­
sion of the incomplete matrix factorization. 
3.1 Quasiregular splittings 
Wo shall assume first that A is an M-matrix. It is easy to see that for the version 1 
factorizalion method the preconditioning matrix С is monotone (see 1101), and the 
splitting A = С - R is a quasiregular (in fact a regular) splitting (see also |2 |), i.e., 
C - 1 _ 0 and С 'ƒ? _' 0. For quasiregular splittings we have 
Lemma 4 (Vnrga /241, Ortega and Rheinboldt /221) 
„ , „ p(A 'fi) 
l + p M - ' f i ) 
where ¿>(·> denotes the spectral radius. 
Assume lhat the eigenvalues of C~]A (or С " 1 ^ ) are real. This is the case in par­
ticular if С and A are symmetrie and positive definite (SPD; see 110], 115], 117] for 
conditions for С to be positive definite). Then we have 
Theorem 5 If A - С - Risa quasircgidar splitting and the eigenvalues 
of С 'fi are real, then the smallest eigenvalue \\ ofC' XA satisfies 
λ, = M l + p(A 'fi)|; (17) 
the largest eigenvalue \ц satisfies 
A,, •_ II + 2piA-iR)\l\l+p(A-iR)\. (18) 
Proof. We have С 'Л = I С - ' f i , and by lemma 4 we get 
A, = 1 - p(C 'fi) = 1,|1 + p(A 'fi)|. 
Similarly 
A() •_ 1 + piC'R) = II + 2p(A-[R)\'\\ + piA 'fi)]. 
Qed 
Corollary 6 
a) A, 111 + || A-] | | | | f i ! | l , 
A,, ¡1 +21 A-'fi,!] [l + |l Л" ' J | fi|]. 
bl If A and С are SPD the spectral condition number н ofC~lA satisfies 
к = A,, A, 1 + 2 1 A ' II' fi | (19) 
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Proof. Use pi A-lR) < \\ A'1 |l|| R \\. Qed 
Remark In practice p(C~^A) > 1 and the upper bound of Лц is close to 2. Fre­
quently the actual value of Ao is smaller, as we shall see. The lower bound 0ГА1 is re­
alistic for the unmodified algorithms. Note that the only method dependent factor in 
(19) is || Д !|. 
3.2 Positive Definite Matrices 
Consider now the case where A and С are SPD but not necessarily M-matnces. In 
particular, A = С — R need not be a quasiregular splitting. We consider factoriza­
tions of the form С = (X - DA'" 1 (Л" - L') and where D and X are SPD. Let 
α,ω) = (-χ + VH-xrh-x + v') 
и) u) ω 
where V = (1 - -1 )X - L. Note that C(w) = u>C. 
Lemma 7 In addition to the above assumptions, assume that 2X - D is SPD. 
Then the largest eigenvalue Ao of С 'Л satisfies 
A» <u;* = inf{w; ( 2 - -)X -D is SPD} (20) 
ω 
Proof. We have 
C(u>) = -X + V + V' + u)VX-lV< 
= (2 - -)X - D + A + ш Х-1 * 
ω 
Hence 
х
{
Ах х'С(и)).г χ'Αχ _ ν 
= ---α; Vx t uv 
x'Cx x'Cx х<С(ш)т -
(where N is the order of the matrix) which proves the assertion. Qed 
Corollary 8 Under the assumptions of lemma 7 the condition number к of С ~ ' A 
satisfies 
κ <ωΊΙ +p{A-]R)\ <ω'\1 + \\ A" 1 i||| R ,|| (21) 
where ω* is defined m (20) Qed 
Remark In the case of quasiregular splittings for SPD-matrices we may use ei­
ther (19) or (21) to estimate the condition number. If u;* · 2 (and sufficiently 
small) the bound in (21) is more accurate. 
Remark Replacing X by У" 1 in (20) gives a similar estimate for the condition 
number of version 2 factorizations. 
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Consider now an elliptic difference equation for (1) on a uniform cubic mesh on 
[0,1| ' { with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The smallest eigenvalue λι(Α) of Л then 
satisfies 
XiiA) - ^ 2 o , ( l - cosnh) = ^ o , ( 2 s i n — ) , 
.=1 . - i ¿ 
so 
l| Л"1 || = l/Α,Μ) = (]ra t (2sm^) 2 )~ l ~ ( ^ ^ ( ¿ a , ) " 1 . 
i - l . = 1 
We shall now give upper bounds for || R \\ for various approximate factor-
izations. For reasons of comparison we start off with Jacobi matrices, for which 
(21) is not applicable. Throughout the rest of this section the coefficient matrix 
A will be assumed to be the block Toeplitz matrix derived by a finite difference 
discretization of equation (1). 
3.3 Jacobi matrices. 
Consider the pointwise Jacobi method where 
С = diagU) = d i a g ( 2 ^ a , ) 
Then || Л || <" 2 ^ 0 , , and by corollary 8 
κ ¡ζ, 1 + (2/nh)2 
(note that this condition number is independent of the a,). 
For the block Jacobi method, where D, = t r i d i a g ( - a i , 2 ^ a , , - a i ) a n d C = 
diaglDJ, we have |¡ R || < 2{a-¿ + αχ) and 
к < 1 + 4 — (nh)-¿. 
α ι + α·2 + ал 
3.4 Point-wise incomplete factorizations without fill-in 
We shall investigate both recursive and vectorizable point preconditioners based 
on no-fill incomplete factorizations. 
3.4.1 Recursive point factorizations 
Assume that A corresponds to the natural rowwise ordering on an пл mesh. Then A 
can be split as 
A = D - {l\ + щ + l„ + u
n
 + l
nn
 + u
nn
), D = diag(>l) 
where Í,, м, are matrices containing the lower and upper non-zero subdiagonals at 
a distance of ¡ = Ι,η,τι2 of the main diagonal, with elements of size -αϊ , -a2, -ал 
respectively; the diagonal D has elements d - 2X]a,. 
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The pointwise factorization method has the form 
С = (X - Ζ) - l
n
 - l
nn
)X hx u\ - u
n
 - u
nn
) 
where X = diagdr,) contains the pivots of the factorization For later use we de­
note this recursive point preconditioner by P
r
. As η —> oc the .г, in each plane 
block decay to a limit value χ satisfying 
or 
•
T : =E a ' + y£»2-Ea"· ,22) 
Furthermore 
R = lix~lu
n
 + ^ a r ' u n n + 1
п
х~
]
и
пп
 + l„x ' щ + /„„.r"' u„ -I- Ι
ητ
,χ '«, 
or || R || < 7/1, where7 = 2(aio¿ + а\а
л
 + aiO)). Further (2 - ^)X - D is positive 
semidefinite if and only if (2 - ¿)x - d > 0, i.e., 
w>u;* = ΐ Σ 0 · + ν / 7 ΐ / 2 ν / 7 
By (19) and (21) we have 
к < min{l + 2|| A-1 || || R ΐ |,^*| 1 + || Л " 1 || i| /? |||} (23) 
where l| R || = 7/1 Note that the normalization condition max,{a,} = I implies 
that χ > 1, whence || R I, is bounded uniformly in the problem parameters a, If 
o, = lion = l,2,3thena,·" % 1 H a n d « -_ 1.11<1 + 0.37<7гЛГ2) This is about 1 10 
of the condition number for the pointwise Jacobi method If one of the coeffi­
cients o, is very small compared to the others (which are assumed to be equal) we 
have a condition number which is about 1/11 ofthat of the pointwise Jacobi matrix. 
If two of the coefficients are much smaller than the remaining one, л is close to 1 
3.4.2 Fully vectorizable point factorizations 
Although part of the recursive system solution with a point factorization is vec­
torizable (notably the communication between lines, and to an even larger extent 
between planes of the domain), it is desirable to have a fully vectorising precon­
ditioner. One approach to achieve this, while retaining most ol the efTicioncy of 
the recursive method, was given in |25 | . 
If the incomplete factorization is given by С = il - L)X(I U), we obtain 
the explicit preconditioner P
c
(p) by an expansion of this factorization to a multi­
plicative preconditioner 
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HereL = X~]il) +l
n
 +l„„) and U = (u) +u
n
 + u
nn
)X~1 where/,, и, are the subdiag-
onalsofj4 We can get an idea of the behaviour of the error у А С || by splitting it 
as 
|| A С\\і | A - C J + | | C - С ||, 
for the second term we find 
С -C = ( ^ - L ) ( ( ^ - L p + 1 ) - 1 X ( ^ - г 7 p + ^ ) - ^ -X)U-U) 
It is easy to see that σ = || L || < 1, from which we have 
\ С С || ь α+σ)2(2σρ+ί + σ21''""") + 0 ( σ 2 ρ + 1 ) . 
We conclude that the error in this method is also bounded uniformly in the problem 
parameters 
Note that for 3D problems it is disadvantageous to rewrite the sums as Eu-
ler products (see below) because of the rapid fill-in in the matrix powers LK and Uk. 
3.5 Line factorizations without block fill-in 
We now consider incomplete factorizations where the matrix A has been parti­
tioned into blocks There are basically two ways of doing this, either by partition­
ing the matrix into blocks corresponding to lines, or into blocks corresponding to 
planes In the rest of this section we consider the line block case Plane blocks 
are the treated in the next section. 
With a partitioning based on lines the matrix has the same structure as a 
pointwise (5-pomt) difTerence matrix in IR , but with entries of the order of line 
blocks The diagonal blocks are tridiagonal and the outer diagonal blocks are diag­
onal matrices Incomplete factorizations of such a matrix are similar to incomplete 
factorizations of a 5-point matrix, but in addition the inverses of the diagonal en­
tries must be approximated. Hence we have two sources of errors. 
( 1) the error due to the approximation of inverses of diagonal block matrices 
which occur during the recursive factorization, and 
(2) the error due to not accepting fill-in of block entries outside the initial 
block sparsity structure 
For a discussion of the existence of such factorizations for an M-matrix on a general 
block form, see |6 | Asan introduction we first consider the case where we compute 
exact inverses in the factorization algorithm 
3.5.1 Full block inverse case 
Let A be split as A = DA -I] -l„ -щ -u„, where/), ln, u\, un contain the lower and 
upper block subdiagonals of Л respectively and DA contains the diagonal blocks of 
the form tridiag(-ai,2 5]a,, ~a\) Assuming that we compute full (exact) inverses, 
we have the approximate factorization (corresponding to algorithm 1 of section 2) 
С = (X - /, -l„)X~HX in-uTI) = A + RF 
where 
Χ = DA -Ιγχ-\χ ІпХ~
х
и
п
 (24) 
and R¡. = l\X~^un + lnX 'ui To compute a bound for || Rp \\ we need to compute 
the smallest eigenvalue λι of the limit matrix X From (24) we have 
λ] = min MDA) - {aj + а^)Х~] 
or (as h —> 0) 
\\ = a¿ + OÍ + y '2a¿ai 
To find α»* satisfying (20) we consider the smallest eigenvalues of X and D^ We get 
(2 )Ai - т і п А Ш д ) > 0, 
UJ 
or 
u> > w* = \i/{2\/2a¿ai) 
Further |l R \ = \ RF l| < 2azai/(a¿ + а^ + ν 2a¿<i Ì), and л satisfies (21) 
If яі = o¿ = о, = 1 then иЛ = ^(1 + у^) ~ 1 2, || Я || = 2 ν 2 ~ 0 59 
and к s 12 + 0 23(7гЛ)_2 This is about 6 10 of the condition number for the 
pointwise method, ι e , not much smaller A further disadvantage of the pointwise 
method is that it does not vectorise well 
3.6 Incomplete line block factorizations 
without block fill-in 
When making an incomplete line factorization there are a number of degrees of 
freedom, the first of which is of course the implicit, explicit dichotomy Implicit d е., 
recursive) block factorizations have been investigated by a number of authors (see 
for instance | 1 | , |2 | , |14|, |25|), and are known to be quite robust on a variety of 
problems For explicit (and therefore vectorizable) preconditioners the matter is 
still largely open We will give an analysis based on knowledge of the limit pivot 
of the incomplete factorization This will to some extent explain the difference in 
behaviour between recursive and vectorizable methods 
In order to assess line methods we perform a Fourier analysis of the limit pivot 
blocks As we are only concerned with M-matrices such an analysis is rather sim­
ple From the observations that the functions sinnnx are eigenfunctions of Tocp-
htz forms follow two basic facts 
if В = (ftp, ,&i,6o,bi, ,όρ) is a symmetric Toeplitz form with posi­
tive coefficients ft,, then 
|λ
ηΜ4<Β>-<6ο + 2 Σ ί _ ι Μ Ι =0</i
2) 
if В = (-ftp, ,-&i,fto, &i, , ftp) is a symmetric Toeplitz form with 
positive coefficients ft,, then 
|Л
т |„(В) (bo 2 Σ Ϊ - ι Μ = 0 ( Λ 2 ) 
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It t h u s suffices to consider infinity norms of positive operators, and the diagonal 
d o m i n a n c e of M-matrix operators . 
Now let X be an infinite tri-diagonal toeplitz matr ix the factored form of 
which can be wr i t ten 
X = (Ι μ3)ϋ(Ι / iJ ' ) 
w h e r e μ · 0, J = (é1 J + i ) and D = diag(d). From X = t nd i ag <ί(-μ, 1 + μ 2, -μ) 
we derive t h e ext reme eigenvalues A
m
,,
x
(X) = d(\ + μ)2, \
mm
(X) = rf(l - μ)2 and 
t h e inverse of X is also a Toeplitz form 
X " 1 = -d -Λμ·'-ή) (25) 
1 - i t -
Let X in part icular be t a k e n as t h e limit pivot in a block factorization of t h e fi­
ni te difference discretization of 
-а\и
ХІ
 - a-¿Uyy — a:\u:z, w i t h m a x ^ O î } = 1 
say 
X = tr i (-a- | ,3-o,-a- i) = DA - 0Y (26) 
where DA = tri( -a\,2s, a\ ) is t he diagonal block of the matr ix , d = a2 + a2 and 
s = a ] + a> + a.\ for three-dimensional problems. If the factorization was defined 
by let t ing Y be the central tridiagonal par t of X ' , we can derive the following 
re la t ions for d, μ us ing (25) and (26): 
; d ' 
.Γι = άμ = θ! + J - μ 
1 - μ-
Γ-μ 
This implies 
i-o = rf(l + /г) = 2s -¡3, — -¿. 
d ' 
3 , μ = rf/f αϊ = μ(25 d(l + μ")) 
1 - μ -
or 
άΐ2 + μ2)μ - 2 ^ - 0 , = 0 
а
г
а + цг)-28а+
т
^ = ο
 ( 
which can be used to compute d a n d μ. Actual numerical solution of these equat ions 
gives results t h a t a re in excellent accordance with values found in factorizations, 
a lready for a discretization as coarse as Λ = 1-20. In order to give a rough idea 
about t h e decay of the entr ies in X ', we ment ion t h a t for a¡ = a·? = a-j — 1 we 
find μ ^ 0.1995. More elaborate results appear in section 5. 
For future use we fur ther note t h a t t h e smallest eigenvalue (or, which is 
t h e s a m e for infinite Toeplitz forms, the diagonal dominance) .r of X is given by 
(ill - μ )" = ü) + o Í + \ 2a2fl i + 2μ- 3
 ¡ ( 1 + μ). 
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Except when a¿ = 1 and a} is very small (or vice versa), this differs little from 
χ « 02 + α i + y 2α2α), (28) 
in all cases the behaviour of a; follows the maximum of аг and aj 
3.6.1 Incomplete factorizations 
Let us now investigate some incomplete factorizations We formulate them in a 
framework for the general form of an incomplete factorization (suggested in [19]) 
where we split the matrix into 2 x 2 blocks, the 1,1-block being the current pivot 
A = X B
1 
Β E 
С = (29) Ζ "
1
 О 1 \ΐ ΖΒι 
Β Ε-Ρ(ΒΥΒι)\ [θ Ι 
where Ζ and Υ are two approximations to the inverse of the pivot The sparsifi-
cation operator F serves to eliminate block fill-in, though sometimes it may also 
eliminate fill-in within blocks In cases where this happens on the main (block) di­
agonal, however, this interferes with the choices pertaining to the approximations 
of the pivot, in particular it may have side effects on the positive defmiteness of the 
preconditioner 
We recall that the error R made in an incomplete factorization of a three di­
mensional matrix (allowing no block fill-in) consists of two parts on the main diag­
onal, and one block to the inside of the outer diagonals connecting the plane blocks 
Starting with the latter we first notice that this error is essentially independent of 
the type of factorization used for the diagonal blocks it consists of the discarded 
fill-in α2.αι,Χ~λ As this appears both above and below the main diagonal we have 
| RF || = 2α2α } | Χ " 1 || = 2a¿a^~y (30) 
3.6.2 Recursive l ine factorizations 
A factorization that is recursive between the points on the lines of the domain is ob-
tained by taking 
Z" 1 = X, Y = [ х - 1 Г р ' 
in the above general formulation (29) We will denote this kind of factorization 
(which is called 'version 1' in [3], it is the realization on the line level of algorithm 1 
of section 2) by LT(p) For the sake of simplicity we will take ρ = 1 in the following 
analysis 
As the total error equals 
А-С = DA-L-IS -(X- L)X-\X - L1) 
= DA (X -l-LX-'L') = L(X v YM' 
we find for the diagonal part of the error (the superscript 1 denotes the version 1 
factorization) 
\\R{i;\\=l3\\X-l-Y\\=IÍ\\-f¡?l , μ», μ2, 0,0,0, μ2, μ', ) || 
, d ' 2μ2 , , 2μ2 
(1 - μ ) 2 1 + μ 1 + μ 
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Note that we can never expect R[¿' to be big, as 
R'D' ~ (02 + n!j'/(a2 + Qj + y 2a2a^) 
and, by normalization, we chose 02,03 s 1. The actual numerical outcome of this 
part of the analysis, along with that of the explicit factorizations below, will be 
tabulated in section 5 for various choices of 01, 02, 03. 
The value of ^* can be estimated for these factorizations: using (26) the def-
inition of LU* translates to 
<">* - П о д J (2a;* - DßY 
where comparison is in the pd-sense Now, noting that for any matrix A = D -
aJ — aJ' deriving from a zero-sum five-point stencil 
A I , 1 I I 1 ( - D - 2 Q 2 £ ) - 1 ) = λ,
ηιη
(£>)/2 + 0(/ι 2 ), 
one can derive that condition (20) is satisfied for, neglecting 0(ti2) terms, 
u;* <_ З/2. 
3.6.3 Explicit l ine factorizations 
The solution process becomes explicit on the scalar level by letting Ζ = Y in (29) 
(with one exception, see below). We will call this type of factorization the 'ver­
sion 2' factorization. It is the realization on the level of line blocks of algorithm 2 
of section 2. There exist a number of choices for the approximation Y « -Y-1; 
we will examine the following: 
explicit iL
e
,Ap)) with Υ = ΙΧ-'Γ'" 
factored (L
c
j(p)) with Y = I L I ' P ' U I L ' I " " where X ' = LDL'. An algorithm to 
compute this can be found in |18|. 
product expansion (L
x
(p)) where we let X be factored as X = (/ -L)D(I -L') and 
choose 
U--II / \«i=(l / 
choose ρ = 2" 1 and write ^
 0 L
k
 = Y\4kZ
l
0(I + L2" ). If X is tri-diagonal 
(and this is easily ensured) we effectively multiply by a (2p + l)-band ma­
trix using only (2q + 1)/! multiplications and additions. Note that we will 
not consider the limiting case ρ = η - 1 when this method theoretically re­
duces to L
r
t,p) above; the computationally optimal ρ is very much smaller 
(see section 5 on numerical results). 
There is a number of choices for the approximation У that is used to form 
the new pivots. If ρ 1, using У = Ζ first of all leads to a non-tri-diagonal 
X; secondly it increases factorization and solution costs while giving hardly 
any improvement in performance. If we limit the choice of У to tridiagonal 
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matrices we notice that the cost of computing Y = \X~4"' is approxi­
mately equal to that of computing Y = {I + L'iD'Hl + L); the former, 
however, gives slightly better performance. 
modified versions of all of the above preconditioners can be constructed. Refer­
ring to section 2 for terminology, we construct a 'concurrently' modified 
recursive method Ь
г
,
тс
, a product expansion method modified 'in retro­
spect' (.£<!,„,(,), and explicit line methods of both modification types, Le.mb 
and L
e
,
m(.. 
As banded parts ofpositive definite matrices need notbepd themselves, it is readily 
seen that for some problems the L^-preconditioner will give a divergent iterative 
method. We will therefore not analyse it. Furthermore it is clear that L
e
j and L
x 
are theoretically (but not algorithmically! ) equivalent, in the sense that Lfj can be 
considered as a product expansion of a i/L-factorization of the pivot. Our analysis 
will therefore focus solely on the product expansion method. 
In the sequel we will simultaneously assume that X = DA - JZ and that X can 
still be accurately described by (25). The diagonal error then equals 
DA - {Z~l + LZL') = X - Ζ ' 
= || (I - L)(D - (7 Lp+i)-lD{I - LP^) ' ) ( ƒ L') \ 
Taking norms of this doesn't lead to any useful information, but one can find vec­
tors such that the raleigh quotient is 
xHX - Z-l)x Ad „ . , „ „ . . 
χ
1
 τ ( 1 - μ Ρ + 1 ) 2 ^ ' 
Note that this implies that the error can be very large if// % 1, i.e., if a> and a.t, are 
both small. 
Estimating ω' for this type of factorization is harder than for the recursive 
factorizations. The condition on ω* now translates to 
ZDA < 2 uT
1 
which is not satisfied for positive values of ω* by taking norms of Ζ and DA. How­
ever, running a numerical simulation for model problems with a wide range of 
anisotropy values shows, that 
0.5 < ω' < 1.2, 
with the lower bound attained for oi > а2,а.ч, and the upper bound for αι = aj = 
a:j. In the case αϊ <" 02,03 the value of u;* hardly decreases. 
3.6.4 Modified l ine factorizations 
Finally we comment shortly on the relation between modified factorizations (where 
the above analysis does not apply) and convergence orders of the iterative method. 
It has been proved for pointwise methods that the asymptotic condition number for 
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second order elliptic difference matrices reduces from 0(h ¿) to 0(h ' ) (for h —» 0) 
when using modified factorizations (for a recent exposition of this, see |8|) For 
blockwise methods there are some results by Beauwens 112| We note that if we can 
prove that ω' = CHh ' ) in (20), it follows that the largest eigenvalue Ao of C~]A 
satisfies A,, = 0(h~]) (because in fact λο < ω') Further, for modified methods 
the smallest eigenvalue λ] = 1 whence the condition number κ = ω' Now, it is 
easy to prove that the pivot matrices in the recursion (6) for model problems (with 
constant coefficients) satisfy ω* = 0(h ') if we start the recursion with a pivot 
block adjacent to a plane with Dinchlet boundary conditions Take for example a 
model problem on | 0 , 1 | 2 , then the smallest eigenvalue Ai of X, satisfies 
\^u = 2 (λ',")-', ι = 1,2, 
(where A',11 = 2 because of the Dinchlet boundary condition) ι e A1," = (г + 1)/г. 
Hence λ',"' = 1 + ]- = 1 + Λ, and ω' =(\ + h)l2h Alternatively, if the first block is 
a Neumann boundary condition block, we may perturb this block by an 0(h) term, 
and the remaining blocks of DA by Oih1) before computing the factorization This 
does not change the order of the smallest eigenvalue A] (it is still 0(1)), or of the 
condition number For comments on such perturbations see |13 | 
4 Plane block factorizations 
For three-dimensional problems one can also make an incomplete factorization 
using as pivots the blocks corresponding to planes in the domain The diagonal 
blocks then have the sparsity structure of a 2D problem d e , a banded matrix the 
elements of which are themselves banded matrices), and the entire matrix has the 
same structure as a block-partitioned 2D matrix, but with line block elements 
The factorization algorithm is obtained by replacing the scalar operations in the 
the blockwise factorization of a 2D matrix by their block-counterparts 
However, multiplications and divisions in the scalar algorithm correspond 
to matrix multiplications and inversions in the block algorithm, and consequently 
loss of sparsity Hence we will have to 
( 1) reduce the bandwidths of products of matrices, and 
(2) compute approximate inverses, as for the linewise methods 
Note that having plane block pivots introduces another level of recursion in the fac­
torization 
We obtain the following algorithm let 
(where the indices range i\,j\ = 1 гц, Í2,J2 = 1 n¿, i¡,ji = 1 τ?)) be a triply 
indexed (plane, line, point) matrix of dimension η ι хп2хп^ Now inductively define 
У"" = 0 of dimension щ χ π> 
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and let for i.-j = l..n:j 
XUt' = A -A у ч і - і і д 
where У ' 1 ' is a sparse approximation to Jf'"1 with sparsity structure (pv, ..,p,) 
(where q > 0 and p, > 0 for ί = 0..g), i.e., 
*»'-(№) J 
(with indices ranging ii,ji = l..ni, ¿2, J2 = l-.n-i) 
, ν fc : = \k-J2\ > q 
С
 = 0 if 
fc^íandlí, М>р
к 
then С = (Y 1 - ¿д)(/ - Уі'д), where У = diagiy"1),-,
 n
,. 
The computation of У " '' from Xй '] can proceed either by the ΛΒΙ algorithm 
(see [41 and |5|) or by a recently discussed algorithm |18| . For the ABI algorithm we 
let 
x(=x-') = ((xliJXiji) 
with ¿1, ji = l..ni, І2, h = 1··«2 and У'01 = 0 of dimension щ; furthermore for i-> = 
Ι..Π2 let 
V"'1'1 V V -О"! I J - 1 1 ν" 
Λ — Λ,,,, Λ,,,,_\Χ Λ , , - ΐ , , 
where У'"' is a sparse approximation to X"2' . Now let 
C'"1 = (У-1 -LxUI-YL'x) 
where У = diag(y"'), !..„,, and use the relation 
C"1'1 ' = C " 1 ' 1 ]LxY + (I YLl
x
)-xY 
to obtain recurrences for the lower triangle of 
Г i l 'f' 
С""
1
 ] (32) 
As in section 3, approximate inverses based on the Takahishi algorithm will be 
termed 'explicit'. With plane methods as with line methods we can also construct 
'factored' approximations to inverses of pivots. To this end we use the algorithm 
by Eijkhout and Vassilevski, which lets X " 1 - LDL' and computes 
У = | L | " " Z ? | I ' | ' p l (33) 
where the factors can be computed recursively starting at the (?), η ) element. Vor 
this algorithm positive definiteness of У" · ' is easier to ensure. 
For both algorithms a reduction of bandwidth of matrix times matrix prod­
ucts has to be applied in order to preserve sparsity. In the second case, however, we 
can only do this during the formation of L and D; the product | £ Г ' " £ ) | І , ' | ' Р І must 
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be evaluated exactly as otherwise positive definiteness will be lost. An easy solution 
to this is to let | L | ' P ' have sparsity structure (po, ..,p4) with po = .. = ря = 0 
Using these two algorithms for computing approximate inverses of plane 
pivots we now construct a number of preconditioners. First note that plane pre-
conditmners constructed in this manner are explicit between points and recursive 
between planes; we can choose whether or not to make them explicit between lines 
(this corresponds essentially to the version 1/2 distinction for line factorizations, 
but with the scalars replaced by line blocks) As an example of a fully recursive 
plane method we included the classical Appleyard-Cheshire-Pollard factorization 
(see |1|) In this, on both line and plane level each inverse is approximated by 
the diagonal matrix of its rowsums. 
The Appleyard-Cheshire-Pollard plane factorization is indicated by PLacp. 
The choice 
Y = s p a r s e t i " ' ) 
Ζ is an incomplete factorization of X 
will give preconditioners that are explicit between points and recursive be­
tween lines (PL
er
), on the line level we can choose between explicit (PLCT<e ) 
and factored (PL
ertf) approximations of inverses. 
- The choice 
Ζ = Y = sparseiX" 1) 
makes the factorization explicit between lines, as with hnewise factoriza­
tions we have various choices of approximating inverses of pivot blocks: 
PLee¡ee(p) both during factorization of line and of plane blocks use 
the explicit approximation У = [ X _ , l ' p ) 
PL
ceie<.m(p) the same as the previous factorization, but with a di­
agonal modification added to the approximation of the plane pivot 
PL
ee
^f(p)· use an explicit approximation for line pivots and a fac­
tored one for plane pivots 
PL
ee
jf(p): use factored approximations for both line and plane piv­
ots 
Regarding the question of efficiency of plane methods we remark that there is a 
close analogy between plane methods when approximations of line inverses are 
taken very accurately, and line factorizations of a two dimensional matrix deriving 
from a problem where the dimension along the lines is 'left out'. Thus we expect 
plane methods with approximate treatment of line inverses to take slightly more 
iterations than line methods on a similar, but two dimensional, problem. This be­
haviour has been observed in actual numerical tests. 
5 Numerical results 
In order to assess the relative merits of the various preconditioners we used them 
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on eight test problems 
Lu = — [(a\u
x
)
x
 + (a2Uy)y + (а,чи.)
г
] = ƒ 
where the coefficients αι,α2,α;{ are defined in table 1. The differential operator 
was discretised by central differences, the meshsize was h = 1/21, the modified 
methods used as modification vector the grid function x(l - x)y{l - y)z(l - z); 
the PCG had start vector C-lrhs and halting criterion rk'C ]rk < 10 1( , |гЛ*|2 
where r* is the k-th residual. 
Table 1 
Eo 
Ex 
E; 
Е
л 
Е г 
Ем 
Егя 
Eyy 
Οι 
1 
.01 
1 
1 
.01 
.01 
1 
1 
α·2 
1 
1 
.01 
1 
1 
1 
1 
.01 
.01 ι 1 
1 
.01 
.01 
.01 
1 - e-xyi 
First we compare some factorizations with complete preservation of'spar-
si ty with respect to speed purely in terms of numbers of iterations (table 2). 
Table 2; numbers of iterations for unmodified 
precond i tioners with preservation of spars i ty 
no prec 
Pr 
Pe 
L
r
( l ) 
L
e
,
e
(l) 
Le,/U> 
Le,*<l) 
PL„,
e
(h 
PL
er
j(\, 
PL
ee
,„a, 
PL„.,a, 
0) 
0) 
0) 
0) 
So 
27 
16 
21 
12 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
15 
15 
Εχ 
59 
19 
31 
19 
19 
19 
19 
9 
9 
17 
18 
PL
eeiILa,l) 15 18 
χ = no convergence 
E-i 
59 
19 
31 
9 
16 
17 
17 
17 
18 
17 
17 
18 
Е
я 
59 
19 
31 
9 
16 
17 
17 
X 
25 
X 
25 
25 
EM 
53 
8 
33 
6 
6 
6 
6 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
Em 
53 
8 
33 
6 
6 
6 
6 
X 
6 
X 
33 
33 
E-n 
53 
8 
33 
3 
X 
31 
31 
X 
31 
X 
X 
31 
•Ewst 
91 
17 
45 
9 
X 
38 
37 
X 
39 
X 
X 
39 
We see that the recursive methods (P
r
 and L
r
) are most efficient; then fol­
low all explicit methods whenever they converge. The behaviour of the line meth-
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ods on E\¿ and E\ j and that of the plane methods on E\¿ is really exceptional the 
equations make the factorizations of the pivots almost exact 
From the relation (28) between χ and the coefficients of the differential 
equation derived in section 3, we can now obtain a global idea of the size of the 
error for the unmodified methods on these model problems (only dominant orders 
of magnitude of μ and f are indicated), note how well this is reflected in the num­
bers of iterations found Table 3 gives the results, with the asymptotic behaviour 
of various quantities indicated as e —» 0 
Table 3, elementary estimates for the error 
JC 
3 
Bf 
μ 
n i l ) JlD 
T?' 2 ' 
#lïU 
#!<"" 
So 
2 + v 2 
2 
6 
2 
05 
01 
12 
14 
Ei 
2 + V2 
2 
6 
0035 I 0 
/ 
μ" 
19 
19 
E¿ 
1 + / 2 
1 
e 
35 
075 
06 
9 
17 
Ем 
1 + V 2 
1 
e 
025 10 
μλ 
μ1 
6 
6 
Eiì 
e(2 + ν 
e
2 
e 
8 T 1 
e 
e"
2 
3 
31 
Note that the number of iterations on problem E\ is not small despite the 
fact that the decay factor of the inverse is very small and would even tend to zero 
with decreasing value of a\ This is one case where the off-diagonal error || RF || 
dominates the convergence behaviour instead of the diagonal error 
In table 4 we compare some of the methods of table 2 and their modified 
counterparts The term me in the name of the modified method designates concur­
rent modification, ι e , the traditional modification (9) which is performed during 
the factorization and which propagates through the factorization, the term nib des­
ignates the bacltuard modification (13), (14) which is performed as a correction af-
tei the factorization 
We see that the 'concurrent' modification is a definite improvement on the 
recursive methods For the explicit L
e
 methods it is of dubitable value for the 
simple problems it gives a slight improvement, but, while on the difficult prob­
lems it ensures convergence, compared to for instance L
e
j (table 2) it definitely 
degrades performance (this phenomenon was noted and discussed in [18|) The 
'backwards' modification of the product expansion method L
x
, on the other hand, 
gives a slight improvement For problems on a finer difference mesh the improve­
ment can be expected to be more significant 
Next we take factorization methods with more fill-in (whence more accu­
racy) and compare them with respect to the amount of scalar work (measured in 
the number of multiplications divided by the number of variables) performed in one 
complete system solution (table 5) For some problems the decrease in the number 
of iterations compensates for the increased complexity of the preconditioner 
Table 4; modified and unmodified methods 
Pr 
* г,тпс 
Lr 
Lr,mc 
L
e 
L
e
,m.c 
Le,mb 
L
x 
bi.mb 
PLacp 
PLeeJf 
* ^cCyCem 
E() 
16 
12 
12 
12 
14 
13 
16 
14 
13 
9 
15 
21 
Ει 
19 
10 
19 
18 
19 
18 
10 
19 
10 
13 
18 
14 
Et 
19 
10 
9 
6 
16 
15 
16 
18 
13 
6 
18 
14 
Е
Я 
19 
10 
9 
6 
16 
15 
16 
18 
13 
15 
25 
48 
Ei¿ 
8 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
6 
5 
6 
4 
3 
En 
8 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
6 
5 
21 
33 
59 
E-u 
8 
5 
3 
3 
χ 
41 
38 
31 
28 
2 
31 
60 
Ецц 
17 
10 
9 
9 
χ 
100 
57 
38 
35 
6 
39 
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Regarding the performance of these preconditioners on vector architec-
we make the following remarks 
for planewise preconditioners the shortest vectors in the PCG have length 
h '¿, so for /ι = 1 50 (and taking the vector start-up σ = 51 cycles as on the 
Cyber 205) all code should run at 984 of the peak speed. Test runs indeed 
show a performance close to the theoretical speed as calculated in | 111. 
for naively coded linewise preconditioners the vector length is less and the 
code overhead (index calculation, subroutine calls) is worse, both by a fac­
tor of Λ '. Thus test runs (using vectorized, but not manually optimized 
code) reached only a quarter of the predicted performance. However, a re­
ordering of the lines along the diagonals of the yc-plane will can give an 
average vector length of/i ' 2 /2; i.e., if the line blocks are numbered in the 
ordinary rowwise fashion 
(1,1), (2, 1),.., (η, 1 ), (1,2),.., (n, 2),.., (τ?, n) 
we form groups 
{(1,1)},{(2,1),(1,2)},{(3,1),(2,2),(1,3)}... 
The average vectorlength of these groups is 
л ± 
, (1 + 2 + ... + 77Ϊ + (771 - 1) + ... + 1)7) = " ' " =: 7717! 2, 
2771 — 1 277) 1 
where 77)2 is the number of line blocks and τι is their dimension. The length 
of this algorithm is 2f7i - 1, i.e., on a parallel computer we perform 277! 
1 successive stages. This reordering can be applied to both halves of the 
solution process. The vectorlength is now again sufTicient to ensure almost 
peak performance in vector computers like the Cyber 205. 
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1 Table 5; number of iterations and total number of multiplications 
during PCG for 
method 
Pr 
Pe(l) 
(2) 
L (3) 
LT(\) 
£ e i / ( l ) 
(2) 
(3) 
¿c ,m<l ) 
(2) 
(3) 
L „ ( l ) 
(3) 
(7) 
various prec( 
#mult 
per Cr = y 
jnditioners/sparsity patterns 
#iter/mult(xn : i) per PCG 
-Eo £.·) 
pointwise methods 
7 
7 
13 
19 
lin 
10 
10 
14 
18 
10 
14 
18 
10 
14 
18 
16 326 
21 421 
16 434 
15 511 
19 383 
31 611 
23 609 
20 666 
ewise methods 
12 292 
14 336 
13 374 
12 404 
13 314 
12 348 
12 404 
14 336 
12 348 
12 404 
9 226 
17 402 
11 322 
9 314 
15 258 
11 322 
9 314 
17 402 
9 270 
7 254 
E 
17 
45 
33 
28 
9 
38 
26 
20 
101 
100 
87 
37 
19 
12 
t» 
345 
877 
859 
914 
~226~ 
864 
712 
644 
2250 
2636 
2654 
842 
530 
404 
planewise methods 
PLacp 
PL„<fa,0) 
PL,r,rra,0) 
PLer,ffil,l) 
PLee¡„mllfi) 
7 
12 
12 
20 
12 
χ = no convergence 
9 193 
14 368 
15 392 
13 464 
21 536 
15 307 
25 632 
X 
25 848 
48 1184 
6 
39 
X 
39 
60 
136 
968 
1296 
1472 J 
1 
- I 
Conclusions 
We have studied various preconditioners for three dimensional difference matri­
ces derived from problems with anisotropy. The study of the number of iterations 
shows that recursive methods, pointwise (P
r
) and linewise (L
r
) are superior both 
with respect to the number of iterations and to robustness. The results are in agree­
ment with the analytical estimates of the condition numbers in section 5. The ex­
plicit variant Lf.jlp) of L
r
( 1) is seen to need many more iterations for ρ = 1 (q = 1) 
than L
r
( 1) for some problems, but the number of iterations then rapidly decreases 
with increasing^ (this was even more noticeable for the exceptional problem E2.4; 
the result ofthat test is however not reported here). For q = 3 (p = 7) the number 
of iterations for problem Е
л
 was even less than with LT( 1)! The explanation of this 
must be that a favourable clustering of eigenvalues of C^ 1 A occured (see 191). The 
method L(.,/(p) had a similar behaviour as LeiI(p) but the number of iterations de-
94 
creased less rapidly The plane block method P L r r ƒ was also fairly robust, except 
that it needed more iterations than the other methods for the simple problem E\ 
For some of the explicit methods when applied to some testproblems no 
convergence was obtained 
When we compare the amount of work we also find that the recursive meth-
ods P,, L r(l) and PLacp and the explicit methods Lc x, Lej are the most efficient 
The Le ƒ method, however, required noticeably more work on the "toughest" prob-
lem і?с)
Ч
 than the other methods The PL
er
 ƒ method had a good working count 
on the simple model problem EQ, but was otherwise less efficient Since the re­
cursive methods are not vectonzable, our conclusion is that LiyX(p) with ρ = 3, 7 
d e , q = 2,3) is to be recommended 
As has already been remarked the objection that line methods are only vec­
tonzable on the line level (thus giving vector lengths of h~] as opposed to /ι " with 
plane methods) can be removed by applying a suitable reordering of the blocks The 
resulting vectorlengths are h~¿ 2 on average, which will result in megafloprates 
close to the theoretical peak performance of vector computers such the Cyber 205 
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CHAPTER 
Analysis of Parallel Incomplete Point Factorizations 
Victor Eijkhout 
Abslra< I 
Incomplete point factorization'; are analyzed regarding their parallelity and the 
norm ol the error matrix, and the relation between the two 
1 Introduction 
In a recent article | 4 | Duff and Meurant report a great number of numerical tests 
on the convergence behaviour of the conjugate gradient method for symmetric sys-
tems using various kinds of pointwise incomplete factorization preconditioners. 
Their interest was in examining the relation between the suitability of such pro-
conditioners for parallel computers and the speed of convergence measured purely 
in numbers of iterations. An outcome of these tests was that there seems to be 
an inverse relation between parallehty and convergence speed. While in a quali-
tative sense such a relation is a direct corollary of the ellipticity of the diiTeren-
tial equations involved, it is still worthwhile to analyse various points involved. 
This paper will address the following issues 
First of all, for an anisotropic constant coefTicient problem the whole range 
of preconditioners of DufI and Meurant can be split into two categories, in each of 
which the infinity norm of the error matrix is constant. Through the condition 
number of the preconditioned system the norm of the error can provide an up-
per bound for the number of iterations of the iterative method In section 2 the 
calculation of the actual value of this norm is given for some example incomplete 
factorizations, and a lower bound for the ratio between the norms for the natural 
ordering and the red black factorization is given. 
Next, in section 3 a characterization of both categories of factorizations 
is given, and the maximal amount of parallehty is analyzed for the class giving 
low values for the norm of the error In order to describe the factorizations giv-
ing a low error, the 'generalized natural ordering' is introduced. This section also 
gives a bound on the parallehty gained by excluding a certain number of points 
from a generalized natural ordering 
As the analysis so far is based on the infinity norm, one might ask if there 
exist distinct convergence phenomena that are indistinguishable for this norm (or 
the other way around), and if more appropriate norms for such cases can bo given. 
In section 4 this point is addressed The results here are negative· on the one hand 
there exist factorizations that arc indistinguishable in both infinity and Euclidian 
norm, but for which the numbers of iterations differ significantly, on the other 
hand there exist preconditioners that give a large norm for the error, but that 
converge in about the same number of iterations as the natural ordering precon-
ditionor Such factorizations, however, are borderline cases without practical inter-
est 
2 Some model examples 
Let's consider some prototypical incomplete point factorizations for the constant 
coefficient problem, the pivots they generate, and the size of the fill-in occurring 
The model differential equation is 
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which gives a difference molecule 
-b 
—a 2{a + b) —a 
- b 
and we will assume a rectangular domain of η χ m points. The coefficient ma­
trix К is then of dimension nm with 
k
xl ~ 2(o + ò); &!,! + ! = α; λ,'ί,ί+η — —b. 
In order to be able to compare quantities it will be useful to normalize the 
equation to max{o,ò} = 1, but this will not be used explicitly in the calculations. 
natural ordering When elimating points by row, pivots z, are generated by the 
equation 
xt = 2(a + b) - a2x~^ - b2x~\-
Both inside each row and over the rows the pivots converge, decreasing; 
the limit pivot is the solution of a limit equation 
χ = 2(α + ο ) - ( α 2 + Ьг)х-\ 
that is 
χ = a + b + ν 2ab. 
By eliminating point ? fill-in elements are generated of size 
= аба;" " ' ι , ι + ΐ λ ' ΐ , ι + η _ _ l _ - ] 
Хг 
occurring in locations (i + 1, ¿ + n) and (i + n, i + 1) of the matrix. The error 
matrix, then, has in general only two elements per row, except for elements 
along two sides of the boundary, where no fill-in occurs. 
Size of the fill-in elements in this type of factorization converges, increas-
ing, to 
a26 + об'2 - abV2äb 
abx = ., ,•> 
a2 +b¿ 
If either a <C b or b < a, the fill-in is of the order of the the smallest coeffi-
cient. 
full red/black In a red/black factorization there is essentially only one elimina-
tion step so all pivots are equal: 
τ, Ξ χ = 2(α -l- b). 
Eliminating one pivot generates four fill-in elements in general, making 
the row sum of the error matrix 
o
2
 + ft2 + 4ab 
2Ca + b) 
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With normalised coefficients, this rowsum is of order 1, with one coef­
ficient going to infinity it increases proportional to that constant (pro­
portionality constant 1/2). Thus this factorization is sensitive to amso-
tropy in all directions 
line red black Instead of eliminating all of the red points of the domain, it is pos­
sible to proceed in a linewise manner, eliminating red and black points of 
one line before tackling the next If we work by columns, this gives gives a 
coupled recurrence for the pivots χ of the red points eliminated first, and 
the pivots y for the black points eliminated subsequently 
χ — 2(o + b) — a'y~] 
y = 2(a + b) ^ + г Ь 2 ^ - 1 
As the fill-in 
(Ò2 + 2a6).r-1 
doesn't depend on y we solve only x: 
b¿ " б·1 
χ = a + b + - , + \ 2ab+ —г 
2(α +b) \ 4(ο + δ)2 
which gives rowsums in the error matrix of 
(b¿ + 2ob)(<a + b) + -., VM - \ '2ab+
 I7b'p) 
a 2 + ' 2 p 
This fill-in is direction-dependent in the case that α = 1 and b J. 0 it 
is essentially proportional to ft, but if 6 = 1 and о 1 0, it stays of or­
der 1 Thus this method will perform badly for strong amsotropy with a 
weak coupling in (/-direction, but it will perform well if the ^-direction is 
weakly coupled An illustration of this is provided by the 'zebra' ordering 
in 141, which performed we'll on the anisotropic problem, but would con­
verge much slower if either the ordering or the differential equation would 
have been turned over 90 degrees 
bawtooth red black There is a second way to do red/black by columns, namely im­
posing the same ordering on each column Thus the lines are either com­
pletely red or completely black This was proposed by David Young as a 
wave-front method after eliminating the red points of the first line, saw­
tooth-shaped wavefronts of uncoupled unknown can be formed (see fig­
ure 1). A vector processor will then have equal vectorlength on all wave-
fronts but one, a situation normally not encountered in wavefront tech­
niques, and very favourable from a point of actual computer implementa­
tion 
Again we obtain two coupled recurrences· 
χ = 2{n + b) — a~x~] 
у = 2(o + 6) - n2y ' -2Ь 2 ж _ 1 . 
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Wavefront 
O <f Red points 
^ 
Black points 
О 
elimination order 
> 
О 
О 
Figure 1: elimination by 'saw-tooth' wavefronts. 
Fill-in is only caused by elimination of the red points: the rowsums of 
the error matrix will be 
2(ό2 +аЬ)х-1. 
For the limit pivot we find 
χ = a + b + \f2ab + 62 
so the fill-in behaves essentially the same as for the previous type of red-
black ordering. 
Note that we consider here only 'non-modified' factorizations (see for instance 1 
and 2 for modified factorizations), as the combination of decoupling and modifica­
tion easily leads to zero pivots. In 4 this led to divergent methods. 
2.1 Qualitative comparison of sequential and 
red/black orderings 
Let us compare the sequential and the full гегіЪІаск orderings. The red,black or­
dering gives fill-in of a bigger size, so we determine a constant K, depending on α 
and i>, such that 
l| Л
г о
 II · Al R
acq i|. 
From the formulas for the fill-in given above, we derive the following theorem: 
Theorem 1 The error for the red/black factorisation is bigger by a factor 
К = (1 + b, α HI + a/b) 
than that for a factorisation based on sequential ordering. 
Thus the red black ordering will give large fill-in for strong anisotropy, regard­
less of the direction. In fact, we can analyse fill-in regardless of the elimination 
strategy. For this we need a simple lemma. 
Lemma 2 Let M be a diagonally dominant M-matrix, and let S be the Schur-
complement obtained after a number of steps of an incomplete factorization of M, 
then S is diagonally dominant. 
Proof. Let M be partitioned 
where A is of the dimension of 5, and let и > 0 be a positive vector, partitioned 
accordingly, such that M и > 0. We have 
Αιΐ2 + Cu, -0 and Віц + С1 u-z > 0. 
Noting that С ·_ 0, the second inequality implies Cu\ < -CB 'C'ti'i, so we find 
that 
(A CB ]C')U2 "- Au-, + Cui > 0 . 
The lemma now follows from the fact that each step of an incomplete factoriza­
tion makes the rowsums of the resulting Schur-complement at least as big as the 
corresponding complete factorization step would. Qed 
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We can now give estimates for the size of fill-in generated by eliminating a certain 
point, depending only on the location of the unehminated neighbours of that node. 
Theorem 3 Consider anv point incomplete factorisation of the coefficient 
matrix К of a central difference discretisation of the general sel f-adjoint 
elliptic differential equation 
{a{j-,y)u
x
)
x
 - (b{r,y)uy)y = ƒ, 
and define for any point ι of the domain the minimum and maximum co­
efficients m horizontal and vertical direction 
Then 
a'/1 = max{-Ä-,,1 + b Α·„.-ι}; 
ft1,"" = max{-fc,)1+n, *:,,,_„}; 
a', ' = min{ i.·,,,* ь-*·,,, i}; 
6¡ ' = min{ Α.-,,,Μ,,-λ·,,, η}· 
eliminating a point, numbered i, with at least one unelimmated 
neighbour ¡n both directions will generate a fill-m clement ƒ of size 
ft 'б
1
.*' 
+ о + о. + О. а, + b, 
eliminating a point, numbered ι, with two unelimmated neighbours 
in vertical direction will generate a fill-in element ƒ of size 
ь\ X ft 
eliminating a point, numbered i, with two unelimmated neighbours 
in horizontal direction will generate a fill-in clement ƒ of size 
ft 
Proof. The lower bounds follow from the fact that the diagonal element is initially 
equal to a[ ' + а ^ ' + Ь\~' + b\+\ and during the factorization it cannot increase. 
The upper bounds follow if we recall that throughout the factorisation the remain­
ing matrix is diagonally dominant, so having, for instance, one neighbour in each 
direction implies that it is at least of size a | _ ' + b\ '. Qed 
3 Generalized natural orderings 
From the previous section it can be concluded that there is an essential difference 
between preconditioners with ordering strategies that eliminate points in between 
two unehminated points, and those that don't In this section the latter kind will 
be formalized. First some notation and definitions 
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Definition. Let ΙΊ and u> be two nodes in the domain. We impose a total ordering 
i^ i < U2 <=> J^ I has a lower number than 1/2 
and we say that two nodes are connected, notated 
if they are on the same mesh line and on adjacent mesh columns, or the other way 
around. 
If two nodes are connected, the one with the lower number influences the size of 
the pivot in the higher numbered one. Thus it is useful to look at the set of all 
nodes that influence a given node. 
Definition. We define the influence range of a node и as 
ƒ(!/) = {V : 3,,,, ,„„1/ = ι/, < . . . < i/
n
 = i/and Vfcc(i/t,i/t+i)}; 
thus the influence range is the set of nodes that influence the size of the pivot in 
node v. 
Next a formalization is needed of ordering strategies that don't eliminate a point 
that lies in between two uneliminated points. 
Definition. Л node is said to be naturally ordered if it doesn't have two neigh­
bours in one direction that both have a higher number. A domain is called gener­
alized naturally ordered if all nodes are naturally ordered. 
R e m a r k The notion of generalized naturally ordered domains was arrived at in­
dependently in | 3 | . 
The following characterisation of generalized naturally ordered domains holds: 
Theorem 4 Л domain is generalized naturally ordered if and only if the 
nodes in all rows and columns are numbered either monotomcally, or in­
creasing till a certain node, and then decreasing. 
Proof. Suppose a domain is generalized naturally ordered, then any node can have 
in some direction at most one neighbour with a higher number. The stated be­
haviour of the rows and columns follows. 
Conversely, suppose a node ν is not naturally ordered, but it has at least 
one horizontal neighbour with a lower number, then by necessity its neighbours in 
vertical direction must both have higher numbers. Therefore the column on which 
1/ lies does not satisfy the description. Qed 
Examples of generalized natural orderings are the natural ordering, the ordering 
by diagonals and the zebra ordering. Also, refering to | 4 | for terminology, the 'van 
der Vorst Γ and 'van der Vorst2' orderings are generalized natural orderings. 
3.1 Parallelity of generalized natural orderings 
With the characterization of generalized natural orderings above a lower bound 
on the number of elements in Пи) can be given. 
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Lemma 5 If a node has mi inimal distance χ and y to the sides and top'bottoin of 
the domain, the number of elements m Ни) is at least xy/2 if the boundaiy of the 
domain is convex, or xy if the domain is rectangular. 
Proof. Remark that for any node и all neighbours on either left or right side in 
the same row have lower numbers; for each of these neighbours it holds that in 
their column either all points above or below have lower numbers. This gives the 
stated bound on the number of elements. Qed 
The amount of parallelity for naturally ordered convex domains can also be esti­
mated now. 
Theorem 6 The ina.ximal amount of parallelity, defined as the number 
of uncoupled nodes at any one time, in a convex naturally ordered domain 
is at most twice the maximum of the width and height of the domain. 
Proof. From the characterization of the numbering in rows and columns of the 
domain it follows that at any given time in the elimination process there are in 
any row or column at most two points to be eliminated. There is only one if in a 
row or column the highest node number appears adjacent to the boundary; there 
are two otherwise. Qed 
3.2 The connection with SSOR-theory 
The above discussion of generalized natural orderings brings to mind a phenome­
non in SSOR-theory. In order to ensure that an SSOR-method | 5 | - or an SSOR 
preconditioner in a conjugate gradient method | 1 | - will achieve an order reduc­
tion in the number of iterations, it is sufficient that 
p(LU) < 1/4, 
where L and U are the normalized lower and upper triangle of the coefficient ma­
trix. It is easily seen that for the natural ordering on the Poisson problem 
р(Ш)<\\ьи\и'^ = (]/ = -4. 
More general, this estimate holds for any ordering such that a point has 
two neighbours with higher, and two with lower numbers. Let us call such an order­
ing a balanced ordering. Although there is a close resemblance between balanced 
orderings and generalized natural orderings, the following negative result holds. 
Theorem 7 There is no inclusion either way between balanced orderings 
and generalized natural orderings. 
Proof. The spiral ordering (|4|) is an example of a generalized natural ordering 
that is not balanced. 
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It is more difficult to construct a balanced ordering that contains points 
that are not generalized naturally ordered. Λ small example is 
1 2 8 
7 5 6, 
9 4 3 
and the principle behind this example can be extended to domains of arbitrary 
sizes, containing one not naturally ordered point. Qed 
However, with an extra condition we have a one-way inclusion (given without 
proof): 
Theorem 8 A balanced ordering that is consistent (see /51) is a gener­
alized natural ordering. 
4 Orderings that are partially not 
naturally ordered' 
The question arises how much extra parallelity can be created by introducing a 
number of points that are not naturally ordered. Recall that a generalized nat­
ural ordering has at most 0(Λ~') parallelity, whereas a red/black ordering may 
have 0(/i 2 . However, as introducing not naturally ordered points may lead to a 
far greater error, it is of interest to find a relation between speed of convergence 
and the number of points that are eliminated 'too early'. 
First consider the amount of parallelity that can be gained. For the next 
theorem it is convenient to consider the boundary of the domain to be not naturally 
ordered. 
Theorem 9 If a (generalized/ naturally ordered domain ¡s reordered in 
such a way that the points that are not naturally ordered are contained m 
a box τ nodes wide and y nodes high, the number of points that can be 
eliminated earlier than m the natural ordering is at most xy. 
Proof. With eliminated points contained in a box, no points outside that box can 
be eliminated. Qed 
Note that if the eliminated points connect to the boundary this enables early elim­
ination of a number of points 0(h ' ). 
Consider now the question of how the number of iterations depends on the number 
of not naturally ordered points. Simple bounds for the number of iterations exist 
based on the condition number к = \
m n
 \
mm
, which itself can be estimated (see 
for instance |2 |) for regular splittings by 
к - 1 + 2 || A || || R || 
where R = A - С is the error matrix, and where the norm is any associated norm. 
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By way of example the model problem 
-lOOOü« - Uyj, = 0 onii = (0,1)2 
was investigated using preconditioners С'і] using the following ordering strategy 
к + 1 . k+n/2 1 к + 1 + η/ 2 к + η 1 
к' . к' + η 2 - 1 к к' + л/2 foi 
foi + 1 .. (к + Dn 
(η - Dra + 1 . . . ra2 
where к' = kn - (η - 1) + 1 For к = 0 this is the natural ordering, while for к = η it 
is a one-way dissection ordering The latter has twice as much inherent parallehty, 
but it may take more than twice the number of iterations, see | 4 | Computations 
like those in section 2 show that for the error matrices R"'' corresponding to the 
incomplete factorizations C a ' the following bounds hold 
II Я ' 0 ' І ^ < 1; к > 1 => Il R,k, I L > 500 
Therefore the infinity norm is only able to distinguish between the value к = 0 
and all larger values of k, but not between the larger values themselves 
Also it is not hard to see that the error matrices are block matrices, each 
block corresponding roughly to one diagonal line in the domain For values of к 
greater than zero, the large fill-in elements are confined to one (plus its trans­
pose) per block, so the Euclidian norm || | | 2 is likewise unable to distinguish be­
tween values of к greater than 0. 
к = 0 1 2 5 25 50 90 100 
#rt = 15 16 26 30 46 46 40 36 
Table 1 Numbers of iterations for values of 
к in the C"*·' preconditioner with h ' = 101 
If one considers however the numbers of iterations, given in table 1, it 
turns out that, among the preconditioners with к 0, there is a marked difference 
between the к = 1 factorization and all others Such a difference does not follow 
from estimates based on norms of the error above 
Further tests with factorizations using small numbers of not naturally or­
dered points lead to the following observations 
it is of no importance that the points eliminated early are adjacent to the 
boundary, placing them in the middle of the domain leads to the same num­
ber of iterations 
the jump between the values for к - 1 and к = 2 is largely due to the lact 
that the second point is connected to the first; eliminating two well sepa­
rated points will give, for the above problem, an iteration count of 17-19 
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the fact that the points eliminated early are on the middle line of the do­
main does not matter; placing them anywhere else, or placing the well-
separated points of the previous point on two different lines, will give an 
iteration count that differs by 1 or 2 at most. 
From the second point above, and further tests along the same line, it can be de­
duced that there is a gliding scale of factorizations giving numbers in between 
those for the natural ordering, and those for the one-way dissection (indeed, for 
Ar % h " '/2 even more than that). These factorizations, however, offer hardly any 
increase in parallelism, so no useful ordering strategy can be based on them. 
5 Conclusion 
Different ordering strategies for incomplete factorizations may give widely differ­
ent numbers of iterations for the conjugate gradient method. In this paper the 
notion of 'generalized natural ordering' was introduced, which explains such be­
haviour qualitatively, to a large extent. The parallelism of factorizations based on 
generalized naturally ordered domains has been analyzed. 
Finally, numerical tests show that there exist factorizations based on a do­
main that is not naturally ordered, but which converge as fast as if the domain 
would have been naturally ordered. Such factorizations, however, are borderline 
cases in which the increase in parallelism is marginal. 
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CHAPTER 
The role of the strengthened Cauchy-
Buniakowskii-Schwartz inequality in 
multi-level methods 
submitted to SIAM Review 
Victor Eijkhout and Panayot Vassilevski 
Abbtiait 
We survey the Ьаыс theory of the strengthened C B S -inequality and its applications 
in multi-level methods for the solution of linear systems arising from finite element or 
finite difference discretisation of elliptic paitial diffeiential equations Proofs are given 
both in a finite element context, and in purely algebraic form 
1 Introduction 
Over the last decade a number of authors have presented multi-grid methods in 
the context of multi-level finite element spaces The mam tool in the analysis of 
such methods is the extended Cauchy-Buniakowskn-Schwartz inequality This is a 
refinement of the usual Cauchy-Buniakowskn-Schwartz (or Cauchy-Schwartz) in­
equality 
(u, v) s y/(u,u)\/(v,v) 
in that it states in finite dimensional spaces the existence for 
и 6 U, г' € V, U,V linear subspaces with U Π V = {0} 
of a constant 7 С |0,1), depending only on the spaces U and V, such that 
(u, t>) < 7 ν (и, а)-\/( ,г>) 
The quantity 7 may be called the cosine of the angle between the spaces U and V 
The strengthened C B S -inequality has been used in two-level methods 
by Axelsson and Gustafsson 111, Axelsson |2 | , Bank and Dupont | 5 | , Braess 17,81, 
Maitre and Musy |12 | and recently in connection with the two-grid FAC-precon-
ditioner of McCormick |14 | and McCormick and Thomas [15|, and in Bramble, 
Ewing, Pasciak and Schatz |9 | , and Mandel and McCormick (13] 
Multi-level theory without the use of the strengthened C B S -inequality 
has been proposed by Yserentant |17], Bank, Dupont and Yserentant |6], and by 
Vassilevski |16 | These methods, however, are near-optimal only in the 2-D case, 
and not optimal in the 3-D case 
In finite difference context an extended C B S -inequality plays an impor­
tant role in the derivation of the two-grid FAC-preconditioners and the two-grid 
prcconditioners of Bramble, Ewing, Pasciak and Schatz See also Ewing, Lazarov 
and Vassilevski 1111, and Ewing, Lazarov, Pasciak and Vassilevski |10| where even 
certain non-symmetric problems have been handled 
Also the algebraic multilevel theory of Axelsson and Vassilevski |3,41 is 
based on the strengthened C B S -inequality, or more precisely a corollary to it 
Here we have summarised the results about the role of the strengthened 
C B S -inequality in two-level and multi-level methods contained in the above men­
tioned papers, and we have given purely algebraic proofs whenever possible 
In section 2 we give the basic theorems needed for the analysis of two-level methods 
and we give a proof of the order 1 convergence of a simple two-level method 
Section 3 contains a purely algebraic treatment of the strengthened С В S -
inequality One justification for such a treatment is that multi-level methods can 
also be used for general linear systems with a symmetric positive definite coefficient 
matrix More important, however, is the fact that for a quantitative analysis of 
general multi-level finite element methods one needs to investigate the element 
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matrices involved. Thus we pay particular attention to the strengthened C.B.S.-
inequality in the presence of semi-definite matrices. 
The topic of section 4, finally, is the derivation of global bounds for the 
quantity 7 in the case of multi-level methods. 
2 Two basic theorems. 
In this section we prove the strengthened C.B.S.-inequality, and the basic theo­
rem for convergence of two-level methods. 
Theorem 1 Given a finite dimensional Hilbert space Η', an inner product 
(·, ·) on H and two subspaces H\, Щ of H such that 
Hi η H2 = {0}, 
thei'e exists 
7 = 7 ( Я ь Я 2 ) € [ 0 , 1 ) 
such that for all ft, € Hi and h.^ 6 H? the following strengthened C.R.S.-
inequahty holds: 
1<Л,,Л2)!<7|| ν Μ | Μ Π) 
where the norm is induced by the inner product: 
H h || = VI£h). 
Proof. Let 
Hh^h.,) 
7 = S U P
 II
 h м м ! м-
л.еЯьЬ.ея.' II ^і II II ад II 
The ordinary C.B.S.-inequality tells us that 7 < 1. Assume that 7 = 1, then there 
exist sequences 
Κ " } ~ . СЯ,, {АП-^сЯа 
such that || h'"' || = || Л!,"' ¡| = 1 for all n, and (Л',"',^"') - 1. As in finite dimen­
sional spaces the unit sphere is compact, we can assume (by taking subsequences, 
if necessary) that there exist ^, e H\ and ^2 e H¿ such that 
h\n)^hi, b!2n)->h2, and || A, || = || h2 i| = 1. (2) 
We then find 
1 = ( Л „ А
г
) = | | Л 1 II І.Лг II-
From the disjointness of Я ! and H>, however, it follows that this last equality can 
only be satisfied for Л, = h^ = 0. As this contradicts equation (2), we conclude that 
7 < 1 . 
Qed 
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Corollary 2 Let M be a symmetric positive definite matrix, and let U and V be 
disjoint subspaces of the space on which AI operates, then there exists α η e IO, 1) 
such that 
νί><-:ν ' ( -" ' Μ ' - , ) 2 ^ ^u'Muv'Mv. (3) 
Qed 
Remark The finite dimensionality of the subspaces ff ι and H¿ can be somewhat 
relaxed: the above theorem also holds if one space is finite dimensional and the 
other one closed. 
The following theorem is the basis for the two-level (or multi-level) methods. 
Theorem 3 Let M be a symmetric, positive definite 2 x 2 block matrix 
'so both A and В are mvertible), and let U and V be the spaces of vectors with 
only non-zero first and second components respectively. Ifj Ç |0,1) is such 
that 
Vuev.vtv : (u'Mv)2 < ^U'MUSMV 
and 
S = A-CB-^C' 
then for all i'¿ of the dimension of A 
v!,Sv¿ 2 (1 -l¿)vJ¿Av¿ (4) 
holds. 
Proof. Rewriting the definition of 7 gives 
as for all symmetric positive definite matrices К and vectors и 
sup ——:- = и A it, 
ν i' A r 
we find 
r.'.Cß-'C"?·., 
-)- j s u p ^ ^ . 
v¿A4¿ 
Therefore, for all i>2 of the dimension of A: 
„ ¿ „ ' / I . , .J Г·* D-^r·., ++ II _ ^ 2 W,' A„ ,. ,,'. 
•r'2Ac., _ vlC'B-'Cv, & a-^)r!>Av2 ъ éSv 2· 
Qed 
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Remark It is an elementary fact that 
v'Ar ^ ç!,Sr2 
for all vectors v. 
By way of example we now consider a very simple two-level method for the solution 
of 
С A J \T¿ 
namely: 
(1) solve ( 
(2) i terate ~2 -¿ 
S)-(£ 
A(z[.ru -¿;') = y,- S~Í;" 
With theorem 3 the order 1 convergence of this two-level method can be proved. 
Theorem 4 The abore iterative method takes a number of iterations de-
pendend only on the value off, not on the dimension of the matrix. 
Proof. The iteration matrix I А~]5 for the iterative process in step (2· has a 
spectral radius bounded by 'í2. Qed 
3 Local estimates 
The theorems in the previous section ensure the convergence of two-level methods 
using properties of the global matrix. In this section we will present the tools for 
the computation of the quantity 7 using only local analysis, i.e., by inspection of the 
element matrices. One essential point that has to be taken into account is the fact 
that, even if the global (finite element) matrix is positive definite, element matrices 
tend to be only semi-definite. Thus we need anew proof for the existence of the •) in 
the strengthened C.B.S.-inequality for the case of semi-definite matrices. Also, we 
will give a necessary condition on the null-space of the matrix for a -> •· 1 to exist. 
Theorem 5 Let M be a symmetric, positive semi-definite matrix and let 
U and V be two disjoint subspaces of the space on which M operates, such 
that 
У э Л Л Л Л , (5) 
then 0 7 e |0,1) satisfying 
Vut u,vf ν ( ü ' Λ/ v)2 < 7 2 «' M и ν' Μ ν ( 6 ) 
exists. 
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Proof. A 7 can be found, based on the subspace U and the subspace of V orthogonal 
to the null-space of M. However, this 7 also satisfies the defining relation (6) if we 
incorporate in V any vectors that may lie in fS(M), as for those vectors both sides 
of the equation are zero. Qed 
Theorem 6 Let M be a symmetric, positive semi-definite 2 x 2 block ma­
trix 
"•ic cl 
with В invertible, let U and V be the spaces of vectors with only non-zero 
first and second components respectively, and assume that (5) holds. Then 
there exists 0 7 € |0,1) such that for all v.} 
v'¿Sv.¿ > (1 -7Z)v!¿Av2 (7) 
holds where S = A — С В 'ÌC,, and 7 follows from the relation (6). 
Proof. Obviously, if Av2 = 0 equation (7) is satisfied for all 7. Now let 7 6 |0,1) be 
such that 
2 / ·2..< , Vuei',vbV\AfiA) : iu'Mv) < 7 u'Muv'Mv 
then 
7- > sup .-J , - — = sup --à—. . — 
ν, -М- Л 
This gives the desired result. Qed 
Lemma 7 . Let M be as m the above theorem (but don't assume condition (5)) 
and let an a - 0 exist such that 
for all v: v'Sv 2 ctv'Av, 
then 
ЛЛЛЛ = { ( ^ ) : C ' I I = 0,i> e ЛЛЛ)}. (8) 
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Proof. Let χ = (~) be a vector such that M J = 0, then 
Ви + С1 = 0=> u = -B-'C'r, 
and 
Cu + Av = 0^Sv = Av CB~]C'v = 0. 
From the existence of a positive a we see that 
Sr = 0 => Av = 0. 
Hence for every (u, v)* e. M(M) it follows that ν e Λί(Α). Furthermore, from 
0 = Cu + Αν = Cu => 0 = Cu = -CB-]C'v 
_> 0 = ( С ( І І ) ' В ЧСц) = (Вц)'5- 1 (Вц) 
it follows that 
іі = 0, and С1 υ = 0. 
Conversely, assume that that ν e Я {A), then from 
0 < г'Sr < ϋ'Λ ι- = 0 
it then follows that v_ fc S/iS), and by choosingu = - В ' С г it follows that (u, ιΟ' •: 
Af(M). Qod 
For the subspaces U and V used in theorem 6 we now have the following char­
acterization of the null-space of M: 
Theorem 8 Let M, U, and V be as in theorem 6, then condition (5) holds 
if and only if 
M(M) = {(-) :C'ii = 0, ν£λί(Α)} (9) 
Proof. If (5) holds, equation (9) follows by theorem 6, lemma 7, and the definition 
of V. The converse assertion is trivial. Qed 
From this theorem we immediately find that the sufficient condition (5) for the 
existence of a 7 e |0,1) is also necessary: 
Corollary 9 Suppose M is a symmetric positive semi-definì te 2\2 partitioned 
matrix where one of the diagonal block is inuertible, and U and V are the corre-
sponding subspaces of vectors with non-zero first and second components only, then 
a 7 e |0,1) satisfying (6) exists if and only if the null-space of M is completely 
contained m U or V. Qed 
3.1 Computation of 7 
For the actual computation of 7 in the case of a semi-definite matrix satisfying the 
conditions of theorem 6, we consider the generalised eigenvalue problem 
Sii = \Au. 
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In order to filter out the vectors in the null-space of S one can use the following 
lemma 
Lemma 10 If two matrices A and В have the same non-tnmal null-space, all 
solutions λ φ 0 of the generalised eigenvalue problem 
Ax — \Bx_ 
are also solutions of 
Äx = \Bx, 
where À and В are formed by deleting for some (but not arbitrary) г the г-th row and 
column from A and В 
Proof Let the pair (χ, λ) be a solution of the generalised eigenvalue problem Ax = 
XBx, and let e e Af (A) Write χ = τ + (χ, /eje where г is such that the г-th compo­
nent c, of e is non-7ero (and correspondingly xt is the г-th component oír), and let À 
and В be the matrices formed by zeroing the г-th row and column in A and B, then 
for all j 7¿ г 
(Лі) 7 = (Axíj = (Àxìj 
and similarly 
(Bx)} = (Bx)j = (Bx)j 
Now leaving out the г-th components altogether gives the desired result Qed 
As was indicated at the end of the previous section, where we presented a simple 
two-level method, we need the quantity 7 to find eigenvalue bounds for the pre­
conditioning of the Schur-complement S = A — CB~1Ct by the principal minor A 
of M In some cases where the subspaces U and V do not satisfy the condition (5), 
we can compare the Schur-complement 5 of the semi-definite matrix M and the 
principal minor Ä of a matrix M obtained after a suitable transformation of M, 
and where M is such that a 7 e [0,1) does exist 
Such a situation arises for instance in multi-level methods for finite ele-
ments, when one transforms the standard nodal basis element stiffness matrix into 
the so-called two-level hierarchical basis element stiffness matrix, for which a 7 С 
|0,1) exists 
Lemma 11 If the 2 x 2 block matrix 
И * л) 
is semi-definite with В invertible, and there exists a matrix 
" ( ί ϊ ) 
such that for the matrix 
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the spaces U and V satisfy (5), then a f e IO, 1) satisfying 
for all U2' «2-^2 - y.2Su2 ^ (1 - Т'^ Мг-^^г 
exists. 
Proof. Simple computation shows that 
S = л-с'в- 'с 
is equal to 
5 = А-С*В-1С. 
The result now follows as for M a 7 e [0,1) exists. Qed 
4 Finite element analysis 
The strengthened C.B.S.-inequality is not directly applicable to multi-level finite 
element spaces, as the component spaces Hi and Я2 depend on the discretisation. 
Consider now an elliptic bilinear form α(·, ·), 
f ^ д д ι 
a(u, ν) = / > α,Λχ) -—u ——ν di, и, ν € Η (Ω) 
Jn *-" dxt dxj 
with 
u,v = 0 ОПГ0 С Γ = 9Ω, 
rneos(r£)) т^  0. 
We assume that Í2 is a plane polygon. Let -η be an initial triangulation of Ω. We 
associate with ri a discrete finite element space Vi of piecewise polynomials on the 
triangles of TÍ, which are continuous on Ω and which vanish on Γ^. 
By a successive refinement of т\ we generate a sequence of triangulations 
{rfc}* = i a n d let f^c be the corresponding finite element spaces of piecewise polyno­
mials on the triangles of rj., continuous on Ω and vanishing on Γρ. We also require 
that 
VfcCVi
 + i, k= 1,2,...,1-1. 
This is for instance the case when the degree of the piecewise polynomials is the 
same on each level. 
In addition to the spaces Vk we define spaces V* as follows. Let {φ1,*1} be a 
nodal basis in Vk associated with the set 7Vfc of points at level k. Now 
Vk = Span{<j>[k)}ttteNk\Nl¡ ,. 
As functions from Vk are zero in points z, с Nk-1, we conclude that for every φ e Vk 
φ\
τ
 = const => φ\τ = 0 if Τ e Tfc_i. 
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Using these spaces we define the so-called two-level hierarchical basis el­
e m e n t stiffness matr ices AT for elements Τ e τ^_ι as 
^ _ f AT.U AT.I2 
restr icted bilineai 
/ v- д д 
iu,v) := / > о.,Ax)——u - — v d x . (10) 
JT dxi dxj 
г .ι
 J 
where the  r form 
αχ 
is used to define 
Ат.П = (атіф, ',φ^ ))x,,x1ç{Nl.\Nh іЮГі 
-AT. 12 = (ат(ф\к\ф^ U))x,ç:i.Nl\Nk опт 
і^ еЛГк ι π τ 
and 
А
Т
22 = (.а
т
(ф[к~ ),ф{} '^Ώχ,,χ,ζΝ,.,ητ-
Note t h a t AT:¿¿ is the ordinary nodal basis element stiffness matr ix a t level к — 1. 
F u r t h e r m o r e we note t h a t Ατ,\ ι is positive definite as t h e only cons tant vec­
tor t h a t can be constructed using functions from t h e index set Nk \ iVfc_ ι is t h e zero 
vector. 
L e m m a 12 The element Schur complement ST of AT 
1" ' 
1
т , и 
S T = Ат.22 - ΑτχιΑ'Λ,Ατ,χζ (11) 
has a null space 
tfiSr) = 8 р а п { ( 1 , 1 , . . . , 1 ) ' } . 
Proof. Let STVT = 0 for some vT e Vj. i. T h e n 
0 = éSrr'T = (H)'AT (I 
with uT = - А
т
\1Ат,\2Лт· Now let и\т and ν\τ be t h e functions restricted to Τ 
with coefficient vectors uT a n d vT respectively and let W\T
 =
 W|T + ν\τ· T h e n 
aT(w,w) = ( U T ) AT(-T) = 0 
V i lr / \ ііт / 
so W\T — constani. 
By construct ion we have 
w(x,) = i'ÍJ1,), x, G iVfc-i 
which shows tha t 
for some с G IR. Qed 
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Lemma 13 The matrices Sr and Αχ 22 have the same nullspace. 
Proof. In lemma 12 we proved that the nullspace of S|r consists of the constant 
vectors; as 
¿Ik) _ л ! * - ! ) 
Λ
Τ,22 ~ ЛТ 
is a nodal basis stiffness matrix it has the same nullspace. Qed 
We can now prove the uniform strengthened C.B.S.-inequality. 
Theorem 14 Let the local elhpticity condition number be defined by 
/12<T) 
σ = sup — — 
r e n V^T' 
where 
μι(Τ)ΐ(\2 < J2^x)U} < μ2(Τ)\ζ\2 (12) 
for all ξ e IR and χ e T. There exists a constant 7 С (0, 1), depending on 
the geometry of the initial triangulation т\ and this local elhpticity con­
dition number such that 
a(u, v) < 7\/a(u, u) ^/αίν,υ) 
for all ν G
 к
-і and и e к for each level к. 
Proof. The proof will consist of three parts. First we will prove the existence of a 
7 e 10,1) for each level and each element on that level, then we prove the existence 
of 7 uniformly on each level, and finally the existence uniformly over all levels. 
Let Τ be an element of the triangulation г*._і of the k-th level. Choose 
i' e Vfc_i and и e Vi. We have 
V\T = У* ,Ф[к~1), v. = vix,) 
x.ÇNi, ,ΠΤ 
and 
ИІТ = 5Z игФ\к\ иг = и(х
г
). 
i,e(jvt\jvk опт 
Let us denote by uT and ιιτ the coefficient vectors of и\т and v\T in the above 
expansions, respectively. By (10) we have 
ат(и, ν) = Мт-^т,1,2^г 
where Ατ,\,2 is the off-diagonal block of the two-level hierarchical basis element 
stiffness matrix Αχ-
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Consider the generalised eigenvalue problem 
STUT = ХА^-иг1т, vT ^N(ST) = Λί(Α^-])) 
We have 
^ m a i 5- l i ΛΤ = Amtn > 0 
as 
ST - AT - Ατ.2\Αγ UAT,\2 
and ST is positive definite for vectors not in its nullspace. Moreover 
AT = 1 - Ίτ 
where 
V^AT-HA^AT^VT . 1 Q . 
7 T = sup . (13) 
We shall show that fT fc |0,1) and that ^т is related to the local strength­
ened C.B.S.-inequality. Indeed there exists a constant -у'т e \0,1) such that 
¡OT(U, l')| < 7т ν ox(u, U)\/OT(I', V) 
as 
" *
, |
Г
П " * -
1 , |
Т
 = {0} and jy/'Uj.) с V'*-1' 
by construction. In matrix form this translates to 
\и!тАт.\2Лт\ ^ 'У'т\'ШтАт.}\и.т\/йтАт~и^т· 
Choosing 
u T = л^; иАт,\2 т 
we get 
for all tij-, whence 
7т Ь IT < 1· 
We will next prove that 7т can be estimated uniformly on T. Let us denote the ele­
ment matrices corresponding to the Laplace operator by ÂT, with elements AT.,,] 
and Schur complements Sr defined analogous to (11). The Schur complements 5т 
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and ST are related by 
•a*"--'£'(£)'45) 
>Mi(r')inf (аЛ Ατ(~τ) = / 1 | ( Τ ' ) ^ 5 Τ Ι Ι Γ 
where μι is defined in ( 12) and where T' is an element from τ\ containing T. Sim­
ilarly we find that AT and ÂT are related by 
V'TA^-^VT < μ2(Τ')ν'
τ
Α^-
]\1τ. 
Deriving from (13) the equation 
1 2 • г 1¿TST4T 
1 - ij· = inf — ,, , ' 
i-reJV(A'Tk "ι^τ-Αρ l'vT 
and inserting the previous two results we obtain 
2 > μ\(Τ') . VJ-STÜT 
> - ( 1 - 7 ? · ) · 
(Τ 
Hence (noting that σ = μζ/μχ 1 1) 
7τ < 1 - - ( 1 - 7 І ) € 10,1)· 
Now for the Laplace operator 7j. depends only on the geometry of the triangulation 
and the polynomials used. Hence if on all levels the triangles are geometrically 
similar to some fixed set of elements го Э ri, we see that 
sup 7I < 72 
is bounded uniformly. 
Now let us prove the global strengthened C.B.S.-inequality, i.e., the exis­
tence of 7 uniformly over all levels. We have for all levels к 
\a(u, v)\ - ^ |а7-(и,гі)| 
Tert , 
< 2_. 7 T V OT(U, и)уо7'(р, i') 
r e r t , 
< sup 7r · \ ^ yarÍM, «ίι/αΓίί',ΐ') 
Tf'. ' Ter,, , 
<7( J ] oT(u,u))1/2( 5 3 oT(i', ('))1/2 
тег,, , rer t , 
= 7V a(u, u)\/a(í', с) 
which completes the proof. Qed 
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CHAPTER 
The nested recursive two-level factorization method 
for nine-point difference matrices 
Report 8936, Mathematisch Instituut, Nijmegen. 
Owe Axelsson and Victor Eijkhout 
Ahtiract 
Nested recursive two-level factorization methods for nine-point difference matrices are analyzed 
Somewhat similar in construction to multilevel methods for finite element matrices, these methods 
use recursive red-black orderings of the meshes, approximating the nine-point stencils by five-point 
ones in the red points and then forming the reduced system explicitly As this Schur complement is 
again a nine-point matrix (on a skew grid this time), the process of approximating and factorizing can 
be applied anew Progressing until a sufficiently coarse grid has been reached, this gives a multilevel 
preconditioner for the original matrix Solving the levels in K-cycle order will not give an optimal 
order method, but we show that using certain combinations of V-cycles and W-cycles will give 
methods of both optimal order of numbers of iterations and computational complexity 
1 Introduction 
Recently the first author and PS Vassilevski |7 | , 181 have derived and analyzed 
algebraic multilevel iteration methods for finite element matrices, in particular 
for piecewise linear approximations In the present paper we propose somewhat 
similar methods for nine-point difference matrices As nme-point difference ap­
proximations can have a higher degree of approximation, while being just as easy 
to construct as five-point approximations, it is of interest to have precondition-
ers based directly on the nine-point matrix Actually, the method proposed in this 
paper is also applicable to five-point difference matrices 
The methods presented here differ from the methods proposed earlier in 
the fact that, apart from the top level, they do not use coefficient matrices derived 
from the differential operator Instead the Schur complement system of the previ­
ous level is used This is possible as the factorization proposed ensures recursively 
a nine-point structure on each level If, namely, a red-black ordering is imposed 
on the grid, and the nine-point stencil in the red points is suitably modified to a 
five-point one, elimination of these red points will give a skew nine-point stencil on 
the black points A fundamental property of this procedure is that the red points 
become mutually uncoupled, thus facilitating the solution of systems, and, indeed, 
enabling the explicit formation of the Schur complement 
Continuing this recursive factorization process until a sufficiently coarse 
grid is obtained (this grid can be arbitrarily coarse, and for systems on it one can for 
instance use a direct solution method), we obtain a multilevel preconditioner which 
can be used in a conjugate gradient or other iterative method However, using the 
preconditioner as a simple V-cycle will not give spectral equivalence to the original 
matrix (we show that the relative condition number grows with the meshsize h 
as 0(h~4) for some positive q), so we use the nested polynomial approximations 
proposed earlier, thereby making the preconditioner into a general V7-cycle 
More precisely we show that for polynomial degree и = 2 the relative con­
dition number is 0(1), but as the number of arithmetic operations grows linearly 
with the number of levels, this results in a method with computational complexity 
of order 0{h' ¿ log h~~ ' ) Using alternately first and second (or even third) degree 
polynomials we show that a method of optimal order of computational complexity 
results 
The optimahty or close-to-optimahty is also valid for problems with an-
isotropy, if the coefficients differ by a factor sufficiently close to 1 The bilinear 
approximation then permits the ratio of the coefficients to be between 1/2 and 2, 
while the standard nine-point discretization allows values between 1/5 and 5 For 
other ranges the method will converge, but not with optimal order in general. 
Earlier use of similar red-black ordenngs for five-point difference matri-
ces can be found in |6 | The use of 'intermediate' d e , skewed) grids has been 
described in |13 | and in |9 | and | 11 | A method similar to the present one, but 
for finite element meshes using bisections of triangles, has been analysed in [2| 
A first description of 5-point/9-point methods, but without analysis of the influ-
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enee of polynomials on the condition number, and not based on using the Schur 
complement explicitly, can be found in [1 | . 
2 Construction of the level к coefficient 
and preconditioning matrices 
The nested recursive factorisation method resembles in some respects recursive 
two-level methods proposed in [7|, [8] It differs in the fact that, whereas the two-
level methods use a finite element stiffness matrix on every level, the nested recur­
sive factorisation uses on each level the Schur-complement of the previous (finer) 
level to generate the coefficient matrix on that level 
The nested recursive factorisation can be formally described as follows Let 
-{с E) 
(where D and E are symmetric and positive definite) be the coefficient matrix on 
level к + 1 The coefficient matrix A{kl on the next level is formed as an approx­
imation of the Schur complement 
S{k> = Е-СО~хС* 
in such a way that for all vectors и there exist a μ* 6 (0,1) such that 
0< í í f cu í5 , ' ! ' i i<U <>l , A ! ,u<u í5 l A ; lu. (1) 
The exact mechanics of this approximation are discussed in the next section 
We precondition Α1*"1"1' or S{k + l) by 
"··*"- (сЛХГГ) 
where I stands genencally for an identity matrix of the proper order, and Z{1) is 
an approximation to the Schur complement S1*1, defined by 
Z[k)~l = (I-P„(Mík,~1S{k)))Síki~l version (i)
 ( 3 ) 
za)-1 ={I_ p¡/(M'k,~1A[k,))Atk)~l version (n). 
Here P,, = P¿k' is a polynomial of degree и = vk where the order zero term has 
coefficient 1 We will specify the choice of the polynomials in section 6 
Note that, if we aim at preconditioned solution of a nine-point system, the 
matrix on the finest mesh is an 5'k+ "-matrix. Alternately, one could start out with 
a mixed five/nme-point system. The matrix on the finest mesh is then an .Д'*^1'-
matrix 
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3 Recursive derivation of the level 
к coefficients 
In the previous section we left unspecified how the approximation of the Schur 
complement system S'*·1 by Aa) is performed This will be discussed now. 
We may consider on each level a nine-point matrix S"" to be given. A stan­
dard red-black structure is then imposed on the grid, the nine-point stencils are 
modified to five-point stencils in the red points, they are left untouched in the black 
points In the transition from this level to the next the red points are eliminated, 
as we will show below, in the resulting Schur complement system the black points 
are then connected by a nine-point stencil but on a skew grid 
The coefficient matrix on this skew grid, i.e., the grid of the black points, 
is again derived by imposing a red-black structure on these points, and modifying 
the stencils in the new red points in order to obtain five-point connections Elim­
inating the red points will then give nine-point stencils on a horizontal/vertical 
grid, which is the same structure that we had at the outset, but with diiTerent 
coefficients, and on a double distance grid. 
Suppose that we start off in the black points with a nine-point molecule composed 
of s times (-Δ!·)''' + ,) plus t times (-Δ!/1'*'), where s and t are positive numbers and 
with grid spacing h in both stencils are the axi-parallel and skew five-point differ­
ence molecules, i.e , our initial molecule in the black points is 
, f -t/2 -s -t/2} 
~ < -s 4s + 2t -s > · 
'' I -t/2 -s t/2) 
The stencil in the red points is then 
s 
-s 4s -s 
-s 
Now, in order to eliminate the red points, ι e , the horizontal and vertical neigh­
bours of the black points, we multiply on the horizontal and vertical crossconnec-
tions by 
1/4 
1/4 1 1/4 
1/4 · 
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— < 
2h 
This gives a resulting (skewed) nine-point stencil 
-a/2 
- ( « + < ) -(s + t) 
-s/2 6s + At -aß 
-(s-Μ) - ( ί + ί) 
5/2 
(or (5 + <)( -Δ()'ι'><') + «-Δ'-2'1 +')) on the black points 
Next we impose a red-black structure on the black points and modify the 
stencil in the red points by eliminating the horizontal/vertical connections and 
moving them to the central node, ι e , we eliminate the β(-Δ! ; 2 ' ' ' ') term at the 
red points Thus we obtain the stencil 
( β + ί ) - ( β - M ) 
4 ( Í + ί ) 
- U + O -(5 + 0 
in the red points Eliminating the red points of the skew grid amount to multiplying 
by the stencil 
1/4 1/4 
1 
1/4 1/4 
on the skew connections of the black points This gives the double distance nine-
point molecule 
-(< + a)/2 - ( 2 s + 0 · - ( i + O/24 
1 
¿h 
v 2ft ' 
-(2i + 0 
-(* + a)/2 
10s + 6i 
-(2s + 0 
-(2s + 0 
-(s + 0 /2 
or(2s+0(-A52 '1 + ,) + (s + 0(-Δ5 2 ' , ^ ) Thus the factorization progresses with sten­
cils 
on level к l < h , + > 
ο*(-Δ'"· ') + 0 , ( - Δ ' η ' χ ' ) ( Ь , Ж ) ч 
fc-1 аь_1(-Л , ) к , > < )) + b i - i í - A ^ · - " ) 
t - 2 ^ . ¿ ( - Д ; 2 " ' ^ ) + bfc
 2 ( - Δ ^ · χ ) ) 
and coefficients satisfying 
а»,-! = afc + &fc, bfc_i = at f o r f c = p ) p - l , ,1 
We see that (after a normalization) the coefficients satisfy a Fibbonacci series, with 
the coefficients for the finest mesh (level p) given In explicit form 
Ofc - Cl \ - r ) + C 2 ( — ) 
with 
Cl = " ( I + — JOp + — Òp, C2 = - ( 1 - — jOp - —ftp 
vV v^ v^' v ^ 
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In the course of the factorization (that is, for к J. 0) the quotient б^/а*. con­
verges as 
h _ Qi+i V5- 1 
— = > σ = — « 0 618, 
α* а^ 2 
its maximal value is ap/(ap + bp) if c¿ > 0, it is bp/op if c¿ < 0 Furthermore, 
if bp = σα
ρ
 then 6^/α^ = σ for all fc 
4 Local analysis 
In this section we analyse the error that we make by modifying the Schur com­
plement derived from one level to obtain the coefficient matrix on the next level 
To this purpose we construct element matrices that can be associated with the 
global matrices, and analyse their relative condition numbers For simplicity of 
presentation we start by treating isotropic problems 
4.1 Isotropic problems 
If on a certain (horizontal/vertical) level the black points are equiped with a nine-
point stencil 
6'2 -a -b/2 
-a 4a + 2b —a 
-b/2 -a -b/2 
then the Schur complement obtained after eliminating the red points will have the 
nine-point stencil 
-a/4 
-(b + a)/2 -(b+a)/2 
-a/4 3a + 2b - a / 4 
-(Ь + а)/2 -(Ы-o)/2 
a/4 
We can associate local element matrices with the above Schur complement, without 
any need to actually construct any underlying basisfunctions Consider then a local 
element 
(1) 
(3) (4) 
(2) 
on the skew grid of the black points Each center node has support of four rotated 
squares, and we find the element matrix 
'(За + 26)/4 -a/4 - (6 + a)/4 -(b + a)/4\ 
, -a/4 (3o + 26)/4 -(6 + a)/4 -(& + a)/4 
1
 -(6 + а),4 (b + a)/4 (3a + 2ò)/4 - a / 4 
-(6 + a)/4 -<6 + a)/4 - a / 4 (3a + 2b)/4/ 
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Letting the points (3) and (4) be the red points of the next level, we equip them with 
a five-point stencil 
-(6 + a)/2 . -ib + a)/2 
2a + 2b 
(b + a)/2 . -(b + a)/2 
and we eliminate the couplings between the red points. For the resulting coefficient 
matrix on this level we find an element matrix 
'(3a + 26)/4 - a / 4 -(& + o)/4 (& + a ) / 4 \ 
F = | a/4 (3a + 2&)/4 -(ò + o)/4 -(6 +a) ' '4 
-(6 + a)/4 -{b + a)/4 (2a + 2b)/4 0 
-(b + a)/4 -(b + a)/4 0 (2a + 2b), 4 I 
Now we want to solve the generalized eigenvalue problem 
У / \У , 
Since 5
e
 and F,. have the same nullspace, the eigenvalue problem is understood 
as finding the solutions in the complementary space to the nullspace. For this we 
partition the matrices into 2 x 2 blocks and make a block factorization 
Su 5 1 2 \ _ (Sn O W / Sf/Su 
S'il S22) \ S21 I) \ 0 522 - S 2 l S
u
1 5 i 2 
Su sv¿\ _ (Sn o W / s-'s 
Se = 
S21 ^ ; VS21 / / VO F22 - S2iF1-11S12 
we find that the solution to the generalized eigenvalue problem satisfies: 
1. A = 1 and 522Í/ = F-z-zy, or 
2. χ = -S^Swy and (522 - SaiSf/S^ty = MF¿2 - S2iS~^Sv¿)y, where у is 
not in the nullspace of the two matrices. 
An elementary computation reveals that the vector у = ( j ) satisfies Szzy — F2¿y, 
so the generalized eigenvalue problem in the second point above simplifies to 
2a + b ( l - A / V l \ / 1 - 1 
a
 + b \ - l 1 1 ) ( » ) - A ( - 1 1 l ) \ n ) · 
Hence, the eigenvalues to the generalized eigenproblem are 
2a + b 
A = 1 (twice) and A = —, (4) 
a + b 
the latter for a vector with y\ ψ yz-
Changing a nine-point matrix into a five-point by the process of moving 
elements to the central node corresponds to subtracting a certain positive semi-
definite matrix, so from the positiveness of α and b at every level we conclude 
that the coefficient matrix A'k) and the Schur complement matrix Sik) derived 
from the previous level satisfy 
for all χ: μ,,χ'^χ <х*А{к)х <χ*5Λ,χ (5) 
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where (4) shows that μ^ = (α + b)/(2a + b), ι e , μ», e (0 5,1) 
The estimates based on element matrices can be used for the global matrix if the 
global matrix is a Toeplit? form, or if we can identify the element which will give 
an upper bound for all elements 
Note that, if the coefficient matrix on the finest level was a Toeplitz ma­
trix, the matrices on the coarser levels need not be so A simple calculation, how­
ever, shows that, after an elimination step, for the elements along the boundary of 
the domain an even sharper bound than (4) holds Therefore, inequalities of the 
form (5) hold on all levels of the factorization of a Toeplitz form, and the quan­
tity μι, can be computed locally 
In fact, similar to the corresponding analysis in |7 | , [8], we find that if 
we construct the nine-point stencil recursively from an initial coarse grid to finer 
levels, we can even permit the coefficients of the underlying elliptic differential 
equation to be discontinuous on the elements of the coarsest grid The quantity 
ßk can still be computed locally The relation between μ^ and the parameter 7». 
used in |7 | , | 8 | , is ßk = 1 - 7^ 
Hence, as an example, they are valid for the nme-point discretization of 
- VpVu = ƒ m Ω, where Ω consists of four rectangular boxes with ρ = p„ г = 
1,2,3,4 
Pi 
Pi 
P¿ 
PA 
In particular, they are valid for p^ = 00, which corresponds to a problem on an L-
shaped domain, with Neumann type boundary conditions in the interior boundary 
part of the 'L' 
Equation (5) could also have been derived in the following way Consider the orig-
inal nine-point matrix and its approximation by using a five-point stencil in the 
red points From the generalized eigenvalue problem for the corresponding ele-
ment matrices we find in this case 
μ
ρ
 = θρ/(βρ + 6p) = a/(o + b). 
The relation between the entries in the element matrices for the original mesh and 
the next, skew, mesh is 
6 «- a/2, a <- (b + a)/2 
Hence 
(b + a)/2 b + a 
ßp
 '
 _
 (&-Ι-ο)/2Το72 _ bT2a 
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a = 4Ì 
b = 2 ƒ 
which gives (5) Similarly, using the recurrence relations 
dk-i = ak + bk, bfc-i = a*. 
we find 
Mfc = τ , . к=р,р-1, , 1 
which shows that the μ^  converge to the positive solution of the equation 
We will now calculate the value for the finest mesh (say at level p) of μ
ρ
 for some 
nine-point stencils 
For the standard nine-point difference stencil (which is of fourth order of 
approximation after suitable modification of the right hand side) 
- 1 - 4 1 
- 4 20 - 4 
- 1 - 4 - 1 
we have 
-
 4
 _ ? 
μρ
 ~ 4+2 ~ 3 
which is the largest μ& in this case For the nine-point molecule arising from bilin­
ear finite elements 
- 1 1 - 1 
- 1 8 - 1 
- 1 - 1 - 1 
we find 
a = l l 1 
which is the smallest μι, in this case 
4.2 Anisotropic problems 
In the analysis of the previous section, in particular in the derivation of the in­
equalities in (5), the fact that the operator stencil was of positive type was of 
crucial importance Unfortunately, nine-point stencils for the anisotropic elliptic 
self-adjoint differential equation 
Си = -e\u
xx
 - e¿Uyy 
do not always give difference approximations of positive type For instance, bi-
linear finite elements will give a stencil 
-(ei+í¿)/2 -<2б2-еі) - ( б і + б 2 ) / 2 
-(2бі -62) 4(6, +e¿) -<2еі - e¿) 
- ( e 1 +e¿) /2 -(2e2 Ы - U i + e2)/2 
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which is not of positive type if the coefficients differ by more than a factor of 2. 
The general form for the fourth order (again, asuming a suitable modification of 
the right hand side) nine-point box can be derived by noting that 
-2 — (uxx+Uyy)+—^~-uxx + —^-fiUxi + ег^уу = — 9  { xx + Uyy) H — -uxx  — ^ — uyy 
and using the nine-point difference scheme for the first term, and central differ­
ences for the second and third; the resulting stencil (multiplied by 6) is then 
-<ei + €2)/2 -(бег - fi) -(ei + e'¿)/2 
-<5б, -f2) 10(6! +62) -(56! -62) (6) 
-(6i+62)/2 -(562-6,) -(6ι+62)/2 
which is only of positive type if the coefficients differ by less than a factor of 5. 
To get a difference approximation of positive type we therefore modify the 
stencil when 5б2 6i < 0 (or when 5f¡ - ег < 0) by moving the off-diagonal 
positive entries to the diagonal: 
-(ei+6.¿)/2 0 -(6ι+62)/2 
-(5бі - 62) 126! -(56, - б2) (7) 
-(e, + 62)/2 0 -(ei + 62)/2 
and proceed with this as described before. 
For the analysis of the spectral relation between the Schur complements 
and the approximations thereof for a general scheme of anisotropic type, we start 
with a stencil 
- 6 / 2 с - 6 / 2 
-a 2(a + 6 + c) - a (8) 
- 6 / 2 -c - 6 / 2 
The Schur complement obtained after eliminating the red points (where we use 
—с 
—a 2(a + c) —a 
- c 
for the five-point stencil) has the skew nine-point stencil 
_ c~ 
2io + c) 
¿ia + c) 
ь 
2 
6 
2 
ас 
a + c 
ас 
a + c 
4(α + с + òKa + с) 
- 2 α 2 - 2с 2 
с" 
Ь 
2 
Ь 
2 
ас 
о + с 
ас 
о + с 
а"' 
2(а + с) 
2(<і +с) 
Corresponding to this stencil we get two kinds of element matrices for square ele­
ments: ones lying to the left or right of the central node, and once lying over or un­
der it. For an element to the right of the central node the element matrix and mod-
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ified element matrix (where a five-point stencil is used in the red points) are 
/ - + "" 
2(a + cl 
2(o + c) 
2lii + c) 
2(a + c) 
2(a + cl 
ac 
2(a + c) 
ac 
2(a + c) 
2(o + cl 
2(a + c) 
2 + _ .L 
2 2(a + cl 
2(o + cl 
2(a+<:) 
2la + <:) 
2(o + c) 
£ + _ E 
2 2i<i + c) 
2 2(a + c:) 2(o + r ) 
Fe 2la + c) 
V 
2(a4c) 
ac 
2(a4c) 
2(a + c) 
2(afc) 
ac 
2(a4-c) 
2(a + c) 
ac 
2(a + c) 
2(a + c) 
2(a + c) 
+ - -2 T a + c 
0 
- + 
2 T a + c 
ac / 
the other matrices are the same, but with α and с interchanged. Solving the gener­
alized eigenvalue problem 
5
e
a· = XF
e
x 
orthogonal to the null space of the matrices, results in eigenvalues A = 1 (twice) 
and 
λ = max 
2a + b 2c + 6 
a + c a+c 
Hence, assuming that a, b, and с are nonnegative, we find that the new coefficient 
matrix Л1*' and the Schur complement matrix S1*" are related by 
for all x: ß^S^x < х<Ак)х < х*5[к>х, 
where 
ßic = m i n 
2_ac
 + b 2^_ + b 
a + c a + c 
2a+Ь, 2c+b 
(9) 
(10) 
5e2 - e i , For the nine-point scheme (6), substituting b = ei + €2, a = 5e 1 е^, с 
equation (10) shows that if 1/5 < еі/ег < 5 holds, then ßk > 1/9. 
For the modified nine-point scheme (7) we obtain with b = f\ + €2, a = 
5ei - e2, с = 0 that ßk > 1/11 for all values of ej and ez- Unfortunately, as we shall 
see in section 6, an optimal, or nearly optimal, method requires ßk > 1 /4. 
A similarly modified bilinear scheme gives, with о = 2ei €2, b = e\ +€¿,0 = 
0, a value of 
μι, = Η 
1 1 + ег/еі 
5 1 - e2/5ei 
so ßk > 1/5 for all values of ei and €2. In case егЛі > 1/5 we have ßk > 1/4. 
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Next we have to investigate how the value of μ changes during the factorization. 
Consider then a skew nine-point stencil 
-b . -b 
-a . 2(a + 26-l-c) . - a ; 
-b -b 
—с 
after equipping the red point with a five-point stencil and eliminating them, we ob­
tain 
-0/4 
- α - δ/2 
-ò /4 
-с - b/2 
2a + 2c + 3b 
- c - b/2 
-b/4 
-a-b/2. 
-6/4 
For the analysis we assume, in terms of the quantities a, 6, and с of (8), that с > α. 
Now note that 
where 
μ 
δ
α 
¿с 
' - max{l + 6
a
, 1 + <5C}, 
2a2 2 
2oc + ab + bc 2^ + ± + ^ 
α α α α 
2c2 2 
2ac + ab + bc 2^ + * + ^ ' 
Two steps of the factorization, i.e., going from one level to one with double mesh-
size, transform the quantity c/o as follows: 
c(a + c) + (αδ + Ьс)/2 
€ 11.c/a], 
a aia + e) + (ab + bc)/2 
so both δα and éc may increase during the factorization, but they remain bounded 
uniformly in the initial coefficients. 
The analysis for the case о > с follows by interchanging a and c, and we 
can perform a similar analysis to the above for the spectral condition bounds on the 
skew levels. 
Another approach to obtaining nine-point schemes of positive type would be imag­
inable, namely to start out with the standard five-point difference scheme and let 
the method be based on the nine-point scheme of the Schur complement after elim­
ination of the red points. For anisotropic problems, however, one then finds (with 
α = ti, с = e-i, and b = 0) that on the finest mesh 
тіп{€ье2} μ = mini—^—,—^— ) = 
lo + c a + cJ ei + 6-2 
Hence in this case the lower eigenvalue bound is not uniform in f\ and Í2. 
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5 Computational complexity 
The solution of a system M'fc + 1'a - b involves the solution of a system of lower 
dimension with Z{k). From the definition of Z' fc', (3), we see that solving 
Z{k,y = x 
is equivalent to computing 
у = {І-Р Ш{к) lStk,))S[k) Ί for version (i) (11) 
or 
у = (I-PJMш'iÄк)))A{к^ lx for version (ii). (12) 
As was already remarked before, we choose for P^ a polynomial which can be writ­
ten 
P„(x) = 1 - cix ο,,χ", 
so for instance the solution process (11) boils down to 
y=[c
v
(M{k> V p V * » '+-•· + c1M,fc, ' J i 
= M , f c ) ' [с, +Sik)M^k, '(•••(cp_, +S{k,M^k, ' C J---) ]x , 
which can be written algorithmically as 
y < - 0 
for к = 0, . . . , ν - 1 do 
for version (i); for version (ii) we must replace S1*' by A{k'. 
We will now proceed to give operation counts for the solution of a system with 
preconditioners using combined five-point/nine-point stencils and the elimination 
procedure described above. If we take N to denote the number of points on the 
finest mesh, say the mesh at level p, the number of points І ц. on the mesh at 
level к equals (disregarding boundary effects) 
Nk = N/2
p
-
k
. 
From the definition (2) of the preconditioner and the algorithm to solve systems 
with ZM above, wc find that the number of operations ωι,+ \ needed to solve a 
system with M"' + 1 , can (for version d)) be given by 
и;/ц.і= 2 · Nk solve with £>"" twice 
+ 2 · 4 · Nk multiply by С and C' 
+ vwk + iv + 9(i/ - D) • Nk solve system with Z'k] 
= (5i/ + l/2Wfc + i + i/u7fc (Total) 
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For version (и) we find similarly 
Шк+\ = Mv + ZI2)Nk+\ + uwk 
These operation counts concern the number of multiplications The num­
ber of additions is somewhat smaller. When the coefficients are locally constant 
we can actually reduce the number of multiplications substantially, using a met­
hod of summations of differences, or taking averages for the computation of ma­
trix vector multiplications. For further details, see [3] However, in the interest 
of not presenting too many variations of our method, we do not give the corre­
sponding work estimate here. 
It is now easy to estimate the amount of work for various values of u. Let 
the amount of work u>o at the coarsest level be given. As М
к
 = М
к
 + і/2 we solve 
the recurrence for the amount of work ü)k explicitly: 
wfc = (51/+ 1/2X1 + · · · + (")к~1)М
к
 + кшо. 
For some specific values of и we find for the total amount of work at the finest level 
ι/ = 1 ω
ρ
 < 1Шр+ ωο 
ν = 2. ω
ρ
 < 10 5pJVp+ 2
τ
'ωο 
ν = 3 ω
ρ
 <31(j)piVp+3pu>,) 
for version (ι); for version (η) we find somewhat smaller constants, except for ν = 1 
when the methods coincide. Thus already for ν = 2 the preconditioner can no 
longer be of optimal order of computational complexity. 
As it is desirable to have polynomial degrees higher than 1 (see the analysis 
of the condition number in the next section), we shall propose a preconditioner 
that uses different polynomials on different levels 
In particular let us consider a preconditioner which uses first and either 
second or third degree polynomials on alternate levels. Let к be such that a first de­
gree polynomial is used on level h + 1 For the amount of work we then find for ver­
sion d) 
u4+2 = 5.5Arfc+¿ + (Ъ + l/2)Nk + l + νωΗ 
= (23/4 + 5v/2)Nk+2 + vuik 
The explicit solution of this recurrence is 
ω
ικ
 = (23/4 + 5i//2)(l + · · · + (vlA)k-x)N2k + Ии« 
which gives (neglecting the last term) 
ν = 2 : ω
ρ
 < 21.5ΛΓ; ν = 3 : ω
ρ
 < 53N 
for version (i), and 
ι/ = 2 . u)p < 20.5N, ν = 3 · α)ρ < 49ΛΓ 
for version (n) Hence both versions of the method give, when using on alternating 
levels polynomials of degree 1 and 2 or 3, a preconditioner with computational 
work per preconditioning step of optimal order, O(N). 
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6 Estimation of the condition number 
In this section we analyse the relative condition numbers of the coefficient matrix 
Atk' and the Schur complement matrix 5'*·' to the preconditioner A/"·' on the A:-th 
level. This is done by comparing the condition numbers on two consecutive levels 
and performing a limit analysis We show that if the polynomial P„ in the precon­
ditioner is taken as a linear polynomial, the relative condition number increases 
with the meshsize h as к~ч, where q = log¿a" 1 ,a ss 0 618, if a higher degree 
polynomial is taken the condition number can be reduced to 0( 1 ) 
However, as per level only half of the points are eliminated, such higher 
degree polynomials do not give a preconditioner of an optimal order in the num-
ber of arithmetic operations Therefore we also consider preconditioners alter-
nately taking polynomials of first and higher degrees, this will again lead to an 
0(1) condition number In the previous section it was already shown that such 
preconditioners have an optimal order of the number of arithmetic operations 
for polynomial degrees 2 and 3 
6.1 Analysis of optimal order 
We begin by recalling that the preconditioner A/1*4 ' satisfies 
M* + u=(D С }=A* + l>+(0 0 Ì (13) 
M
 {C Zlh> + CD-lCl) \0 Z^-Siki) (1ά) 
where 
5"" = E - C D - ' C ' 
and where Ztk) is defined as 
Ζ'*'
 1
 =(I-Pl,(Mlk,~lSik)))S{k)~' 
for version (i), and 
Z^"1 = (I - P
v
(Mlk>~1 A[k,))A[k)~l 
for version (u). At the lowest level к - 0 (ι е., the coarsest mesh) we let 
Am = M«o,_ 
The polynomials P,, can have both their degree and their coefficients defined per 
level; they are chosen to have 
for all χ e Ik· 0 < P ( a ; ) < l , 
where the interval lu is defined as 
for version (О: Д = 
for version (n)· /;. = u
lA{k,u и1А{к}и 
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Also we assume that Ρ is chosen to have at least one zero in Д . 
For the further analysis we need the following basic lemma. 
Lemma 1 The following relations between coefficient matrices and Schur com­
plement matrices hold. 
1. For all ν 
0 < ßbtSS^v < 1А,к) < уг5{к)у. 
2. For all г' = ( \у ч) partitioned consistently with A{k + l) 
г'Л'**'»* >v!¿S{k)v2 
and equality is attainable. 
Proof. Part 1 is formula (1); the value of /zfe was derived in formula (5). Part 2 fol-
lows by noting that 
t,'^'
fc + l4. = (t., - D- χΟ\^ΫΟ(ν
χ
 - Zr 'C ' i ' a ) + t'2<£ - CD-xCl)v2 
> v!¿Sik>v2 
with equality if ί'ι = ϋ~]€*ι<2- Qed 
The definition of the polynomial implies the following a priori bounds on the rel­
ative condition of Sik' and Z"": 
Lemma 2 For version (i) of the method 
и'5,к,и 
и
{
г
,к]
и 
for all vectors и r^Trr e (0,11; (14) 
for version di) of the method 
forali vectors и , _,., € (Ο,μ. \, (15) 
with the lower and upper bounds satisfying 
.
 e
 u'S,k,tt , и15а>и 
т
»
[
*г^-и-
1<
-
5и
и
р
^
к
^ 
Proof. The assertion for version (i) follows trivially from the definition of the poly­
nomial. In order to obtain the bounds for version (ii) use in addition lemma 1, and 
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note that for block vectors with a zero first block component 
u'Z^u u'Z^'u €(0,1] , 
which implies by the definition of the polynomial that the lower bound doesn't 
exceed 1. Also, for any и ψ- О 
ü'Slfclü _ ü'S l fcWA l fc lM _! 
чЧ^ч ~ tZ4lfc,u пЧ(^и * fJ'k 
If it is such that Р(и*А[к,ч/ч*М^к)и) = 0 (and note that we have required 
Ρ to have a zero in ƒ*) then we find 
и*51к,и и1А<к)и _ 
и*г
{к)
и - и
{
г
{к
'и ~ ' 
which establishes that the upper bound is > 1. Qed 
Investigation of и'5{к>и/и121к>и gives us bounds for и'Л" ! + 1 | и / м ' М " г + " и : 
Lemma 3 For both versions of the method 
t ¿ifc + l) u'A 
mm 
и . u!2S
ik,U2 
u
lM{ = mm u. UÍZ^^'z' 
and 
t лік + 1) 
for version (i): max 
u 
for version (ii): max 
u'A 
tn/fik + l), u'M 
и'А
,к + 1) 
= i; 
и u!>S
{k)U2 
= max u υ.ιΜ^+ί)ιι и, u!¿Zik'u2' 
Proof. For the lower bound let 
г = inf 
u и*г
{к)
и 
and note that lemma 2 shows that τ < 1; using (13) the bound then follows from 
u ' M " ^ 1 ' « u,(Jlf(* + , , - A , b + 1 , ) i i 
= 1 + -
ц і ^ К г + П ц 
= 1 + < Ι + ί τ - 1 - 1 » ^ á - ¿ D-
where the last inequality follows from τ < 1 and lemma 1. 
< τ - \ (16) 
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For the upper bound we have to consider the two versions of the method 
separately. For version d) equations (13) and (14) imply that 
u'M,k+uu = и(А[к+ии + u^Z'*' - S{k,)u2 > u'A^^'u; 
for version (n) let 
, u¿Z,L,u¿ 
τ = inf , 
and note that τ < 1 by lemma 2. Now we have for all vectors и = (uj, u¿) 
(1 - т)и'Л" , + , ,и г ' I - т)и^3,к>и2 > u^S^ - Z{k))u2 
so 
и<М{к + ии = и'А1к+ии + η\(Ζ^ Sik,)u2 > ти*А{к + 1,и. 
Also in this case we have equality for the vectors и = (ui,u¿) for which SlA!,tí¿ = 
A,k + Uu. Qed 
Lemma 4 The following upper bounds hold for the quadratic forms of Alk + U 
and S[k+I' relative to M{k + U· for version (ι) 
ц
' Л
а
-
+
" ц u'Sík + uu _[ 
u>M,k + uu,- ' иіМук + ии-,1к + 
and for version (и) 
Proof. We proved the bounds for Л11"1"" in the previous lemma. The bounds for 
S'*· и ' then follow from lemma 1 Possibly the bound for version (n) could be slight­
ly improved by a refined analysis, but we believe that the bound is essentially of 
the right form. Qed 
Corollary 5 The interval h can be given by 
«'5 a- 1 ' · 
/* = l r l f
 Τ.^,ι i , . . ' ^ - g 
where σ - 0 for version (ι) and σ = 1 for version (u). 
Proof. Combine lemma's 3 and 4, and for the lower bound for version (i) use in ad­
dition that 
u'S1 1 1!/ „ u ' S a i U и'А
,к,
и 
— inf u'M^'u u'A>k,uu'M,k]u 
for all u * 0, and lemma la Qed 
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We will now give the definition of the polynomials P ^ 1 . The best approximation to 
zero on the interval ƒ* among polynomials of degree ι/ satisfying 0 < P^(x) ·^  1 
and P„(0) = 1, is the shifted and scaled Chebyshev polynomial 
Piy) = "Λ 0^ ) ( 1 7 ) 
1 Ύ 1,/
'· \l3k-a,.) 
where Т„(х) = '[(ar + ν / ά : 2 ^ ί )" + (χ - Vx¿ - 1)"] and 
.
 с
и*3{к-ии 
и t í ( Z , f c - "u 
„ í Ut version (i) 
/3fc= < _! . .... 
If-k-i version (n) Pk-{ (π
Remark For i/j. = 1 the polynomial reduces to 
Ρ'*'«) = 1 - t/ßh = ί 1 - μ** \ 1 - μ/ϋ-ΐ* 
for versions (i) and (ii) respectively. 
L e m m a 6 If we define φ h by 
for version (ι): ф
к
 = inf , . „ • , , 
u и
1
М
Кк
'и 
и
1
А
{к
*и for version (и): ф
к
 = inf , 
" и*М
{к)
и 
then a lower bound for u1 S{k)a/υ1 Zik)и is given by 
и
151к)и , t l 
/or òoi/i versions. 
Proof. The assertion follows as 
Í ^ ^ = 1 - P - ' — ^ f 0 r S O m e U 
for version (i), and 
/ ¿ ' 5 I < ! | ¿ \ 
tt'S'*'a _ ι,'5'*'« / , t , / ¿ ^ , f c , ¿ \ \ f o r 
some u 
for version (ii), where also lemma 1 has been used. Qed 
Remark Note that also for version (i) lemma 3 shows that 
и*А^
к+и
и 
f 0 r a l , ü :
 и<М^>и-Фк-
We collect the above results into a theorem. 
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Theorem 7 The following bounds hold for the quadratic forms of A[k + l) 
and S[k + U relative to M{k+U: for version dì 
и'5{к + ии , ... , 
ant/ /or version (и) 
?;' 4 l f c + l l 7 i 
where the quantities фь satisfy the recurrence ф
к
 = 1 - P ^ J - 1 1 ^ * - ! ) Qed 
Note that the above theorem is somewhat independent of the actual choice of the 
polynomials, the results hold for any polynomial such that its maximum in the 
interval Jj. is taken at the left boundary 
Also it is worthwile to remark that there is an essential difference in be­
haviour between polynomials of odd and even degree in that polynomials of even 
degree are very sensitive to estimates of the upper bound of Ih While underesti­
mating this bound will for polynomials of odd degree merely result in eigenvalues 
of M 'Л greater than 1, for even degree it may lead to divergent methods. 
In fact, for polynomials of odd degree it may even be advantageous to un­
derestimate the upper bound of the spectrum, as a lower condition number may 
result To see this, consider the polynomial P(x) = 1 -/3_ 1ж for degree 1, and note 
that the lower bound on the spectrum may be increased considerably by taking 
the polynomial Pix) = 1 - χ The tests for polynomials of degree 1 seem to bear 
out such an effect of improved condition. 
To analyse the spectral condition number Afc of M'*' A
ik>
 for version (i) we note 
that for i/ = 1 
Afc4, = 1/(1 - Р^фк)) = l/^kßk) = Mfc'Afc, 
so the condition number on the finest mesh 
p - l 
λρ = Π^"
1
· 
к О 
As /t^  ' ^ 1 + τ for some positive r, the condition number grows geometrically with 
the number of levels An upper bound for the number of iterations to achieve a cer­
tain relative error e in the norm {r'M'p' τ·}1/2, where r is the residual, is found to 
be (see |3 |) 
^iterations = ^ Aplog2/6 
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For the standard nine-point stencil we have 
A,, -> -α
λ
(σ~1)ρ (ci = (5 + 2\/5)/15,σ-] % 1 618) 
so 
iterations = 0((1/σ) ρ / 2 ) log2/e = ο{2ύ"^υσ,ρ/2) log2.'e 
With ft"1 = 2^¿ we find 
^iterations = 0(h~ l o^ 1/<r) log2/6, for h -+ 0, 
which incidently shows that the number of iterations grows asymptotically slower 
than for the incomplete factorization method, but faster than for the modified in-
complete factorization method (see [3|, for instance) 
For version (n) and for the relative condition of S{k) and M"" we get a 
similar analysis, but involving ratios of /it 's. 
Consider now the case и > 2. Actually, as we have seen in the previous section, 
only и = 2 is of interest because of the high computational complexity for и > 3. 
For i/ - 2, (17) shows that for version d) 
V ßk +Фк J \ßk +Фк/ 
so 
ф
к+] =A4>kßlxl(ß-kx + фк)2, Л = 0 , . . . , р - 1 . (18) 
It is readily seen that if μι, = μ, the recursion converges to a positive fixed-point 
0 = 2 μ - 1 / 2 - μ - 1 
if μ > 1/4. Even though the sequence μ*, is in fact not constant, the quantities ф
к 
are bounded below by a number independent of p. The condition numbers are 
λ* = ΦΙ , 
and 
\k+y = ( 1 + μ Α ! λ^ 1 ) 2 /(4μ^; 1 ) , к = 0 , . . . , p - 1. 
We have seen earlier that &o = σαο implies ßk = σ, in which case 
Afc -» λ = / 1 / ( 2 ^ - 1) ~ 1 09, 
i.e., a very small condition number. The condition numbers for the standard nine-
point difference stencils converge to the same limit, and should be close to this. 
Consider next preconditioners where on alternating levels polynomials of 
first and higher degree are used, that is 
uk = 1, and i/fc+i = 2 or i^+i = 3. 
For i/fc + i = 2 we find 
At+2 = M;+1Afc + i = μ ^ 1 ( 1 + μ ^ 1 ) 2 / < 4 μ * λ ^ ] ) . (19) 
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Similar to the above derivation for the case where и = 2 was used throughout, 
we find that (19) has a fixed-point 
λ = μ/(2μ - 1) 
if μ* = μ and μ > 1/2 For μ = σ we find 
λ = σΗ2σ - 1) = (3 + Vb)/2 л 2 62. 
For и
к+\ = 3 we have 
'ßk + Ok 
ì-PMk) = Ti 
1 + 
ßk- au 
ι (ßk-ak)2 
я (0k +ак)0к 
* + ι. 
\ßk-akJ 
edöfc + a fc)Q t 
so with /3fc
 + i = μ^^, α*
 + ι = 
Ait+2 = μ
ΐ + 1 λ^ + ι 
ι (λ,, - μ * ) 2 
Мы 
1 + 
8 (At + μ^μ* 
1 + 
1 (Afc - μ ^ ) 2 1 
8(Afc + μ*)λ^ 
If μ», з μ this recurrence has a fixed-point A satisfying 
ι (A 
1 + 
»(λ + μ)λ 
and we find if μ > 1/3 
3 — μ 
1 + 
1 (Â - μ) 2 
»(Χ + μ)μ 
Α 
which is 
MT 3 μ - 1 
λ = - + 
2 lü 
1 72 
if μ = σ. 
(20) 
6.2 Analysis of Parameterfree Polynomials 
The previous section gave an analysis for the case where the polynomials P^J' were 
optimized with respect to the quantities Qfc and ßk This of course presumes that 
these quantities are computable, which in general, in particular for poblems with 
strongly variable coefficients, may not be the case In this section we will there-
fore suggest polynomials that do not require explicit knowledge of parameters In 
particular, we will give an analysis of the quantities 
inf и * А
{ к >
и 
u l i ' M ' ^ ' u ' sup 
ц'Л
(
*'ц 
и*М
{к>и 
for several specific classes of polynomials. Quantities и18*к)и/и'М*к,и differ from 
these by at most a simple factor, as was seen in the previous section. 
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We start by considering separately polynomials of even and odd degree, 
where the latter are required to have degree и > 3 We will then consider the 
case ν = 1, and the use of mixed first and higher degree polynomials 
Case I Pix) = (1 - χ)" for и even 
In this case we show that the polynomial Ρ assumes only values in (0,1) for all 
arguments of interest Thus lemma 5 applies, and we find that if Д is such that for 
some фк e (0,1] 
Ik = \Фк,Ик I 
then 
Д + і = [<Afc
 + i,/ifciil, Фк + \ = min{l - Р(фк), 1- Ρ(μ;1)} 
It is easily seen graphically that the sequence к >-> ф
к
 is bounded 
Case II PU) = (1 - ex)" for и odd and i/ > 1, e e (0,1 | 
First let us assume that e = 1 In this case we show that there exist quantities ih 
such that 
for all u ?*—^e\l,ßk\ 
and such that the sequence к >-> ßk is bounded Suppose inductively that for all и 
и
1
А
(к,
и
 м д
 . 
u ' M l f e l i t 
for some /3fc > 1 Then 
and, as 1 - Ρ is increasing and 1 P(l) = 1, we find 
^Ir..- 6 [Ι,Λ + ιΙ, A+i = 1 - ^ / 3 ^ ' ) 
U ¿ι U 
Now use lemma 5 and the second half of the proof of lemma 4 to find that also 
и'Л'**
1
' « M a , 
In order to show that the /Vs converge if ν = 2v' + 1 (for v' > 0) we show that the 
recursion 
xo = 1, Xfc + i = 1 - (1 - μ - 1 ! * ) 1 
has a fixed point for μ sufficiently close to 1 It is easily seen that, if this is the case, 
also for higher values of v' a fixed point exists Elementary computation shows 
that this recurrence has a fixed-point if 
Ì 
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As this condition іь not met in practice, we choose e such that a fixed point is en­
sured For constant values of μ*,, e = μ would be a convenient choice, in practice it 
suflhces to take e = 1/2 Note, however, that in the numerical tests on the Poisson 
problem even for e = 1 the method converges in a number of iterations that is 
of optimal order, or close to it 
C a s e l l i P(x) = 1 - χ 
The important observation in the case of P(x) = 1 — χ is that 
Za) = M<k', 
so if f3¡, is such that 
f o r a11
 " i Π7ΪΓΓ ^ 0k, 
then 
; ^ _ ^ _ и'28
{к>
и
г
 и
(
25
{к,
и2 и12А
{к)
и2 
ι-ί'-Ι IL и.) u ' 2 и У 2 
I P , 
Λ+ι = Vklßk 
The lower bound of 1 carries over from the above analysis for polynomials of odd 
degree Thus we find in this case an (approximately) geometric increase of the 
condition number, and consequently an increase of the number of iterations in-
versely proportional to the meshwidth Note that the condition is lower by a factor 
of μι, than for the Chebyshev polynomials 
Case IV Pix) is of first and higher degree on alternating levels 
It was shown in the previous section that if second or third degree polynomials are 
only employed on every other level, the number of operations per preconditioner 
solve will be of the order of the number of unknowns In order to show that the 
condition number 0(1) can still be reached we have to extend the above analysis 
somewhat Again we consider the cases of odd and even polynomials separately 
Assume that к is such that on level к + 1 we have P(x) = 1 - χ while on level к 
the polynomial is of even degree Let a*, and β^ be such that 
u
,Aa,u 
forali и fc \ak,ßk\, 
and let the polynomial satisfy 
г Р І а ь А / і / і ^ Р Ы е І О . І І (21) 
For a lower bound on the condition number we find, referring to lemma 4 
_u_
f
:
4,l+^u
 =
 u
,
2S'
k + u
u2 = и<25
{к + 1)
иг 
и U ' M ' ^ ' U lu I l ' Z l l + l l U2 ' " < M , f c + l l u ¿ 
г
1 
и'2А
а + и
и2 = и
1
225^ии 
uW^^ui ^ u\¿Z'k)u2¿ l2ii± u¿ " u,22 
, ì il. * . . 
inf { 1 -Ρ 
1
 '4¿ 
^S^u22\\ 
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Again using the proof of lemma 4 and taking the requirements on the polyno­
mial into account we find that 
и*8{к]и
 t n ,, и'А
1к
*
и
и 
,«^:
6 1 0
'
1 1
'
 s o
 ^ ^ ^ ^
1 
and 
which shows that 
p „ и*А
1к+2)и , 
lor all u: :—:— < u, ,,. 
Thus we have proved inductively that 
0 < c u . + 2 = inf ( l - P ( x ) ) ; ßk+2=ßklv 
An easy way to have condition (21) satisfied, is to choose 
P(x) = μν(χ- μ l r 
where μ is a lower bound to all of the /i».s. 
Next let the polynomial be of odd degree on level Jk, specifically, let 
P(x) = a-ex)v (22) 
where e 6 (0,1]. Webegin by assuming that e = 1 is chosen. Our inductive assump­
tion is 
r η и
1
А
{к)
и , ,
 n
 , for a l b : e H , ^ ] . 
и'М
1к
'и 
As 
и
15{к+2)и
 r
. _! u , 5 , f c + 2 l u 
so, following the above analysis for odd degree polynomials we get the lower bound 
for all u:
 t,., •..,,. > 1 
and the upper bound 
Η -
u
,A{b+2tut uf,S", + uuí, t ¿5 , * + , , ~ ' 
^ ^ ' '
5 и р
Л ^ "
Ц
, -^^
5ир
Ц
' '
Ц
,/ 
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As the recurrence 
ßk + l = μ - 1 ( ΐ - ( 1 - μ - 1 Α Γ ) 
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does not have a fixed-point for any value of μ, we will have to choose again an e < 1. 
7 Numerical tests 
We have performed a number of problems, 
to test the optimality of the methods, 
to compare the Chebyshev polynomials and the parameterfree polynomi­
als, and 
to investigate the sensitivity of the methods to amsotropy 
The method used throughout is the conjugate gradient method with a multi-level 
preconditioner M with various degrees of polynomials, subject to a stopping crite­
rion 
x
gtM-ig< 10 10 
where g is the residual. The coefficient matrix was derived from the nine-point 
difference box We have tested the Poisson problem, and the anisotropic problem 
- u , ! - lOOuyj, = ƒ 
Some observations: 
For the methods with alternating first and higher degree polynomials it 
makes a difference if the first degree polynomial is taken on the axiparallel 
or the skew grid It turns out that for the Chebyshev polynomials one has to 
take the axiparallel grid, but for the parameterfree polynomials it is better 
to take the skew grid for the first degree polynomials. In both cases the 
numbers of iterations may differ, especially for the anisotropic problem, 
by a factor of 2 depending on which grid is taken We have reported only 
the optimal number of iterations 
For first degree polynomials the method with the Chebyshev polynomi­
als converges surprisingly slowly, to such an extent that for the anisotro­
pic problem no convergence within the first 100 iterations was reached 
for ft " ' .-20 The convergence speed for the parameterfree first degree 
polynomials is probably due to an effect of improved condition by underes­
timation of the upper bound of the spectrum, as was described above. 
When parameterfree polynomials of alternating degree are used on the an­
isotropic problem, the value of e in the definition of the polynomials is cru­
cial While for the Poisson problem e = 1 seems optimal with other val­
ues giving slightly more iterations, for anisotropic problems this gives a 
very slowly converging method Taking f = 1/2 on the other hand, gives, 
for third degree polynomials on every other level, satisfactory convergence 
speeds that are within a factor of 2 of those for the (optimal) Chebyshev 
polynomials Numerical tests indicate that this value of e = 1/2 suffices for 
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most values of the anisotropy; only for the Poisson problem performance 
slightly improves when e — 1 is chosen. 
As already remarked above, methods where polynomials of even degree are 
used are sensitive to imprecise estimates of the spectrum. This is probably 
the explanation for the rather slow (and increasingly so with finer mesh-
sizes) convergence of the parameterfree method with alternating first and 
second degree polynomials. 
We start by giving in tables 1 and 2 the iteration counts on the Poisson problem. 
On this problem the 'V-cycle' methods give numbers of iterations that seem to in­
dicate a condition number of less than 0(h~ ' ); the W-cycle' methods give constant 
numbers of iterations, but using alternating first and higher degree polynomials 
gives a slowly increasing number of iterations for the parameterfree polynomials. 
1/ft = 
v= 1 
2 
3 
1&2 
1&3 
10 
10 
6 
6 
7 
6 
20 
13 
6 
6 
7 
6 
40 
17 
6 
6 
7 
6 
80 
22 
6 
6 
7 
6 
Table 1: Numbers of iterations 
for the Δ5/Δ9 difference stencil 
on the Poisson problem 
using optimal polynomials. 
1/A = 
v= 1 
2 
3 
1&2 
1&3 
10 
7 
7 
5 
7 
6 
20 
10 
8 
6 
8 
7 
40 
12 
8 
6 
8 
9 
80 
16 
8 
6 
9 
12 
Table 2: Numbers of iterations 
for the Δ5/Δ9 difference stencil 
on the Poisson problem 
using parameterfree polynomials. 
As a prototype of a more difficult, and thus more realistic, problem we 
consider the anisotropic problem 
-u
xx
 - lOOuyy = f. 
Although we give the numbers of iterations for the Chebyshev polynomials of sec­
ond and third degree on each level, this data, indicating that the preconditioner 
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is spectrally equivalent in this case too, should be regarded as reference material 
only because of the high operation count per iteration. 
Our interest then lies with the first order methods, and those with first 
and higher degree polynomials alternating As already remarked above, however, 
using first degree polynomials in a V-cycle method with Chebyshev polynomials, 
gave a very slowly converging method, so these results were not reported 
For the methods with alternating degrees of polynomials the tests show a 
reasonably slow increase in the numbers of iterations for the second and in partic-
ular third degree polynomials The preconditioners with parameterfree polynomi-
als converge in a number of iterations that stays within a factor 2 of the optimal 
number on the Chebyshev polynomials 
1/h = 10 20 4Ö~8Ö 
Chebyshev и = 2 13 16 17 17 
3 10 11 12 12 
162 24 34 38 44 
163 13 15 16 17 
Parameterfree. и = 1 15 20 23 26 
1&2 20 29 40 65 
1&3 16 20 25 28 
Table 3 Numbers of iterations 
for the Δ-,/Δΐ) difference stencil 
on an anisotropic problem 
Tests, not reported here, on problems with even stronger anisotropy, or 
with large discontinuities in the coefficients show essentially the same behaviour, 
with numbers of iterations differing not much from those give here 
Next we consider the efficiency of these methods compared to some incom­
plete block factorization preconditioners, namely the standard recursive incom­
plete line block preconditioner (denoted L
r
 in | 5 | , INVCl in [10], and 'method Γ 
in |4 |), and a vectonzable variant of this where series expansion of pivot blocks is 
used in the preconditioner solve (denoted INVVj in [12] and, more general, L
x
(p) 
in 151 ) For the methods with alternating degree polynomials we use for the Poisson 
problem second degree polynomials, as for third degree the number of iterations 
is the same, but the number of operations about twice as high, for the anisotropic 
problem, however, second degree polynomials give an increasing number of itera­
tions, so we present then the figures for third degree polynomials 
First of all we notice that with respect to scalar efficiency it is hard to out­
perform the recursive preconditioner L
r
, especially as its performance improves 
with increasing anisotropy Only for the Poisson problem is the multilevel precon­
ditioner with i/ = 1&2 more efficient for sufficiently fine grids 
On vector computers and parallel architectures, however, where a recur­
sive preconditioner is less desirable, we have to compare the multilevel precondi­
tioners to the vectonzable preconditioner L
x
 It is then apparent that, even for 
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h · = 
Lr 
1,(3) 
ι/ = 1 
^ 1&2 
10 20 40 80 160 
5 106 
5 162 
7 167 
7 263 
8 160 
8 240 
10 231 
7 263 
13 250 
13 370 
12 274 
7 263 
24 448 
24 656 
16 358 
7 263 
42 772 
42 1124 
Table 4 numbers of iterations 
and operations/n2 per PCG for multilevel 
and incomplete factorization preconditioners 
on the Poisson problem 
h-1 = 
Lr 
L
x
(3) 
ν = 1 
u= 1&3 
I 10 20 40 80 160 
3 40 
6 188 
15 337 
13 925 
4 88 
10 292 
20 442 
15 1051 
6 144 
20 552 
23 505 
16 1114 
12 242 
41 1098 
26 568 
17 1177 
23 430 
75 1982 
Table 5 numbers of iterations 
and operations/n2 per PCG for multilevel 
and incomplete factorization preconditioners 
on the anisotropic problem 
the anisotropic problem, already for relatively coarse meshes multilevel precon­
ditioners can be competitive with respect to scalar efficiency The simple V-cycle 
method (u = 1) with parameterfree polynomials seems then preferable to W-cycle 
methods, as it has at most a slightly higher complexity on the Poisson problem, 
but a noticeably lower operation count on the anisotropic problem Extrapolating 
the results for the anisotropic problem would lead us to expect that the W-cycle 
methods become more efficient only for grids with h l ^ ~ 600 
Note that solving a system with the multilevel preconditioner is vector-
izable, as only diagonal systems need to solved However, the sequence of grids 
presupposes that the architecture is capable of efficient gather/scatter 
It is only on massively parallel architectures that W-cycle methods are the 
uncontested winners with a number of iterations that is both lower than that of 
the V-cycle method, and constant or at most very slowly increasing 
8 Conclusion 
We have investigated multilevel preconditioners for self-adjoint nine-point differ­
ence operators where the incompleteness of the preconditioner derives from replac­
ing the nine-point stencil by a five-point one on the red points of a red-black struc­
ture imposed on each grid Each coarser grid consists then of the black points of the 
previous grid 
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We have shown that if the grids are traversed using certain polynomials to 
obtain a general И'-cycle-like method, it is possible to have a preconditioner that is 
both spectrally equivalent to the original matrix, and has a number of operations 
that is proportional to the number of unknowns As an added bonus, only systems 
with diagonal matrices need to be solved 
Such multilevel preconditioners can function competitively on vector ma­
chines if there is an efficient gather/scatter mechanism to overcome the increasing 
grid sizes On massively parallel architectures they can be extremely fast, involv­
ing no global synchronization and only local communications 
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CHAPTER 
Implementation of 5-Point/9-Point Multi-level 
Methods on Hypercube Architectures 
Report 9010, Mathematisch Instituut, Nijmegen 
Victor Eijkhout 
Abstract 
Computational complexity of 5 9-point multi-level methods on hypercube architectures is 
analysed In particular attention is given to minimization of data distances 
1 Introduction 
Recently, Axelsson and Eijkhout | 1 | proposed a multi-level method based on 9-
point stencils. In this method, in contrast to ordinary 5-point multi-level methods, 
the transition from the grid with meshwidth h to the one with width 2h is made 
via an intermediate, skew, grid with meshwidth v^/i. The method is based on the 
observation that imposing a red/black structure on a domain with 9-point stencils 
in the nodes, and eliminating the black points after altering their stencils to an 
axi-parallel 5-point stencil, will give a rotated 9-point stencils on the red grid Re­
peating this argument, rotated by 45 degrees on every next grid, will then define 
a multi-level preconditioner with interesting properties. 
First of all, as the black points are mutually uncoupled, only systems with 
diagonal blocks need to be solved, making this a fully parallel preconditioner with­
out any global synchronization Secondly, it can be proved that when the polyno­
mial formalism of [2| is used, this preconditioner is spectrally equivalent to the 
original matrix This fact is confirmed by experiments on anisotropic problems 
in 111 
This paper analyses how the full parallehty can be realised on hypercube 
architectures The problem here is how to treat the skew grids Using a variant of 
the data rearrangement trick used in | 3 | , a method results which has a complexity 
comparable to that of a 5-point multilevel method on hypercubes 
The next two sections give some basic facts about hypercubes and the 
multi-level method, respectively. 
2 Embedding a multi-level structure 
in a hypercube 
The easiest way to explain how a hypercube architecture can be employed in multi­
level methods, is to treat a one-dimensional problem Extension to higher dimen­
sions then basically follows by considering a higher dimensional grid as a Carte­
sian product of one-dimensional grids, the corresponding embedding sees the hy­
percube as a Cartesian product of lower-dimensional subcubes (see figure )1 The 
presentation in this section is derived from [3|. 
The problem how to embed a one-dimensional grid of 2*' points in a k-
dimensional hypercube can be solved by using so-called 'binary reflected Gray 
codes', or Gray codes, for short A Gray code of order к is an ordered string G* 
of 2k binary numbers g[k\ defined recursively The computational domain is then 
mapped to the hypercube by assigning node ι to the processor with number g\k). 
The Gray code of order 1 is 
Gi ={0,1}, 
for higher orders 
G,
 + 1 ={9\u\0, . . , ^ ' ι Ο , ^ Ί ΐ , , ^ ' Ί } 
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where the bar denotes concatenation, i.e., appending one bitstring to another. 
We need two basic facts about Gray codes. 
Lemma 1 If the distance between two elements of a Gray code is defined as the 
number of digits in which they differ, then the distance between д\к' and s j*^ is 2 
for all values of j , except for j = 0, then it is 1. 
Note that the distance between two elements of a Gray code can be interpreted as 
the number of edges in the hypercube that seperate two processors having those 
elements as number. This lemma then implies that a one-dimensional multi-level 
method embedded in a hypercube has inter-node connections of length at most 2 on 
all levels. 
Lemma 2 At an extra cost of one parallel data movement per grid transition, a 
one-dimensional multi-level method can be arranged to have node connections uni­
formly 1 on all levels. 
Proof. Considering four subsequent elements of a Gray code, we find 
„l*> _ ΛΙ „ I * 1 — II , . 1 * 1 — 1 1 ι*' — f>l 
04j
 + l -
O l · · · ' 04,+2 - 1 I · · · ' S4J+.4 - l l · · · . 04,+4 - ( ) l · · · · 
If a multi-level algorithm eliminates elements ді^ of Gk for j = 1.. . 2 * " ' , it is 
possible to have the next grid, containing the glf^i elements, in a subcube. For 
this the nodes with number g''4
k
J\l should move their data to the node g'f'. The next 
grid is then located in the subcube whose nodes have leading digit 0. Qed 
3 The multi-level method 
The recursive 5/9-point factorisation can be formally described as follows. 
Let a domain on level к + 1 be given with a red/black structure, with 5-point 
stencils in the red points and 9-point stencils in the black points. Let 
л(*+і»_ (D С(\ 
-{с E) 
(where D and E are symmetric and positive definite) be the coefficient matrix, 
with the 2 x 2 structure of this matrix induced by the red/black ordering. Note 
that this makes D a diagonal matrix. 
The Schur complement on the black points 
S{k) = E-CD'^C1 
is then a nine-point matrix, and the coefficient matrix Аік) on this intermediate 
level is formed as an approximation of it, by recursively imposing a red/black struc­
ture, and modifying the stencil in the red points of this complement grid to a 5-
point stencil. For the mathematical details of this approximation, see 111. 
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Figure 1 Л 2D grid embedded in a hypercube 
We precondition Aa + U or S1*"1"" by 
" = ( ? ^ ) ( ; D ; C ' ) 
where I stands generically for an identity matrix of the proper order, and Za) is 
an approximation to the Schur complement Sik], defined by 
Here P„ = P,'*1 is a polynomial of degree и =
 к
 ^ 1 
Note that a value of ν implies that solving a system with Z{k) entails solv­
ing и - 1 systems with Mtk\ and multiplying ν times with S[k] In general ν can 
be made to vary between level, but only two values, v+ and i/x, will be used, for 
axiparallel and skew grids respectively 
Algonthmically, solving a system with a preconditioner M on a certain level 
can be represented as 
solve a system with the diagonal (l,l)-block D, 
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move data to the next grid - a skew one for the axiparallel grid, and vice 
versa - along the connections of the stencil C, 
on the next grid, solve ν systems with the preconditioner on that grid, and 
multiply ν - 1 times by the coefficient matrix, 
move data back along the connections of the С stencil, 
solve a final system with D. 
In the next section the costs of each of the components of this algorithm, and the 
resulting global computational complexity will be considered 
Note that taking и - 1 gives a kind of V-cycle method, higher values for 
ν may be called 'generalized РУ-сусІе' methods 
4 Implementation and computation of cost 
4.1 Data rearrangement 
Suppose that a certain grid has been embedded in a hypercube, which maybe a sub-
cube As is illustrated in figure 1, it is possible to consider such a cube as the Carte­
sian product of two subcubes In order to ensure that the grid with double mesh-
width will again be in a subcube, the 'data rearrangement' of | 3 | can be applied 
twice once moving columns in x-direction, and once moving rows of the grid in y-
direction. 
The data movement in z-direction (figure 2) places the skew grid in nodes 
that are in a Cartesian product of two cubes, where the cube in j-direction has half 
the points of the one in t/-direction To avoid two items of data landing on the same 
node, the subcube indicating the rows of the grid will be indexed by a Gray code 
shifted one place The subsequent move in y-direction (figure 3) then places the 
grid with double distance in a subcube with similar structure as the original one 
The main point to decide is when in the algorithm this data motion is to 
take place. By viewing the movements in x- and (/-direction independently, a num­
ber of diiïerent algorithms result. This will be discussed below 
One a priori restriction will be imposed on the timing of the data move-
ments. If the number of processors is smaller than the number of grid nodes, pro-
cessors will be allotted patches of the domain In such cases computation will tend 
to dominate communication It is therefore undesirable that data movement as-
signs multiple patches to one processor Thus we impose the restriction that data 
rearrangement moves different patches of the domain into different processors 
4.2 Distances in various stencils 
On both the axiparallel and the skew level, we are concerned with the stencils for 
the С and the 5 operator Denoting the grids by + and χ subscripts respectively, the 
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Figure 2. Data movement in z-direction for the 
nodes on the skew grid. 
stencils look like: 
and 
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cx 
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О 
О 
• 
О 
О 
О 
О . 
The restriction in the previous subsection that data of two nodes should 
not reside in the same processor, imposes a first restriction on the timing of the 
data movement going to coarser grids (see figure 2). 
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Figure 3. Data movement in ¡/-direction to get the 
grid of mesh width 2h in a sub-cube 
the transport in x-direction should take place after the C+ stencil has been 
applied - or equivalently before its transpose С'+ - and 
the transport in y-direction should take place after the C
x
 stencil has been 
applied. 
Consider now the distances between nodes connected by the various stencils. 
C+: This stencil has to be considered only on the axiparallel grid, and all the 
points it connects are at distance 1 from the central node: 
1 
distances in C+ : 1 0 1 
1 
5, : This stencil is also only considered on the axiparallel grid. Strictly speaking 
it would be possible to postpone the data movement in (/-direction until af­
ter application of the 5+ stencil, but this doesn't lead to any interesting al­
gorithms. 
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Grid distances along the S+ stencil are 1 for the straight connections, and 
2 for the cross-connections 
2 1 2 
distances in 5+ · 1 0 1 
2 1 2 
С* : On the original grid distances along the Cx stencil are uniformly 2; after 
data motion m x-direction they are 1 for two of the points, and 2 for the 
other two. 
2 2 2 1 
distances in C
x
 : 0 or 0 , 
2 2 2 1 
where the latter stencil may be mirrored horizontally for some points. 
5 X For the 5 X stencil, finally, distances are uniformly 2 on the original grid; 
after data motion in »-direction they become 1 in half of the points: 
2 2 
2 2 1 1 
distances in 5 X · 2 0 2 or 2 0 2, 
2 2 2 2 
2 1 
agam with the latter stencil mirrored in some of the points. 
It can now be show that two-dimensional data rearrangement results in a more effi­
cient algorithm 
Theorem 3 Using data movement as described, the maximal distance 
for any btencil on any grid can be kept down to 2 Not using data movement 
results in a less efficient algorithm 
Proof It was described above how distances can be reduced to maximally 2. From 
lemma 1 it follows that not using data motion will result in distances of at most 4 
for all stencils except C + (where they are at most 2) and on all levels except for the 
finest one Both the rearrangement in x- and in ^-direction take only one extra data 
transport step, so with data movement the transition to the next grid takes two ex­
tra steps. 
Even with the simplest form of the multi-level method, that is, the F-cycle 
method with ν = 1, these extra steps are offset by the savings of two steps in the 
multiplication by C
x
 Taking into account C+ and possible applications of S
x
 and 
S+ in case и > 1, the method using data movement is thus more efficient. Qed 
4.3 Remarks about the skew grid 
The algorithm as exposed above displays a fundamental asymmetry between the 
axiparallel and the skew grid One might wonder if it were not possible to introduce 
a transformation such that for instance the distances along the C
x
 stencil would be 
uniformly 1 
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Such a transformation, however, will have to take place in only one parallel 
data transport step, as the only savings it incurs, is one transport step during move-
ment along the Cx connections. That this is impossible is shown in the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 4 Any transformation of the skew grid, such that the Cx connections 
are uniformly at distance 1, takes at least two parallel data transport steps. 
Proof. Suppose node (¿, j) is moved to (г - l,,;') in the transformation (there has 
to be at least one node that is moved, we can assume that it moves along the first 
coordinate), then nodes (i + 1, j + 1) and (г + 1, j — 1) have to move at least two 
steps to get to places at a distance 1 from (i - l,j). Thus the rearrangement takes 
at least two steps. Qed 
For cubes of dimension 3 or higher, there are sufficient edges in a hypercube to ac­
comodate all the connections of a 9-point stencil. However, this does not mean that 
it is possible to embed a 9-point stencil such that all connections have distance 1. 
Lemma 5 Any node with 9-point connections has at least one neighbours at dis­
tance at least 2. 
Proof. Let two neighbours, for instance those in positive x- and (/-direction be 
located at distance 1 from the central node (г, j ) . For node (г + 1, j + 1) tobe located 
at distance 1, it must differ in one bit from three other nodes that themselves differ 
only in two bits, which is clearly impossible. Qed 
4.4 Six algorithms 
With the above remarks on data collision in mind, only two prospective locations in 
the algorithm for the data movement steps remain. As the time for the (/-movement 
is confined to succeeding the C
x
 step, the only degree of freedom is the placement 
of the z-movement, which can either succeed the C+ step, or the C
x
 one. Let's 
label the resulting algorithms the 'A' and 'B' algorithm. 
Of both of the above algorithms three variants exist, based on the degrees 
of the polynomial in the preconditioner. As remarked above, we will only consider 
algorithms with equal degrees for all axiparallel levels, and similarly for the skew 
levels. Now indicate the choices by 
1. the same degree on all levels: 
fx = v+ = v, 
2. a 'V-cycle' on the skew grids: 
i/
x
 Ξ 1; I/+ = и, 
3. a 'V-cycle' on the axiparallel grids: 
ι/
χ
 Ξ ι/; I/+ = 1, 
where i/ > 1 is some integer. For i/ = 1 all three choices coincide. 
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Let us now consider the complexity of these algorithms in detail. The quantities 
ui'b' and u}{hx' will be taken to denote the amount of parallel steps necessary to 
solve a system with the preconditioner on the axiparallel and skew grids with 
meshwidth h respectively. The time needed to solve a system with the complete 
preconditioner is denoted by ω. 
In each time step, a processor is assumed to be able to perform one floating 
point operation, and to communicate once on all its ports (note that of the available 
hypercube interconnections only four ports, emulating a two-dimensional grid, are 
used). Assume that the complete multi-level method hasp levels, and that the work 
on the coarsest level can be done in one time step. 
For algorithm A we have, counting the number of steps in the algorithm in sec­
tion 3, 
^
+
» = 4 + v
x
(2 + ω[h*,) 
wj,*' = 6 + i/+(2 + ω!¿+h,). 
For the three variants based on polynomial degree и this implies (ignoring lower or­
der quantities): 
1. 
u,^' = 4 + 8i/ + 2«/2 + u ^ V 2 = 
2. 
1/ 
и 
V 
= 1 
= 2 . 
= 3 · 
ω = 
ω = 
ω 
ω 
ω 
Π ­
ΙΟ-
= 1 4 ρ 
= " > * 
= 6ΐ· 
2? 
.У 
. 4 ? 
9Ρ 
( + ι í n . л , ι-η ί ι/ = 2 : ω = \Ί · 
WL = 12 + 2ν + ωΐνν => { h
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Similarly for algorithm В: 
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For the three variants based on polynomial degree ν this implies (again ignoring 
lower order quantities): 
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3. 
Comparing this complexity to that of classical multi-grid methods is difficult for 
a number of reasons. For one, there is no standard multi-grid method. For an­
other, the polynomials appearing in this method have only in a weak sense an 
analogon in classical multi-grid methods. 
In multi-grid, the number of smoothing steps taken may be seen as analo­
gous to the polynomial degree in the method discussed here. Note, however, that 
multi-grid methods with increasing number of smoothing steps will still operate 
linearly in the number of levels - only with a higher proportionality constant -
while increasing и in the multi-level method will lead to essentially higher complex­
ity. Seemingly, this would constitute a disadvantage for the polynomial formalism, 
but it is compensated for by the fact that in multi-grid methods the smoothing 
steps are usually not fully parallel. In most cases they involve an incomplete fac­
torization solution, which entails global communication along the grid. 
Note that leaving out the data rearrangement will lead to a method that 
has the same asymptotical computational complexity, but a proportionality con­
stant that is almost higher by a factor of 2. 
4.5 Asynchronous versus lock-step computing 
All of the above discussion assumed implicitly a form of lock-step computing, that 
is, all processors perform corresponding operations at the same time, synchronized 
by a master clock. In principle, however, the multi-level algorithm considered here 
has opportunities for asynchronous computing, that is, if corresponding pieces of 
data need different times for travel, subsequent steps in the computation may start 
at different times in different processors, depending on when the necessary data ar­
rives. 
Here, the main opportunity for asynchronicity arises out of the fact that 
the C* stencil has connections to points at unequal distances. It is not hard to see, 
however, that in this algorithm nothing is to be gained by asynchronous computing. 
The reason for this is, that, when there are connections at unequal dislance, all 
points are connected to both points at a short and at a long distance. 
Thus, while some data may travel faster when computed asynchronously, 
there will always be data that takes the longest needed time. Note further that, 
for this approach to be at all possible, the program code will have to be rewritten 
extensively to be able to perform single operations several times, for each piece of 
incoming data. Otherwise even parallel operations like solving a system with the 
diagonal matrix D will introduce locally a synchronisation point, as per element 
d,t four items of data, possibly coming in at different times, have to be collected. 
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5 Conclusion 
The multi-level method of 111 can be implemented efficiently on a hypercube ar­
chitecture, in such a way that all grids, both axiparallel and rotated over 45 de­
grees, are in subcubes, and all connections used are of distance 1 or 2. In order 
to achieve this, processors have to rearrange their data in between operations on 
different grids. The resulting algorithm can be executed without loss of efficiency 
by processors working in lock-step mode. 
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SAMENVATTING 
Vectoriseerbare en parallelliseerbare preconditioneringen voor de 
geconjungeerde gradiënten methode. 
De geconjungeerde gradiënten methode voor het oplossen van lineaire 
stelsels vergelijkingen is een zogenaamde iteratieve methode: in plaats 
van in één stap de oplossing te willen bepalen doet de methode een 
initiële gok, en brengt daar dan een reeks van verbeteringen op aan, tot 
de oplossing in voldoende mate is benaderd. Een preconditionering is een 
matrix С die het oorspronkelijke probleem Ax = b transformeert tot een 
probleem C~1Ax = C~lb waarvoor, naar men hoopt, de iteratieve 
methode sneller convergeert. 
Dit proefschrift houdt zich in het bijzonder bezig met 
preconditioneringen die geschikt zijn voor computers met een 
vectorprocessor, en voor parallelle architecturen. 
Een vectorprocessor is een arithmetische verwerkingseenheid die 
gesegmenteerd is; een bewerking als het vermenigvuldigen van twee 
drijvende-komma getallen wordt opgesplitst in een aantal 
deelbewerkingen die door afzonderlijke stukken electrónica uitgevoerd 
worden. Volgens het principe van een lopende band - deelresultaten 
worden voor verdere verwerking aan een volgend deel van de processor 
doorgegeven - kunnen zo reeksen identieke operaties sneller uitgevoerd 
worden. De versnelling is, mits de reeks lang genoeg is, en er van 
ц^аапгіе dat elke deeloperatie even veel tijd kost, gelijk aan het aantal 
deeloperaties. 
De eis echter dat het een reeks identieke operaties moet betreffen, legt 
sterke eisen op aan de gebruikte methode. Traditionele 
preconditioneringen bevatten meestal een niet verwaarloosbare 
component waarvoor in het geheel geen versnelling behaald kan worden. 
Parallelle architecturen zijn computerarchitecturen waarin zich meer dan 
een arithmetische verwerkingseenheid bevindt. Zo'n computer kan een 
voordeel betekenen als het uit te voeren algorithme delen bevat die 
gelijktijdig uitgevoerd kunnen worden. Het kan hier zowel identieke, als 
verschillende operaties betreffen. Wederom geldt echter dat traditionele 
methodes vaak een component bevatten waar elke bewerking het 
resultaat van zijn voorgangers nodig heeft. Een parallelle computer levert 
dan dus geen snelheidswinst op. 
Methodes waarvoor elk onderdeel 'gevectoriseerd' of'geparallelliseerd' 
kan worden bestaan al enkele jaren; een belangrijke klasse van zulke 
methodes is die van de incomplete blokfactorisaties. Een blokfactorisatie 
van een matrix (ik bekijk hier overigens alleen symmetrische, positief 
definiete matrices) gebruikt meer van de in het oorspronkelijke probleem 
aanwezige structuur: als de differentiaalvergelijking waar de matrix van 
afkomstig is zich in een drie dimensionaal gebied afspeelde, gebruikt een 
blokmethode de structuur van lijnen en hypervlakken van het domein. 
Hoofdstukken 2 en 4 van dit proefschrift gaan niet specifiek over 
parallelliseerbare methodes. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een analyse gegeven 
van inverses matrices van het soort dat als pivot blokken optreedt in 
blokfactorisaties, en hoofdstuk 4 behandelt het convergentiegedrag van 
een methode waar de incomplete factorisatie niet gebaseerd is op de 
oorspronkelijke matrix - in dit geval een 'spline' matrix - maar op een 
daarmee spectraal equivalente. 
Aan alle preconditioneringen wordt de eis gesteld dat ze, net als de 
coefficientenmatrix die ze benaderen, symmetrisch en positief definiet 
zijn. Hoofdstuk 3 bespreekt de tweede helft van deze eis, en geeft aan 
waarom de methode van het 'modificeren' van de factorisatie in geval van 
cyclische reductie methodes niet een te verkiezen oplossing is. 
Blokmethodes kunnen in drie-dimensionale problemen gebaseerd worden 
op lijnen en op vlakken. Hoofdstuk 5 bekijkt een aantal 
preconditioneringen van beide soorten, en geeft een foutanalyse op 
modelproblemen voor de parallelliseerbare lijnmethodes. 
Hoofdstukken 6-9 gaan over parallelliseerbare puntfactorisaties; 
hoofdstuk 6 over puntfactorisaties in de klassieke zin, en de resterende 
drie hoofdstukken over multi-nivo methodes. Hoofdstuk 6 analyseert 
herordeningsstrategieën die de hoeveelheid parallellisme in een 
algorithme moeten vergroten. 
Multi-nivo factorisaties zijn een relatief recente ontwikkeling. De variant 
in hoofdstuk 8 is gebaseerd op 9-punts stencils, en is op elk nivo geheel 
parallel, zodat de verwerkingstijd enkel nog bepaald wordt door het 
aantal nivo's dat doorlopen moet worden. Hoofdstuk 7 geeft een overzicht 
van de theorie van multi-nivo methodes, met een gescheiden behandeling 
van de algebraïsche en de eindige-elementen aspecten. Hoofdstuk 9, 
tenslotte behandelt de implementatie van de multi-nivo methode uit 
hoofdstuk 8 op de parallelle hypercubus architectuur. 
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Stellingen 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
'Vectorizable and Parallelizable Preconditioners 
for the Conjugate Gradient Method' 
van Victor Eijkhout. 
1. De iteratieve methode uit hoofdstuk 8 van dit proefschrift is 
gebaseerd op het benaderen van de factorisatie 
-(?s)=(f5)(rr) . -· 
waar S = E - С В ' С , en heeft óp parallelle computers een efficiëntie 
Ep die een dalende functie is van het aantal processoren. Door 
benadering van de formule voor de inverse 
A - i - ( s;1 -B-ICS^\ 
waar Si = В - С*Е-1С en 5·
λ
= E - СВ~1С{, kunnen 
preconditioneringen met parallelle efficiëntie Ep = 3/2 and Ep Ξτ 1 
verkregen worden. 
2. Zij N een natuurlijk getal. De afbeelding 5 : І ^ -» JV^ gedefinieerd 
door 
(Sx), = Y^hixj) 
heeft voor N > 8 twee attractoren. 
[11 L. Sallows en V. Eijkhout, Co-descriptive strings, The Mathematical 
Gazette, 70(1986), 1-10. 
3. De analyse in [1] van kruisseriële afhankelijkheden in het Nederlands 
is incorrect. De geponeerde stelling dat deze constructie niet door een 
contextvrije grammatica gegenereerd kan worden is echter wel juist. 
[11 J. Bresnan, R.M. Kaplan, S. Peters, en A. Zaenen, Cross-serial 
dependencies in Dutch. Linguistic Inquiry, 13(1982), 613-635. 
4. De Incrementeel Procedurele Grammatica is in staat Chomsky 1 
talen voort te brengen. 
111 G. Kempen en E. Hoenkamp, An incremental procedural grammar 
for sentence formulation, Cognitive Science, 11(1987), 201-258. 
5. Het is niet goed voor de gemoedsrust tegelijkertijd een proefschrift te 
schrijven en het format van de tekstverwerker waarin het gezet moet 
worden. 
is een volgens de kwintencirkel harmoniseerbare twaalftoonsreeks. 


